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The transport phenomena occurring Across parchment 
supported snd poly sty rene moulded menbranea have been 
thoroughly Investigated by taking into account the following 
aspects , namely U) i o n i c transport, (11) wewbrane potent ia l , 
( i l l ) e l e c t r i c a l conductivity, l iv) i o n i c d is tr ibut ion 
e q u i l i b r i a and (v) apat la l d is tr ibut ion o i ions and the 
potent ia l within the sseirJbrene. k i ck ' s diffusion law and 
Nernst-Pianck £AUK actuations were applied for the determina-
t ion of dif fusion rates of a number of l t l , 2»1 and 3 i l typo 
of e l e c t r o l y t e s . The equations used for the evaluation of 
di f fus ion rate involves values of membrane potent ia l s^* 
membrane res is tance l^« ea t ion lc and anionic po ten t ia l s £ c 
and Eg, e t c . , which have been determined purely by e l e c t r o -
metric methods. Diffusion rates of the chlorides of KH*, K*, 
» •* . l i * , Be2*, Ca2*, Kg2* and M 3 * a t various temperatures 
have bean evaluated with the help of following equations. 
For l i l type e l e c t r o l y t e , 
For 2 t l type e l e c t r o l y t e . 
KXl) 
For 3 i l typa s i a c t r o i y t a , 
ft • ifer l " - 7 3 ">« l?7? -«»][ ' ^ c a v a * l l 
ciVi 
vhera C and V •**&<* f o r concentration and a c t i v i t y c o e f f i -
c i e n t s respec t ive ly . 
The app l i cab i l i ty of the above equationa haa been 
t e s t e d by comparing, the "observed" and "computed" diffuelon 
r e t a s . I t was found that thaaa aquations ara v a l i d for tha 
study of diffusion of e l e c t r o l y t e s through parchment supported 
manbrenea* 
Tha values of membrane res i s tance R^ for aach membrane 
with d i f f erent ai.aetrci.ytaa vary in tha following order 
juici y KaCi >^ KCI y KH4CI 
and 
AlCl j > »gCia > CaCi2 > BaCi2 
Tha order of diffusion ratas o r for various e i o c t r c i y t e s 
through aach of tha membranes i a as follows 
KM4Ci > KCI > HaCl > LiCl 
and 
•aCla > C a d j > HfCl j > JUffft'3 
Tha membrane potar t ia l K^  vaiuaa for tha various e l e e t r o -
ly taa display vary in tar as t ing phenomena. In tha casa of l t l 
( i l l 
e l e c t r o l y t e the values are a i l p o s i t i v e (d i lu te aid* taken 
as *va> indicat ing that the membrane i s cation s e l e c t i v e . 
l o the caaa of 2 i l and 3 i l e^ectroiytee l^ changes eign l n d l -
c a t ing that tha membrane hea become anion aa laot iva . Tha. 
s e l e c t i v i t y of tha membrane haa bean discussed in tha l i g h t 
of tha sola played by multivalent cat ions which era responsible 
for tha charge reversal of each of tha membranes. 
The various membrane parameters ware a l so evaluated a t 
d i f f eren t temperature and energy of act ivat ion E# for d i f fu -
sion of e l e c t r o l y t e s vmrm ca lcu la ted . I t was found that the) 
values of K# for diffusion through tha membranes are higher as 
compared to those found for frea dif fusion in s o l u t i o n . Tha 
dif fus ion rata sequence and s e l e c t i v i t y of the membranes for 
various unl« b i and t r iva l en t cat ions were found to be 
primarily dependent on the dif ferences in hydration energies 
of counter ions in tha external s o l u t i o n . On tha bas i s of 
Elsenman-Sherry theory tha ditfusion rata sequence of a lka l i 
metal cat ions point toward* the weak f i e l d strength of tha 
f ixed charge groups. 
The theory of absolute reaction rates has been applied 
t o tha di f fus ion process and the various act ivat ion par am s tars 
namely enthalpy of act ivat ion A i r 4 , free energy of act ivat ion 
A r and entropy of act ivat ion A r have been evaluated. 
The value* of A S^ are found to be negat ive indicat ing that 
Uv) 
tha diffusion tskss plaea with part ia l lawobil l ration in ths 
sambrana phssa. Tn* ra la t ive part ia l i — a b i l i t y was found 
to l n e r s s s s with l n e r s s s s in ths valanca of tha ion* conati -
tut ing tha a lac tro ly t* . A foraal re lat ionship batwesn 
A % d r s t i o n ' A r h y , i r s t i o n * * A s h y d * s t i o « o I «•**<*• «**h 
tha corresponding vs luss of A i r , A r ^ and A S * for diffusion 
was a l s o found to s x l a t for thaaa mssbranss. 
for tha evaluation of mafffcrana fixed chargs density 
various methods haws basn employed. Tha vs luss ot Donnsn 
potential* di i fus lon potsnt la l and t o t a l stesbrane potent ia l 
for KCl of various concentrations havs bean cai.cui.atad 
according to tha thsory of Teoreli-Meyer-Siavers and i t s 
modified Conn by Aitug and Hair* Various theories of mssbrans 
potential* namely Kobateke's and fcegaeava's bassd on tha 
thermodynamics of i r revers ib l e proeassss havs bssn applied to 
thass parchuefit supportad misrin ranee* Tha *oe t cruc ia l point 
in thaaa theories i s tha assumption that tha a c t i v i t i e s * m4 
and a. of swell ions in tha feasor ana phase can b s rapraaantad 
by t^ • « v and a . • e . whara c_ i s tha concentration of tha 
eo - lons in tha sasbrans osaas . t h i s assumption i a p l l s s that 
i n tha dirsotion of uestoraoe thickness* ths oredlente of tha 
chemical potsnt la l of poal t iva and nagativa ions i n ths 
membrane srs tha same i . s . , grad *+ • grad a . . Kob s t a k e ' s 
•smbrems potant i s l aquation containa various parameters* 
namely c< « p and v which havs bssn evaluated for th>ae aystem 
tv) 
of perchxvent supported evasibranoe* These paranotors were uead 
for ©ooparleor. of theory tilth experiment and confirmed tho 
app l i cab i l i t y of Kobatake*a equation of oeobrane potent ia l to 
these eyateoe of oewbrenea. Another equation repreeentlng th« 
degree of peasso loe t lv l ty of mesjbrano-oloctrolyto ay a to* was 
• l o o applied to theee aenbranee. This equation uses asjpli icel 
onpreaelona for tho a c t i v i t y coe f f i c i en t s and atobll lt loa of 
on a l l Ions in charged oewbrane. Based on panasai. a c t i v i t y 9 . 
a alnple method for tho dotexmlnatlon of the o f f a c t i v e flxad 
charga density flTX was a l so eppliod. 
Moat recently Nagaeewe haa darived an expression baaed 
on theratodynanlca of l rrevere lb le processee for tho detemina-
t lon of ther»odynamically a t fac t ive f ixed charge dereity by 
taking, various aaeuatptiona • Thla theory was alao applied to 
theae ayateaa of merafcranee and therwodynamicaily o f fac t ive 
f ixed charge density was evaluated. The re su l t s of e l l these 
Invest igat iona ahow that tho *eab ran a potent ia l data are 
f i t t e d accurately by tho equations derived by Kobatako and 
Kegeaawe. 
Tho theoret ica l equation a, baaed on the roodyn erica of 
l r r o v e r s l b l e proceeaea, for b i ~ l o a l c potant ia l s ( 8 9 ) and 
•ajabrane potent ia l , derived by Toyoshlao 4 P O B * * 1 , have a l so 
boon applied anal teated with polyatyrene sow 1dad nenbrano. 
A l l tho parewatere of aba eejaatlons have boon dotottalnod and 
<vi) 
i t waa found that tha tbooratieally dotosnlnad bi-loriic 
potantlala agroa wall with tha «*p«riaan ta l ly obearvad bi -
lonlo potential valttsa. Tha vain aasanptlon of noss£l*s 
•quatlen that activity ooof fleianta and wobilltlaa of avail 
ions ara glvar. toy tha axpraaaicna propoaod £ro» tha axpacdad 
"addltlvity rula". ara found to ba applicable to thaaa 
ayataai of aenbranea. Tha nobil ity ratios and potentlonetrlc 
aoleet lvity eoofficianta hava alao b«on evaluated. 
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Tha atudlss of transport through staubranas both 
a r t i f i c i a l as v a i l «• natural hava racantly at tracted tha 
at tent ion of chemists* bloehealsts« blophyalclata, 
phareacologlata and p h y s i o l o g i s t s , surface chemistry, 
so lut ion theory, c o l l o i d chemistry and electrochemistry 
war a employed to aolva some of tha b i o l o g i c a l problems. Bvar 
ainea tha time tha f i r s t blmolecular l i p i d membranes (BLM's) 
were generated in 1962 by Mueller a t a l . (1 -3 ) , a graat daal 
of at tent ion has been paid to undarstand thair formation and 
bahavlour under a variaty of condi t ions . Recently* other 
simple models for tha physiological membranes hava baan atudiad 
in ordor to understand tha bahavlour o l complex c a l l manbranas 
in texms of aa tab 11 a had physico-chemical prirciplaa (4-12) . 
Thair importance l i a s in tha fac t that thay happsn t o boar a 
e i o s s reeemblence to tha c a l l membranes of l i v i n g ayatama. 
Tha aos t important contribution to the f l a l d of m—ID ran aa 
was made in 1966 by tha publication of Discussions of tha Faraday 
Society on "Membrane Phenomena". Tha thaors t ica l pr inc ip le s 
of i r r e v e r s i b l e thesmodynemlcs and othar transport equations 
uaad in tha daacrlption of membrane phenomena hava baan reviewed 
by Hanlay (11) . Similarly, Mlkulecky (14) has ravlawad tha 
material I l l u s t r a t i n g the explication of various tj.ow equa-
t ions to transport procesaea in d i f ferent membrane systems. 
The review of Miliar (IS) I l l u s t r a t e s the universal nature 
c f the Cnsager reciprocal r e l a t i o n s . The application of 
On eager reciprocal re lat ione to a aim* l a membrane transport 
process* as described by Kedem and Katchalaky (16) * has bean 
questioned by Bresler and Kendt (17) . Contrarliy* Smit and 
staverman (lfc) have stated that* provided forces and fluxes 
are small* the Cnsagar reciprocal re la t ions can be applied 
in the description of trar.sport processes . Nevertheless* 
Richardson (19) has shown that the Kadem-Katchaisfcy*s flow 
equation Cor a non-e lectro iyte i s a f i rs t -order expression of 
an exact integral of the friction«u. ecuations of Splegler (20) 
and Be arm an and Kirkwccd (21) • X. i s i s based on the aa sump-
tion that the part ia l fractional c o e f f i c i e n t s are independent 
of concentration, Again the formallam of i r r e v e r s i b l e thermo-
dynamics has been applied by Friedman (22) to describe mult i -
ionic* non-convectlve flow through a charged membrane. Inter-
act ions between opposite ly charged ions h&ve been taken in to 
account. The generalised Kernst-Flarck flux equations are) 
integrated to obtain a re lat ion between f luxes of spec ie s end 
the composition of the so lut ion contacting the membrane. The 
phenomanoi-ogical equatlone for aoiute and solvent flows 
through a membrane have been examined by Srlvestava and 
Paul (23 ) . Simons (24) has derived formulae ior p a r t i c l e flow 
through membranes. These equations described unidirect ional 
f luxes and the flux rat io of parmeent spaelaa under conditions 
of coupling between the flows and between flows and Metabolism. 
Similarly* a number of workers (2S-2&) have derived mathema-
t i c a l expressions for flow of par t i c l e s through a membrane 
accompanied by chemical reactions occurring a t the membrane 
surfaces or ins ide the body of the membrane. 
The l i t e r a t u r e in book form describing membrane tech-
nology and amplications i s far too extensive to mention. 
Recently Buck (29) has reviewed the e x i s t i n g l i t e r a t u r e which 
i s in the realm of membrane electrochemistry. The pr inc iple 
volumes containing s ign i f i cant sect ions on, or t o t a l l y devoted 
to membrane electrochemistry are by Helfferich (30) , Cole (31) , 
Juakshmlnarayanalah (32-35), Hope (36) , Arndt and Roper (37), 
Elonsey (36) , Kotyk and J an ace k (39) , Bi t ter (40) , Eisenman (41) 
and Danie l i l , Rosenberg and Cadenhead (42) . 
were 
Several symposia on membrane[held at d i f ferent times in 
d i f f e r e n t p laces , end the ir proceedings have been published* 
Chapters in 'Glass Mlcroelectrodes*, edited by l a v a l l e e e t e l . 
(43) , and in 'Fhyslcal Principles of Biological Membranes*, 
ed i ted by s o e l l e t a l . (44) , should i n t e r e s t workers in the 
f i e l d of membrane research. ' Ion - se l ec t i ve Electrodes ' , 
ed i ted by Durst (45) , contains valuable chapters on the per-
formance character i s t i c s and usas of d i f ferent s o l i d and 
liquid membrane electrodes. The volume edited by Tosteson 
(46) deals with various aspects of biological and modal mem-
brane systems. 'Membrane Science and Technology'* edited by 
Flinn (47), contains papers dealing with various industrially 
important membrane processes, 'surface Chemistry of 
Biological Systems** edited by Blank (4b)* has two chapters 
on blmolecular lipid membranes, A number of papers of con-
siderable Interest dealing with both natural and artificial 
systems are in 'Membranes a Permeablllte Selective' published 
by Centre Nation ale da la Recherche Scientlfique (49) and in 
'Proceedings* Conference on Natural and synthetic Membranes' 
edited by Saravls at ai. (So)• In addition, threa reviews 
by Soxlnmr (SI) on the electrochemistry c£ porous and liquid 
membranes and another by i. auger lt2) on transport ^haromere 
in membranes have bean published. One issue of Applied 
Polymer Symposia (S3) contains a number of papers dealing 
with various aspects of dialysis* reverse osmosis* and other 
transport phenomena. 
Application of electrochemistry to the study of mem-
brane phenomena according to Buck (29) is pertinent at three 
levels, one is the development of techniques with applica-
tion to experimental phenomenology. A second is the mathe-
matical modelling implied by experiment and tested against 
experiment. The third level le the experimental verification 
of models in terns of the molecular processes and properties 
and Includes determination of theoret ica l parameters by 
e l e c t r i c a l methods end by complementary nonelectrochemical 
methodsi physical optical* ear, nmr e t c . From transient and 
steady s t a t e measurement of current or membrane potent ia l as 
a function of chemical composition* chemical treatment* and 
temperature* the role of Kinetic and equilibrium parameters 
can be deduced or inferred, A poss ib le approach to modelling 
begins with the assumption of the membrane as a l i n e a r system 
to which laws of network theory may be applied. Another 
begins by solut ion of basic e lec trodi f fus ion xaws of trans-
port with equilibrium or k inet i c boundary conditions in order 
to deduce forms for system functions which sa t i s fy the data. 
The most important contribution of electrochemlsts to 
membrane electrochemistry i s the transfer o i perspective arid 
wisdom to the new area* The impact of membrane technology 
on analyt ica l chemistry i s two folds the development of 
membrane systems responding in predictable ways to i on ic 
so lu t ion a c t i v i t i e s has already provided a new dimension in 
e l e c t r o e n e l y t i c a l ohemi easy» ltHe i s the toehnoloey e f lcm 
• e l e c t i v e e l ec trodes . However* the second and possibly the 
major aspect ef analyt ica l chemistry e f fec ted by membrane 
technology i s ana lyt ica l separation s c i e n c e . In e part icu-
l a r l y l u c i d table by Lakehmlnarayanalah (32)* a l l presently 
known membrane phenomena are placed into categories according 
to the driving forces acting within or across membranes* 
gradianta of chemical potential* electrochemical potentials* 
pressure* temperature* and combinations or thriso, 
A precise and complete def in i t ion of the membrane i s 
a t present d i f f i c u l t to make* and any complete def in i t ion 
given to cover a l l tha facets of membrane behaviour w i l l be 
incomplete* according to Soilner (54) "A membrene i s a phase 
or structure interposed between two phases or compartments 
which obstructs or completely prevents gross mass movement 
between the l a t t e r , but permits passage* with various degress 
of res tr ic t ion* of one or several spec ies of par t i c l e s from 
the one to the oth >r or between the two adjacent phases or 
compartments, anJ which thereby acting as a physico-chemical 
machine transforms with various degrees of e f f ic iency according 
to i t s nature and the nature and composition of the two 
adjacent phases or compartments the free energy of the adjacent 
phases or compartments or energy applied from the outside to 
the l e t t er* in to other forms of energy" • 
In simple terms (55) i t may be described as "A phase* 
usual ly heterogeneous* meting es e barrier to the flow of 
molecular end i o n i c species present in the l i q u i d s / o r vapours 
contacting the two surfaces"• The term heterogeneous has been 
usad to indicate the interphysical structure and external 
physico-chemical performance (&6-60) • Frew t h i s point of 
view* most memoranas in general ere to be considered* hetero-
geneous, despite the fac t that conventionally membranes pre-
pared from coherent ge l s have been ca l l ed homogeneous. 
when two e l e c t r o l y t i c so lut ions having d i f f erent 
free energies are separated by a membrane* the mobile species 
penetrate the membrane* and various transport phenomena are 
concomitantly induced in the system. Due to dif ference in 
d i e l e c t r i c constants of the membrane matrix and the external 
so lu t ion , end/or due to the d i s soc iab le groups attached to 
the polymar skeletons const i tut ing the membrane* a membrane 
in an aqueous solut ion almost always has an e l e c t r i c a l charge. 
The membrane i s in a charged state* and the system considered 
i s composed of three phases with two surfaces separating the 
membrane phase from the s o l u t i o n s . These are two important 
c h a r a c t e r i s t i c s of the system considered. 
According to schlogl (61) the current theories on the 
transport of charge or uncharged p a r t i c l e across the membrene 
can be roughly divided into the following troupe 1 
Qro^p gn* considers the membrane as a surface of discont inuity 
s e t t i n g up d i f ferent res i s tances to the passages of the i o n i c 
©r moi.ecui.ar spec ies (62-64) • The driving forces are the 
di f ferences of the general chemical potent ia l between the 
two outer media, differences of pressure or e l a c t r l o e l 
chemical potential ere included in general chemical potential* 
Group tyo considers the membrane as a cjuasihomogeneous i n t e r -
mediate phase of f i n i t e thickness in which the l oca l gra-
dients o£ general chemical act as driving forces (65-76)• 
Convention may a lso contribute t o p a r t i c l e transport within 
the membrane. 
Group tforee, considers the membrane as a s »ries of potent ia l 
energy barriers ly ing one behind the other, thus forming, 
in contrast to group two, an inhomogeneous intermediate 
phase (77-79)• An (irregular) spat ia l l a t t i c e i s formed due 
to the higher probability of finding a par t i c l e in the pos i -
t ions between the act ivat ion thresholds. The driving forces 
a r i s e from the di f ferences between the trans i t ion probabil i -
t i e s in opposite d irect ions perpendicular to the membrane. 
The above grouping attempts to c l a s s i f y the various 
mathematical approaches according to the ideal models on 
which they are based. Many of the theories based on the 
Kernst Planck f lux equations (6o) ere placed in the f i r s t 
group whereas those dealing with the pr inc ip les of i rrever -
s i b l e thermodynamics and the theory of rate processes are 
placed In the second and third groups respect ive ly . The 
theor ies of group one ere besedon the idees of c l a s s i c a l 
thermodynamics or quasi-thermodynamics which i s res tr ic ted 
t o isothermal systems* The theories of group two* apart 
from being more rigorous and r e a l i s t i c * allow a b e t t e r under-
standing of transport phenomena In membranes and are useful 
in deal ing with non Isothermal systems. The theories of 
group three contain parameters which are s t i l l unknown for 
membrane and hence have res tr ic ted a p p l i c a b i l i t y . 
According to ZwollnsKi e t a l . (79) one of the bas ic 
phenomena for sustaining the growth and development of plants 
and organisms I s that of d i f fus ion . They have presented a 
de ta i l ed k inet i c s approach to diffusion which c l a r i f i e s much 
es tabl i shed concepts and provided impetus to a fresh approach 
to the problems in the f i e l d of b io log i ca l d i f fus ion . The 
absolute rate theory treatment of diffusion provides a 
general uni f ied point of view applicable to system of vary-
ing degrees of complexity. I t I s equally adoptable to the 
treatment of diffusion of membranes under the driving forces 
of a concentration gradient* a c t i v i t y gradient* and external 
and Internal potent ia l gradient. Theory of Zwollnskl e t a l . 
(79) on membrane diffusion i s based on the "activated sta-te" 
or the trans i t ion s t a l e theory. The f i r s t consideration 
along these l i n e s were* however, published by Danie i l l (77) • 
The treatment of Zwolinaki at a l . (79) i s e s s e n t i a l l y s imi lar . 
They operate with four rate constants for diffusion in the ir 
anergy pro f i l e curves; K (in s o l u t i o n ) , K (in membrane) # 
x__ (through solution-membrane) and X (for membrane; solu~ 
s» ms 
tion) • 
Laidlar and jShular (76) have a l so treated the Kinetics 
of membrane transport undorsteady s t a t e condit ions . They 
employ s imilar pr inciples and express the rate constart of the 
overa l l process of surface penetration in terms of three 
s p e c i f i c rate constants . Various spec ia l cases are considered 
and discussed with reference to the experimental data. They 
developed flux equations for solvent and so lute espec ia l ly 
as a function of the osmotic and hydrostatic pressures across 
the membrane. In a further paper Shular, Damoa and JLaidler 
(61) t es ted their expression on the Jiffusion of non-
e l e c t r o l y t e s and of Mater and axso calculated the "energy of 
act ivat ion" and "entropy of act ivat ion". Recently Tien and 
Ting (62) have applied the theory of absolute reaction rates 
to d i f fus ion processes through b i layer l i p i d membranes and 
have des ivee the various thermodynamic parameters namely free 
energy of act ivat ion , enthalpy of act ivat ion and entropy of 
ac t iva t ion etc* 
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according to Teoreli (fc3) in the early epoch of perme-
a b i l i t y research one spoke of cation permeable (negative) or 
anion peaceable (posit ive) membranes* in part icular Mlchaelia 
(64) and bis collaborator* in the twenties and early t h i r t i e s 
characterised the permeability of dense membranes (dried 
col lodion e tc . ) in tarns of e l e c t r i c a l potent ia l s measured in 
a solution-membrane-seiution system. The potent ia l s measured 
deviated markedly from those required by Kernst-Flanck 
equations (to) for unrestrained d i f fus ion , A f i r s t step towards 
a rat ional approach or explanation of the behaviour of th i s 
type of membrane was taker, by Klibrandt (86) who pointed out 
the s imi lar i ty between tha two phase boundary potent ia l s a t 
"Oil" membranes and the in ter fac ia l potent ia l s at the dried 
col lodion membranes to which he described a quas i - crys ta l l ine 
s t ruc ture . According to complete exc lus ive cation permeability 
he ca lculated the sum of these opposing interface potent ia l s 
according to a mass law concept and assumed that sum poten-
t i a l great ly exceeds the d i iu i s ion potent ia l due to the 
gradients in the pores , in connection with the work on the 
apparent i on ic transfer number in cellophane membranes, 
Teorel l (66) published an attempt to formulate a theory of the 
permeability of charged membranes of the Michaelis-Kilbrandt 
type (65) . 
The main features of the theory presented by Teorell 
are as followsi 
i ) The membrane I t s e l f i s regarded as having a charge 
due to e i ther adsorption* d issoc iat ion or polar character 
e t c . , but i t i s not necessary to wake any further assumption 
as to i t s nature* The e f f e c t of the membrane i s regarded 
as that of an "added ion*1 ot a fixed homogeneous concentra-
t i o n . All ions were regarded as permeable through the mem-
brane (not necessari ly di f ferent irom those in free watar) . 
11) There e x i s t s permanent Dorran equilibrium between 
the external solut ions and the membrane surfaces . 
Kith these assumptions i t was poss ible to give an 
expression tor the to ta l membrane potential as equal to the 
sum of (i) Two Donnen potent ia l s at the membrane boundaries 
and (11) A common diffusion potential within the membrane 
(which for s impl ic i ty was always calculated from Henderson 
formula)• Kith the aid of the new formulae one could explain 
the concentration e f f e c t quite s a t i s f a c t o r i l y . 
Various i o n i c processes which occur in membrane system 
according to Teorell (*7) are as foxiowst 
1) Ionic transport, " flux"« 
11) Meatorene potent ia l , 
i l l ) Electr ica l conductivity. 
lv) Ionic d is tr ibut ion equi l ibria* 
v) Spatial d is tr ibut ion o i the ions and the 
potent ia l within the membrane* 
Any complete membrane theory ought to cover end explain 
a l l these f ive aspects . 
Kobatake e t a l . (66-91) derived theoret ica l equations 
for membrane potent ia l based on non-equilibrium thermodyna-
mics aris ing between two e l e c t r o l y t e solut ions of d i f ferent 
concentrations which are separated by a charged membrane and 
found that th«* equation agreed quite s a t i s f a c t o r i l y with 
experimental r e s u l t s . The most crucia l point in i t s deriva-
t ion was to assume that the a c t i v i t i e s * a+ end a. of small 
ions in the membrane were represented by a+ • C„ and a_ « C_, 
where C. i s the concentration of the co- ions in the membrane 
phase having the same sign as that of the ionisable group 
f ixed on the membrane matrix* This assumption implies that 
in the direct ion of membrane thickness* the gradients of the 
chemical potent ial of «ve and - v e ions in the membrane ere 
same i . e . grad. a^ * gred. a . . 
meeently wegeeewe e t e l* <va> eerlved wriamm sm—re 
t l c e l equations of membrane potent ia l based on the thermodyna-
mics of i rrevers ib l e processes by expressing the following 
phenomenological coe f f i c i ent s t 
- J





*o 9*«d Ji0 • L 4 + grad ^+4 i . ^ grad ju_ 
- J . - L„0 grad jS0 • !-_«. g r e d ^ + L _ grad ja_ 
Hara subscripts • , - and sero represent the cation* anion 
and water molecules, respec t ive ly . J*a tha mass fluxes* 
L'a tha phenomenological c o e f f i c i e n t s , and ji'a tha chemical 
po ten t ia l s Including contribution due to external force*. 
I t I s wall-known that potent ia l differences ace found 
between two solut ions separated by a membrane If tha two 
so lut ions contain the sane e l e c t r o l y t e In d i f ferent concen-
t r a t i o n s . These po ten t ia l s are ca l l ed Kernst p o t e n t i a l s . 
I t I s equally welj.-»known that potent ia l d i f ferences are found 
I f the two solut ions contain e l e c t r o l y t e s of a d i f f erent 
nature. These potent ia l s are of great i n t e r e s t in biology 
and acquire increasing In teres t in industr ia l p r a c t i c e . 
Michaells (93) for tha f i r s t t i n e derived the following 
re la t ion between b l - i o n i c potent ia l s (B1P) and mobility ra t io 
**m - F *»-££-
where ^ ^ > I F *• tha b i - i o n i c potent ia l and a . and u mtm tha 
• a b i l i t i e s ) o f tha d i f ferent pe m e a t ing i o n s , s o l l n e r (94) 
euggested replacing tha mobi l i t i e s Uj sod u 2 by tha tr i 
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ferenoe number* t^ Mid t^. Marshall (95) replaced the trans-
ference number* by the products of ac t iv i t i e s and siobi l i t las . 
In thasa theoretical considerations various assumptions 
had to be made concerning tha distribution of tha ions in th« 
stationary atate . Xt would bo much mora satisfactory i f so 
expression for tha SX9 could bo darlvod without any additional 
assumptions. This has baon shown to ba poaoiblo for Kernat 
potential* which can ba daducad from tha trans faraneo number* 
by general arguments basod upon tha thermodynamics of irrever-
s ib lo processes (74) • 
•1- lonlc and concontration potontials hava boon measured 
by a number of investigators using a variety of membrane 
systems. Some unusual systems employing stearato have been cons-
tructed sod us-ad in the study of bi - lonlc potentials (96*98), to 
follow the ef fects of ft** and K* on the l ipoid aggregates of the 
membrane structure. Similarly* the se lect ive behaviour of syn-
thet ic eulphoalc sod phosphonle add membranes towards He* and 
K+ ions has been deduced frcm measurement* of b l - ion ic potential a 
(99) • These potential* have been oorrelsted with the relative 
mobllltlaa of ion* in the membranes sod their se l ec t iv i ty ooef f l -
c lent*. Theoretical equation* for both bi-iemie amd eoaocatrstlom 
potentials when • negatively charged membrene and 111 e lectro-
ly te s *ro uaed have been derived by Toyoshlm* end *os*kl (loo) • 
Using oxidised collodion mesoranaa end e l e c t r o l y t e so lut ions 
of KCl-*eCl, KCl-LiCl end KeCl-LiCi. the required n # 6 r a n t 
potent ia l eeasu rests* t s were nade in order to derive ve lues 
for the p u r m u n appearing in the various equation* • Oood 
agreement ves found between the b l - I o n i c potent ie l data and 
the theory* 
The work described in thia thasia deals with tha 
following aspects of ausftbrene phenomena. 
i ) evaluation of diffusion rata of large numbers of l i l # 
2 t l and l i l e l ec tro iy tea through (a) cobalt carbonate, 
(b) *ang«ceae ferrocyanide, (e) cobalt ferrocyanlde, id) s i l v e r 
ferroeyenlde end (e) cadmium ferrocyanlde parchment supported 
membrenea. The diffusion rates were calculated e t d i f ferent 
temperaturea with the he^p of equation 
where* 
membrane concentration potent ia l 
e l e c t r o l y t i c res i s tance of the membrane 
e e t i o n l e p o t e n t l e i 
the va lenc ies of oet ion end anion reapeotively 
Faraday («««Soo ooulombe) • 
dif fusion rata) Df & 
r 
Tha affact of tonporaturo on manbrana potential B ,^ • swnrana 
rasiatanco f^  and diffusion rata o r has bean thoroughly 
lnveatl gated. 
Activation anergy i and tyring* a (79) aetlvatlon 
parameters nanely enthalpy of activation A n, free anergy 
of activation A f ^ and entropy of activation A s * for dif-
fusion hava bean evaluated. At tha aane tint* diffuaion co-
ef f ic ients DM hava also noon avaiuatad by c i r i c and 
o 
or ay don (iox) Method 
i i ) Tha aecond chapter of tha thesis «oetly deal with 
tha evaluation of theratodynemlcally affactiva fixad charga 
density by c lass ical Method of Teoreli (45.71,63,86,©7) and 
Mayor and siavara (66) noditiad by Altug and Hair (102) aa 
wall »B by Kobataka'a (88-91) and Kegaaava's (92) method baaad 
en tha thansodynaieica of irravaraibla procaaaaa. 
In tha c lass ical approach of IKS, Oonnan potentllea 
(A
 x and A 2>' diffusion potantial i02 - 0J and Donnan d i s t r i -
bution ratio r hava boon avaiuatad. In Kobataka'a (86-91)* 
Harab (loJ) and Kegaaava'e (92) Methods, tha various »enbrane 
par—etere auoh on eeaneeleetlvlty* tCMiafaranoa nuaaur and 
ther*odyae»leal effect ive fixad charga denelty a te . hava boon 
avaiuatad. Comparison of tha thoory and onperinant of 
Kobataka'a (88,91) aouatlon haa boon toatad on varloua Membrane* 
i i i ) The t >ird end l a s t portion In the t h e s i s deals 
with the s tudies of b i - l o n i c po ten t ia l s (BIP) of polystyrene 
moulded cuprle molybdate membrane. KoseXl's (lOO) theory of 
membrane potent ia l end b l - l o n i c potent ia l s based on the 
thermodynamics of Ixrmvttniblm processes have been applied 
to t h i s membrane. The various membrane parameters have been 
-We 
evaluated. With/help of these parameters theoret ica l b i - i o n i c 
p o t e n t i a l s were calculated and compared with the observed RIP 
values* Applicabi l i ty of fcoseXi's (lOO) theoret ica l equation 
has been t e s t e d . 61sen»en*s (104) and HwtmhmlX and KrittlillVm 
(lo5) theories have a lso been applied lor the evaluation of 
d i f ferent parameters. 
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CHAPTER 1 




The aaethod suyc,«sted by v . w. Klttaiberger (1) which 
pe s a l t s the determination of diffusion rata in much shorter tlmm 
was employed here to study the diffusion rates of various 
e l e c t r o l y t e s through parchment supported neatbranes* Tha advantage 
cf t h i s method i s that i t allows tha determination of membrane 
res i s tance R • SMambrane potent ia l E^, c a t lor. l c p o t e n t i a l ZQ a t e . 
at any ins tant . I t i s alao poss ib le to make a study of tha 
influence of these factors on tha diffusion rata of various 
e l e c t r o l y t e s . This method gives a c l e a r comprehensive and concise 
understanding of tha permeation cf e l e c t r o l y t e s through tha nam-
brenes undar inves t i ga t ion . 
Tha various aquations that wore usad to compute di i iualon 
rates are a imply n ed i f i ca t ion of thoaa which aprxy to tha migra-
t ion of ions under the infxu-ance of a potent ia l gradient. 
Before preceeding with tha derivation of the diffusion 
aquations, the various symbols to be employed w i l l be defined* 
C+* C-, 0 • mll l imolss of cation* anion and s a l t r e s p e c t i v e l y . 
Z m e l e c t r i c currant in v i l l i ambers*. 
t - Electromotive force . 
s^ • l i q u i d junction potent ia l 
• B - Membrane concentration potent ia l in m i l l i v o l t s . 
z4« Z. •Valency of the cat ion and anion r s s p e c t l v e l y . 
Eg • Potent ial difference that l e erjuivalent to a given 
difference in cation concentration in m i l l i v o l t s . 
Ec • Potent ial diffarenca th©t i s aqui.vai.eKt to & given 
differonca in anion concentration in m i l l i v o l t s . 
S4 * The n-jt e f f e c t i v e potent ia l difference acting on the 
cat ions in m i l l i v o l t s . 
E . • the net e f f ec t ive potent ia l difference acting on the 
anion in m i l l i v o l t s . 
C+ , 2 + , t + and u> and C , ? . , t» amd v are the cation and anion 
concentrations, va lenc ies , transf-aranee numbers and mobi l i t i e s 
respec t ive ly . C. and C. are the s a l t concentrations of the 
di f fus ing so lu t ion . All concentrations are in cram-equivalent 
per l i t r e of s o l u t i o n . f^  and f2 are the nsoiar ac t iv i ty c o a f t i -
c i e n t s of the concentrated and di lute dii-uiaicn 3Ci.utJ.cns res -
pect ive ly • 
t m 01ffusion time in seconds. 
F m 96,500 coulombs 
R * The solut ion res istance in ohms. 
R m El act re j.y t i c resistance c t the mar-brana in china. 
m 
The wel l known laws of e l e c t r o l y s i s provide the following 
equations for the migration of the iocs in an aquacua so lut ion, 
t i t * 
• - «3r- u ) 
t l t^ 
Substituting E/R# for Z in equation I end Xa at l differentiating 





It a membrane l a placed in the so lut ion in such a way AS to 
r e s t r i c t t o movement o£ th« ions* aquations 2 and 2* s t i l l give 
the migration rates , but t+ and t . are now the trans fa ranee 
numbers of the ions In the membrane rathar than In the free s o l u -
t ion and A i s subst i tuted for R . 
m a 
In migration* the force causing movement of the ions i s 
an e l e c t r i c a l potent ia l difference in diffusion I t I s the con-
centrat ion difference* But s ince a so lute conejntration d i f f er -
ence can be esqpresaed as an e q u i v a l e n t potent ia l difference* 
t h e i r e f f e c t en the movement of ions i s the same. I t was assumed 
that equation 2 and 2a could be d irect ly a i , l i e d to the diffusion 
of ions provided tha j roper values cf the potent ia l s and the ion 
transference numbers were employed. 
The equation for the potent ia l that i s s e t up at the 
junction of two solut ions containing d i f ferent concentration ot 
the aame a a l t i s 
\ - ?(*£•"£)*i£ «» 
The assumption i e made that ecu at ion 3 glvaa at l e a s t with 
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reasonable accuracy* the potent ia l B which i s s e t up whan the 
two ao-utior.s a w separated by a Buwibraoa through which tha 
movement of ions can take place* Therefore* &_ way be eubet l -
tutad tor E, in aquation 3, i . a . 
<3e) 
By def in i t ion of transference nuinbar 
C + 2 + U 
and 
* • " C+2+U* C.E.W 
C . 2» V 
but for our experimental conditions where the t e s t so lut ions 
contain di f ferent concentrations of a s ing le s a l t , C+'<-+ • C_Z_* 
hence 
j » SL. 
*• 2. t* t_ 
^ d - » , - - ^ - £ - (3b) 
Since t^. and t - • 1, therefore equation 3b be coatee 
_ . _ _ « or _ 
subst i tu t ing in equation 3a and so lv ing for t+« which g ives tha 
transference number of tha cation in the membrane in tarns o i the) 
O (t 
solution concentrations, the membrane potential, and the ion 
valanclas. 
The E»H.F. of • concentration call without liquid juno~ 
tion potential depends upon tha electrodes with which it is 
measured. If tha Qlectrcdes are reversible with raspact to tha 
cationa 
f C 
Br • Q*& log y^1- (ft) 
and i f thay a n reversible with raapact t o tha anions 
Although Ec and s c represents tha concentration potent ia l s 
acting upon tha cat ions and anions reapectlvely to cause d i f f u -
s ion through tha roaster ana, those forces , are almost modified by 
a Membrane concentration potent ial* 
A msuinranc mwnealriMtfi po ten t ia l r e s u l t s from the f ee t 
that in Most cases the anion end cat ion o f e given s a l t hare 
d i f ferent m o b i l i t i e s . This Meens that when a s a l t s t a r t s t o 
di f fuse from tha eore concentrated i n t o the More d i lu te of the 
two so lut ions that are in contact , the f e s t er ion i n i t i a l l y out-
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•trips tha slower lean end the resulting separation of charges 
sets up • potential difference between the two solutions, if the 
cation has the higher mobility the dilute solution will acquire 
a negative charge. This potential gradient which results frosi 
the difference in motilities will through the attraction bat-
wean opposite charges, accelerate the movement o£ the slower ion 
and restrains the dit fusion of the faster ion* when a steady 
•tats la reached the membrane potential is the fores with which 
the faster ion must be restrained and the slower ion accelerate* 
in order that the two Ions wii.1 diffuse at the same rats, There-
fore the concentration potential difference across the membrane 
is modified by the membrane potential E^, In the following 
manner, 
«• -
 sc, - «m (7) 
where B+ i s the net equivalent potential difference causing 
diffusion of the cation trow the concentrated to the dilute 
solution • 
with the help of equations a# 4, 5 and 7 
general diffusion rate aquation then becomes 
Si . 1 ( **Ua a a v j ' S i . l Y ^ f -
dt - « ^ V *• ^ V a V L 1 * 4 * - ^ 
(S) 




the equivalent potent ia l differences for the concentration 
U I M . 
d t 
1 
C4 » <t) 
further s impl i f icat ion on the basis of the kind of electrolyte) 
y i e l d s the following, for unl-urivalent e l e c t r o l y t e , ( Z + ^ ^ l ) 
equation 9 becomes 
d0«. 
d t " 
dcu do 
dt dt "£[^*+> (V-O] lo) 
For bl~unlv*lent s a l t s # wh*re z+ - 2 and Z. - 1 then. 
dC 
d t • 2 dt " » B [ l » c 4 + 3 A , C + - V j (11) 
end for the tr i«univalent s a l t s where z^ « 3 end z_ « 1# equation 
9 becomes 
do 
dt * • S dt* F^ "" [ U E J • ~ ) (EC + * En ) J (12) 
Since the two ions mast di i tuae through the membrane at 
the I « M rate in order to preserve the e l ec troneutre l i ty of the 
two so lut ions o# the S)Ulis*»lse o f the s a l t , a*y be subst i tuted 
for Q+ in the above equation l o . R^ in ohns end Bc end E^ in 
v i l l i v o l t s , equation l o g ives the rate of dif fusion of s un i -
ur iva lent e l e c t r o l y t e through s membrane in Ml Histoids per seoond 
irt terms of quant i t ies that can usual xy be Measured withir few 
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vlnutaa . All th93« par ana tars hava baan datssmlnad tor a r.uir-
bar of: j erchmant supportad merribranaa, namaly (1) Cobalt car-
bon a ta , (11) ftanganasa tarrocyarlda, (111) Cobalt farrocyanlda* 
and 
Uv) s i i v a r farrocyanids,( (v) Cadulun farrocyanlda at d i f ferent 
tsaparaturas with various l i l # 2 t l and 3 t l typas of a lac tro-
ly ta so lut ions ar.d ara daaerlbad In t h i s chaptar. 
EXPERIMENTS i 
Preparation of manganasa, cobalt , s i I v o r and Cadmium 
farrocyanlda and cobalt carbonata parchment supportad merrbranea . 
Tha matebranas o t (1) manganasa farrocyanlda, ( i l ) cobalt 
farrocyanlda, (111) s l l v a r farrccyanida, (iv) cadmium farrocya-
nlda and (v) ccbal t carbon a ta rambrai-as wars praparad by ha 
mat hod of Interaction auggastad by valsar (2) • Tha mathbranas 
vara praparad by Impregnating parchment papar with tha gal* Tha 
paper was) f i r s t soeXed with d i s t i l lad water tor two hours, and 
than t l a d ears fu l ly to tha f l a t mouth of a beaker containing 
0.2K so lut ion of potassium ferrocyanlde (B.D.H., A . R . Grada) In 
tha casa of mengenaae farrocyanlda membrane. This was suspsndsd 
for 72 hours im a 0*2K so lut ion o f •enganase chloride (B.D.H., 
A.R .Grade) . Tha two so lut ions wars interchanged l a t a r and sop* 
for anothsr 72 hours* This process was repeated aavaral t l s w s , 
u n t i l s vary f ins daposlta of mangenae farrocyanlda was obtalnad 
on tha parchmsnt papar. Tha sjembrane thus obtained was dork blua 
3G 
in co lour . Tha nwbrane wai washed repeatedly with double 
d i s t i l l e d watar tor the complete removal of adsorbed e l e c t r o -
l y t e s . Ths membrane of manganese ferroeyenlde was than 
examined under a microscope, a fine and uniform deposition 
throughout tha mambren* was observed, 
Tha seme procedure was adopted in tha cose of tha othar 
four membranes by taking tha following so lut ions* 
Mambrana Solution (1) Solution (2) 
Cobalt 0.2H Potassium 0»2K cobalt 
farroeyanlda farroeyanlda chlorida 
s i l v e r 0.2K Potassium 0.3K S i lver 
farroeyanlda farroeyanlda n i trata 
Cadmium 0.3H Potassium 0.3H Cadmium 
farroeyanlda ferroeyarlde chlorida 
Cobalt carbon ata 0.2H Sodium 0.2M cobalt 
carbonate chlorida 
s i l v a r iodida 0.2K Potassium iodida 0.2H Si lvar 
n i trata 
Ala. these membranes wars waahed repeatedly with d i s t i l lad water 
for tha ccmplate removal of tha adsorbed e l e c t r c l y t o s and war* 
kapt in double d i s t i l lad waaax* 
A schematic diagram of tha apparatus (3) used for tha 
measurement of dif fusion rata i s shown in f i g . (A) • I t cons i s ted 







































































































































































































other . The v e r t i c a l fem<au.e joints* T and T*» attached to each 
half c e l l provide for introducing the e l e c t r o l y t e and the p l a t i -
n ised conductivity c « i i e lectrodes it.to the hal t c e l l s contain-
ing e l e c t r o l y t e C. and C_. The t e s t membrane in the fox* of a 
d i sc s l i g h t l y larger that tha c e l l was i n s t a l l e d between the 
flanges or half c e i l s . Two Ag/AgCl J-shaded £«* s^ e lectrodes 
and two Ay/AgCl d i sc tyja e lectrodes £ . , B^ passed through two 
narrow holes in each hal l c e l l very c lose to the membrane as 
shown in r i g , (H)• A narrow tube was s l ipped over tha ends of 
each J~shaped at d d isc type e lectrodes end waxed firmly, some 
mercury was placed in each of the tubes to provide com action to 
the copper wire l e a d s . The solut ions in the compartments wars 
s t i r r e d by maana of magnetic s t i r r e r s . 
The changes in e l e c t r o l y t e concentration in the two half 
e x i l e ware foioowad as a function of time by Quarts o t a conduct©-
•wtr i c method which u t i l i s e d a Cambridge Conductivity Bridge 
(Do. L-350140) with a pair of p l a t i n i s e d conductivity c o l l 
e l ec trodes dipping in the s a l t s o l u t i o n s . Various s a l t so lut ions 
(chlor ides of potassium* sodium, lithium* barium* calcium, 
magnesium and alutrl: ium) were prepared from B.D.H., A . R . Grade 
Chemicals. They were normally o*l* and O.OOlM in the two half 
e e l la i n i t i a l l y . Do appreciable change in O.W e l e c t r o l y t e 
concentration wee observed, so we have assumed t h i s concentra-
t ion t o be pract ica l ly unchanged. 
The poter t iaj . dltferenc® between Ag/AgCl J-aheped 
e lec trodes In the t e s t so lut ions on opposite s ides o f the warn 
brene i s the algebraic sun of tho concentration potent ia l * c end 
the membrane potent ia l s^. E ^ was obtained by calculat ion 
Icon the measured concentrations of the two t e s t so lut ions and 
(!_•*- ) was measured d i r e c t l y . Tha membrane concentration potesw 
si v » 
t ia i . E was than obtaired by subatraction. Under tha conditions 
of tha experiment tha di luto so lut ion s ide 2 was always p o s i t i v e 
and 1 was taken with i t s proper s i g n . 
aV 
The s l a c t r o i y t i c resistance of the njembrene R was deter-
mined periodical*y by applying an external E . H . F . t o the Ag/AgCi 
d i sc type e lectrodes in the so lut ions on opposite s ides of the 
membrane and measuring the change in the potent ia l difference of 
the Ag/Ag€l J-sftaped e l ec trodes . To determine the current in 
the c i rcu i t* the 2ft drop across a known resistance « (IOOO ohms) 
in s e r i e s with tha c e l l was a lso measured. This measuring current 
was kept as low as poss ible ir order to minimise the trarafer of 
ions during the 2 or 3 minutes required tor each res istance 
measurement. 
The actual experimental procedure wee am set. up the ©el l 
with membrape end Ag/AgCi e lectrodes (both J-sheped es wel l as 
d i sc shaped) . Known volumes of the two t e s t so lut ions (approx. 
125 ml of each) were introduced end conductivity c e l l e l ec trodes 
f ixed in p i e c e . Tha assembly having magnetic s t i r r e r s in each 
hal f c e l l wee placed in a thermostat maintained at l o . IS, 20» 25 
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and 30°C (^ 0.1°C) . Tha measureitents needed are (a) the s a l t 
concentrations of both tasjt so lut ions vb) the membrane concen-
t ration potent ia l and (c) tha mastbrane res i s tance , to coaputa 
tha diffusion rata . 
Two aata of cal ibrat ion ourvaa waro needed In t h i s experi -
ment, ona to obtain concentration fro* tha meaaured conductivity 
and tha other to obtain con cant ration potent ia l E- . In tha 
f i r s t caaa tha curvas war* tha p lo t s of conductance against 
concentration. Tha curvas from which concantration potent ia l s 
wars obtained war a tha p lots of B«M.f. against log fC from tha 
aquation 
B.*ur. m ***&•& log fc 
For a l l tha ai.ectroi.ytaa tha > c was than equal to tha difference 
between tha E.H.F. values of tha d i lu te and tha concantrated 
t a s t s o l u t i o n s , with R in ohn, B_ and K In m i l l i v e i t s , equa-
t o n 9 g ives tha rata of diffusion of an e l e c t r o l y t e through tha 
membrane in milAim©la/second. 
Tha potent ia l and tha conductance measurements ware made 
IBs/ —ant of • yya) Oracle ion Vernier toter-tiometer (*c.754©) and 
Cambridge Conductivity Bridge (Ko. i. - 380140) re spec t ive ly . 
Tha thlckneaa o f tha msmnrar.ea, ware a s fo l iovai 
1 . Cobalt carbon eta Membrane m 0.0341 an 
2 . Hanganase Ferrocy aMde Keabrano m 0.0356 en 
4U 
3. Cobalt Farrocyanidto M«o&r«n« • 0.0JOS an 
4. sixvmt r«r*ocy«nl<te M«abran«
 m o.OJ*l em 
5. C«<*tlun r«rrocy«rid» M«mbr«n« » 0.0279 an. 
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TABLE-11 VALUES OF PARAMETERS FOR THE DIFFUSION OF KC1 (O.ltt/O.OOl: ) 
THROUGH COBALT CARBOKATt MSKBRANE AT lO°C ( £ 0 . 1 ° C ) . 
Tiwm Cone . B ^ ^ B c 1 ^ R ^ d C / d t x 10* 
(hr) (M)xlO4 (nv) <»V) («v) (otm) (nilllmol«/s) 
0 . 0 
0 . 5 
1 . 0 
1 . 5 
2 . 0 
3 . 0 
3 . 5 
4 . 0 
4 . 5 
5 . 0 
2 1 . 5 
22.O 
2 6 . 5 
2 7 . 5 
2 6 . 5 
2 9 . 5 
3 3 . 0 
3 3 . 5 
3 9 . 0 
4 0 . 5 
4 2 . 0 
1 6 0 . 3 4 
1 4 ? . 9 4 
1 3 9 . 6 5 
1 3 5 . 5 0 
1 3 1 . 6 3 
1 2 9 . 4 5 
1 2 3 . 8 4 
1 2 2 . 5 2 
1 1 7 . 2 9 
1 1 5 . 4 7 
1 1 2 . 0 6 
9 6 . 5 5 
9 6 . 0 0 
9 5 . 4 5 
9 5 . 0 0 
9 4 . 5 0 
9 4 . 0 0 
9 2 . 5 0 
9 2 . 0 0 
6 9 . 5 0 
6 8 . 5 0 
6 7 . 5 0 
7 2 . 0 6 
6 0 . 0 0 
5 4 . 6 7 
5 2 . 5 0 
5 0 . 0 4 
4fc.46 
4 5 . 0 0 
4 4 . 5 6 
43.OO 
4 1 . 5 9 
4 0 . 5 0 
2 6 3 . 1 8 
2 7 7 . 5 5 
2 6 2 . 3 4 
2SO.OO 
2 3 7 . 5 0 
2 2 0 . 0 0 
2 1 2 . 6 4 
2 0 5 . 2 6 
200 .OO 
1 9 7 . 5 3 
1 9 5 . 0 0 
8 . 3 6 
1 1 . 4 3 
1 2 . 6 2 
1 3 . 6 7 
1 4 . 6 3 
1 6 . 2 5 
1 7 . 2 0 
1 7 . 7 7 
1 7 . 6 3 
18 . 0 8 
1 6 . 2 6 
V i d e F i g s . 1 . 2 . 3 . 
TAELE-2> VALUES CF PARAMETERS FOR TH2 DIFFUSION OF KC1 (O.lM/O.OOlK) 
T i n * 
(he) 
o.o 
0 . 6 
l . O 
1 . 5 
2 . 0 
2 . 5 
J.O 
3 . 5 
4 . 0 
4 . 5 
5 . 0 
THRCU3H COBWT CARFOtfATB tfSMBRANE AT 
Cone. 
(M) n l O 4 
2 0 . 0 
2 1 . 0 
2 2 . 0 
2 4 . 0 
2 6 . 5 
2 6 . 0 
3 7 . 6 
2 9 . 5 
3 1 . 6 
3 3 . 0 
3 4 . 5 
B o b « 
(*V) 
1 5 0 . 1 1 
1 4 4 . 0 3 
1 4 2 . 3 5 
1 3 7 . 2 6 
113*12 
1 3 0 . 9 6 
1 2 8 . 9 3 
1 2 6 . t O 
1 2 2 . 6 2 
1 2 0 . 6 6 
1 1 8 . 1 ? 
* C 
<»V) 
1 0 2 . 0 0 
1 0 1 . 5 0 
1 0 1 . 0 0 
loo.oo 
99.SO 
9 9 . 0 0 
9 8 . 5 0 
9 7 . SO 





5 8 . 7 5 
5 5 . 0 3 
5 2 . 8 5 
5 0 . 0 0 
4 7 . 0 0 
4 6 . 1 0 
4 4 . 1 4 
4 2 . 5 0 
42 .OO 
4 0 . 8 5 





2 7 0 . 0 0 
262.SO 
260 . 0 8 
2 2 7 . 8 9 
2 1 2 . 5 0 
2 0 7 . 4 6 
2OO.00 
197.SO 
1 9 0 . 0 0 
1 8 7 . 6 6 
167.OO 
i o.rx ) . 












f t .60 
Vld« Flg«. 1, 2* 3 . 
T i m a ( h r ) 
FIG. I. P L O T S OF MEMBRANE P O T E N T I A L E m AGAINST TIME FOR KC 
ELECTROLYTE THROUGH COBALT CARBONATE MEMBRANE 






0 . 5 
l . O 
1 . 3 
2 . 0 
2 . 5 
3 . 0 
3 . 5 
4 . 0 
4 . 5 





0 . 5 
1 . 0 
1 . 5 
2 . 0 
2 . 5 
1J0 
3 . 5 
4 .0 
4 .5 
5 . 0 
v : vrr. OF I A AMST-Jrt' 
THROUGH CCWALT CA*i..; 
Cone. 
M) x lO* 
1 9 . 0 
2 0 . 0 
2 1 . 0 
2 1 . 5 
2 S . 5 
2 7 . 0 
2 6 . 5 
3 0 . 0 
3 2 . 5 
3 5 . 5 
3 6 . 5 
E o b « 
(raV) 
1 ! 0 . 6 4 
1 4 5 . 6 6 
1 4 2 . 9 7 
1 3 7 . 4 6 
1 3 7 . 4 3 
1 2 8 . 4 1 
1 7 4 . 7 6 
1 2 3 . 3 5 
1 2 1 . 1 3 
1 1 7 . 4 4 
115 . 0 6 
via* 
3 rot< ni: 
..: AT- K---M: 
E c , 
(•V) 
104 . 0 0 
1 0 3 . 5 0 
1 0 3 . 0 0 
1 0 1 . 5 0 
1 0 1 . 0 0 
1 0 0 . 0 0 
9 9 . 5 0 
9 6 . 50 
9 7 . 5 0 
9 6 . SO 
9 6 . 0 0 
r i g s . 1* 
DI*cUS. :or- CF >:c 




5 6 . 0 0 
5 2 . 6 3 
5 0 . 0 0 
4 7 . 5 0 
4 5 . 0 0 
4 2 . 5 7 
4 0 . 0 0 
4 0 . 1 3 
3 9 . 5 2 
3 6 . 2 7 
3 7 . 5 0 
2 . 3 . 
« * 
(ohm) 
250 . 0 0 
2 3 7 . 4 9 
2 2 5 . 0 0 
2 1 5 . 7 5 
2 0 1 . 2 5 
2O0.0O 
1 9 2 . 2 5 
1 6 7 . 5 0 
1 6 2 . 0 0 
1 6 0 . 5 0 
1 7 7 . 0 0 
VALUES OF PARAMETERS rOR THS DIFFUSION OF K 
THROUGH 
Cone . 
(M) x l O 4 
1 7 . 5 
1 6 . 0 
2 0 . 0 
21.O 
2 3 . 0 
2 6 . 5 
t»«* 
3 1 . 0 
3 1 . 5 
S 4 . 0 




1 5 1 . 7 6 
1 4 7 . 6 6 
1 4 0 . 0 0 
1 3 6 . 5 5 
1 3 1 . 5 5 
1 2 5 . 1 5 
1 2 0 . 7 6 
1 1 9 . 0 4 
1 1 7 . 5 0 
1 1 3 . 7 3 




105 . 0 0 
104.SO 
1 0 3 . 5 0 
IO 3 . 0 0 
102 .so 
1 0 1 . 0 0 
lOO .06) 
9 9 . 0 0 
9 6 . 5 0 
9 7 . 1 0 




5 2 . 9 3 
5 0 . 0 0 
4 5 . 0 0 
4 2 . 5 0 
4O.07 
3 7 . 5 6 
1 S . 0 9 
9 » i 6 » 
3 4 . 5 0 
3 2 . 6 0 
3 1 . 4 6 




2 3 4 . 9 4 
7 1 6 . 0 0 
2 0 6 . 0 6 
1 9 7 . 5 0 
1 9 0 . 0 0 
1 6 0 . 7 6 
175 . 0 0 
1 7 0 « 0 0 
1 6 7 . 5 0 
1 6 5 . 0 0 
162.BO 
1 (0.1K/0.OO1K) 
± o . l °c 5 . 
d O / d t * IO 7 
(millinple/a) 
1 5 . 3 0 
1 6 . 7 0 
1 6 . 1 3 
19 . 0 3 
2 0 . 8 4 
2 1 . 2 7 
2 2 . 4 6 
2 2 . 7 0 
2 3 . 4 9 
2 3 . 3 4 
2 3 . 4 7 
CKO.IK/O.OOIM) 
• 0 . 1 ° C ) . 
7 
d o / d t x IO 
(mlllimole/s) 
1 7 . 2 7 
1 9 . 1 5 
2 0 . 9 0 
2 2 . 4 2 
2 3 . 6 6 
2 4 . 9 7 
2 5 . 0 1 
2 6 . 4 1 
2 4 . 1 3 
2 7 . 2 1 
2 7 . 5 2 
Vide F i g s . 1. 2 , 3 . 
1 3 
T i m c ( h r ) 
2 PLOTS OF MCMBRANC RESISTANCE R m AGAINST TIME TOR KC 
ELECTROLYTE THROUGH CO B ALT C ARBO N ATE MEMBRANE 
AT DIFFERENT TEMPERATURES , . , r 
n o 3 P L O T S o r o i r r u s i O N RATC o r A G A I N S T TIMC F O R KCI 
ClfCTROtYTf. THROUGH COBALT CARSONATf MfMBRANC 
AT o i r reRfNT TCMPERATURCS 
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TABLB-5. VALUES OF PARAMETERS FOR IHE DIFFUSION OF KC1 (O. lM/O.OOlM) 
T l n « 
(hr) 
0 , 0 
0 . 5 
1 . 0 
1 . 5 
2 . 0 
2 . 5 
3 . 0 
3 . 5 
4 . 0 
4 . 5 
5 . 0 
THROUGH COBALT CARBONATE MEMBRANE AT 
Cone . 
(M) XiO 4 
1 4 . 5 
1 5 . 5 
1 6 . 5 
1 7 . 5 
1 9 . 5 
2 1 . 5 
2 3 . 0 
2 5 . 0 
2 7 . 0 
2 6 . 0 
2 9 . 5 
E o b « 
(«V) 
1 5 0 . 8 7 
1 4 4 . 1 4 
1 3 6 . 9 7 
1 3 6 . 6 7 
1 3 4 . 3 6 
1 3 0 . 0 0 
1 2 5 . 6 1 
1 2 4 . 2 3 
1 1 9 . 1 5 
1 1 9 . 1 2 
1 1 6 . 2 9 
*c* 
(wv) 
1 0 7 . 0 0 
1 0 6 . 5 0 
1 0 6 . 0 0 
1 0 5 . 5 0 
1 0 5 . 0 0 
1 0 4 . 0 0 
1 0 3 . 5 0 
1 0 2 . 5 0 
1 0 2 . 0 0 
1 0 1 . 5 0 
lOO. 50 




4 9 . 3 5 
4 5 . 2 9 
4 0 . 9 0 
4 0 . 0 0 
3 7 . 5 0 
3 5 . 0 0 
3 2 . 5 4 
3 3 . 0 0 
3 0 . 0 0 
3O.50 
2 9 . 6 5 







1 9 0 . 0 0 
1 8 5 . 0 0 
1 7 6 . 1 8 
1 7 0 . 0 0 
1 6 0 . 2 1 
1 5 5 . 3 2 
1 5 1 . 3 6 
1 4 8 . 0 0 
1 4 6 . 2 7 
± 0 . 1 ° O . 
d o / d t x l o 7 
< M l l l l » o l « / a ) 
2 0 . 3 0 
2 3 . 2 6 
2 4 . 6 0 
2 5 . 1 4 
2 6 . 9 4 
2 8 . 1 1 
3 0 . 1 6 
3 0 . 6 4 
3 1 . 9 1 
3 2 . 3 2 
3 2 . 4 6 




0 . 5 
1 . 0 
1 . 5 
2 . 0 
2 . 5 
3 . 0 
3 . 6 
4 . 0 
4 . 5 
5 . 0 
THROUGH COEALT CARSON ATE MSM 
cone. 
UOxlO* 
1 9 . 5 
2 1 . 5 
2 6 . 0 
2 9 . 0 
3 5 . 0 
2 5 . 5 
3 9 . 6 
4 4 . 0 
4 6 . 5 
4 9 . 5 
5 1 . 5 
E o b « 
(•V) 
1 4 9 . 9 9 
1 4 6 . 6 7 
1 4 0 . 2 1 
1 3 6 . 6 6 
1 3 0 . 5 3 
1 3 6 . 4 7 
1 3 1 . 8 3 
1 2 0 . 5 2 
1 1 7 . 0 7 
1 1 4 . 3 4 
1 0 8 . 2 5 
E c + 
(•V) 
6 7 . 5 5 
8 6 . 7 4 
6 4 . 9 3 
6 3 . 6 6 
6 1 . 6 5 
6 6 . 4 6 
7 6 . 3 1 
7 8 . 0 0 
7 6 . 1 1 
7 4 . 6 6 




6 4 . 2 7 
6 0 . 5 1 
5 6 . 9 0 
55 . 0 3 
32 . 5 0 
5 0 . 0 6 
4 7 . 6 5 
4 6 . 3 3 
4 6 . 0 0 
4 4 . 1 3 
4 0 . 0 0 
10°C ( 
*m 
(o tn ) 
3 0 4 . 7 8 
2 8 7 . 6 2 
2 7 5 . 0 0 
2 7 0 . 6 7 
3 5 5 . 1 3 
3 3 T . 3 9 
3 3 4 . 6 6 
3 3 1 * 1 4 
2 1 0 . 7 9 
2 1 0 . 0 0 
2 0 7 . 8 1 
• o.i°c ) . 
d O / d t x l O 7 
<«Ul lMOl« /«> 
6 . 8 6 
8 . 0 2 
8 . 8 2 
8 . 6 7 
9 . 7 2 
1 0 . 7 6 
1 1 . 3 6 
1 1 . 7 7 
1 2 . 1 6 
1 2 . 3 4 
1 2 . 5 8 
Vld« F igs . 4* s« e** 
• 
1 2 3 A 5 6 
T i m.c ( h r.) 
FIG.A PLOTS OF MEMBRANE POTENTIAL E m AGAINST TIME FOR NaCt 
ELECTROLYTE THROUGH COBALT CARBONATE MEMBRANE 
AT OIFFERENT TEMPERATURES 
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TKBLE-lt VALUES Of *r*\r+is. ii*%Z * U«. IH*„' \-Jrlft'"X K OF ? aCl (O. IF/O.OOI*) 
T i n * 
(hr) 
O.O 
0 . 5 
1.© 
l . S 
2 . 0 
2 . 5 
3 . 0 
3 . 5 
4 . 0 
4 . 5 
5 . 0 
THROUGH 
Cone. 
( M ) K 1 0 4 
1 6 . 5 
21 .O 
2 2 . 0 
2 5 . 5 
2 6 . 5 
3 2 . 5 
3 5 . 5 
3 7 . 5 
3 9 . 0 
4 0 . 5 
4 2 , 5 
CO* ALT CARBON ATS KEHFRAKE AT 
E o b » 
<»V) 
1 4 6 . 6 7 
1 4 5 . 9 3 
142 . 0 5 
132 . 0 9 
1 2 5 . 5 6 
1 2 3 . 3 0 
1 1 7 . 0 2 
1 1 4 . 2 6 
1 1 2 . 1 6 
1 0 7 . 4 2 
1 0 4 . 2 0 
(•V) 
9 6 . e i 
9 4 . iO 
9 0 . 2 1 
6 4 . 7 5 
6 3 . 0 9 
6 3 . 0 0 
7 8 . 9 5 
77 . 0 0 
7 5 . 2 5 
7 4 . 6 9 
7 3 . 0 5 
*m 
C«V) 
5 7 . ?3 
55 . 0 0 
5 2 . 5 0 
4 8 . 0 0 
4 5 . 5 6 
4 4 . 8 2 
4 3 . 0 0 
4 2 . 0 0 
4 0 . 4 5 
36 . 0 0 




2 8 2 . 8 8 
2 7 5 . S 7 
2 5 0 . 0 0 
237.SO 
2 3 0 . 3 7 
2 2 5 . 0 0 
2 1 2 . 5 0 
2 0 5 . 4 5 
2 0 2 . 5 0 
1 9 5 . 6 5 
1 6 3 . 3 9 
± o . i ° c ) . 
dc/dt x l o 7 
( i r . l l l l rao l« /« ) 
1 1 . 5 3 
1 1 . 8 2 
1 2 . 3 6 
1 2 . 6 1 
1 3 . 0 6 
1 3 . 5 4 
1 3 . 5 1 
1 3 . 6 5 
1 3 . 6 9 
1 4 . 6 5 
1 5 . 6 6 
Vldtf F i g . . 4 , 5 , 6 . 
TABLE-8: VALUES Of F^AAHETRRS FOR THE DIFFUSXCM Ct I «C1 (O. V/0.001H) 
Tim* 
(hr) 
0 . 0 
0 . 5 
l . O 
1 . 5 
2 . 0 
2 . 5 
3 . 0 
3 . 5 
4 . 0 
4 . 5 




1 6 . 0 
1 7 . 5 
2 0 . 5 
2 1 . 5 
2 3 . 0 
2 4 . 1 
2 * . 0 
2 9 . 5 
3 1 . 6 
3 6 . 5 
36 .O 
COBALT CAflBCfcATS MEMHRAKB *T 
S o b » 
' <tm 
1 4 5 . 3 0 
1 3 6 . 7 9 
1 3 6 . 1 2 
1 3 2 . 1 5 
1 2 9 . 7 1 
*to.t» 
1 2 2 . 6 6 
1 1 1 . 0 6 
1 1 6 . 8 4 
1 1 4 . 6 1 
1 1 2 . 0 4 
e c . 
(•V) 
9 7 . 2 6 
9 5 . 0 0 
8 9 . 8 5 
8 8 . 1 3 
6 7 . 9 8 
• 7 . 1 © 
8 5 . 6 5 
8 4 . 1 8 
6 3 . 1 6 
8 1 . 0 0 
7 9 . 8 5 
* • 
(»V) 
5 4 . 9 3 
SO . 0 5 
4 8 . 0 0 
4 5 . 6 2 
4 3 . 7 1 
4 1 . 5 0 
4O.00 
1 9 . 8 5 
1 8 . SO 
1 6 . 2 1 




2 7 O . 0 3 
262 . 0 0 
2 3 7 . 5 0 
2 2 5 . 9 1 
2 1 2 . 5 3 
1 0 8 tOO 
2OO.00 
1 9 9 . 1 5 
1 6 7 . 5 0 
1 6 5 . 0 0 
1 8 0 . 6 6 
4, 0 . 1 ° C ) . 
ao/dt » io 7 
( a l l l i n o l « / « ) 
1 2 . 7 1 
1 3 . 5 7 
1 4 . 0 0 
1 4 . 7 9 
1 6 . 1 5 
1 4 . 6 0 
rr.ot 
1 7 . 1 4 
1 7 . 7 1 
1 7 . 6 9 
1 8 . 0 4 
V i d « F i g s . 4 , 5 , 6 . 
1 2 3 4 5 
T i m c (h * 
piG 5 PLOTS o r M E M B R A N E RESISTANCE Rm AGAINST TIME TOR NOC 






0 . 5 
1 . 0 
1 . 5 
2 . 0 
2 . 5 
3 . 0 
3 . 5 
4 . 0 
4 . 5 
6 . 0 
V/*.U::S C* I-AftAhSTSKS *C*i THE, Dl£ a, SIO. Lk fc*CJL(0.1M/0.001M) 
THHOIGM COBALT CARBONATE MEW BR/** AT 2*>°C I 
Cone* 












E o b » 
1 4 6 . 7 8 
140*03 
1 3 4 . 9 3 
1 3 0 . 5 9 
1 2 4 . 3 6 
1 2 0 . 9 8 
1 1 7 . 4 7 
1 1 3 . 3 6 
1 1 2 . 7 7 
1 1 0 . 2 4 
1 0 4 . 0 4 
(•ft) 
1 0 4 . 2 1 
1 0 1 . 6 5 
1 0 0 . 2 2 
1 3 0 . 5 9 
9 7 . 6 9 
9 4 . 1 3 
9 0 . 4 5 
8 8 . 9 1 
8 8 . 1 2 
8 6 . 3 9 
8 4 . 9 3 
V 
(•V) 
51 . 0 7 
4 7 . 5 0 
4 5 . 0 0 
4 3 . 5 9 
42.OO 
4 1 . 0 0 
4 0 . 8 1 
3 9 . 0 0 
3 8 . 6 6 




to la ) 
2 4 8 . 0 0 
2 3 7 . 5 0 
22ft . 6 2 
2 0 8 . 1 2 
2 0 0 . 0 0 
1 8 7 . 5 0 
1 7 5 . 9 5 
175.OO 
1 7 2 . 5 0 
1 7 0 . 0 0 
1 6 6 . 5 7 
J. 0 . 1 ° C ) . 
d u / d t x l O 7 
( m l l l l M > l « / » ) 
1 6 . 5 4 










Via* F i g s . 4 , 5 , 6 . 
TABLE-lpl 
T l » « 
(hr) 
0 . 0 
0 . 5 
1 . 0 
1 . 5 
2.0 
2 . ft 









1 5 . 0 
1 4 . 5 
1 9 . 0 
2 0 . 0 
2 2 . 6 
2ft . 0 
ft** 
27 U> 
3 0 . 0 
3 1 . 5 
3 3 . 0 
,t PARAMSTB8S fCft THE DlFHJSlCK OF D( 
















1 0 1 . 8 6 
1 0 1 . 1 7 
9 9 . 6 2 
9 6 . 2 1 
9 6 . 1 4 
9 1 . 9 3 
9 3 . 7 3 
9 2 . 3 8 
9 1 .©3 
8 8 . 7 1 




4ft . 0 0 
42.3ft 
4 0 . 1 7 
40 .OO 
37.SO 
3 7 . 0 0 
3 6 . 3 2 
3 4 . 9 7 
32 .OO 
















* 0 . 1 ° C ) . 
d C / d t x 1 0 7 
( n l l U a o l 4 t / « ) 
16 .OO 
1 6 . 6 8 
1 9 . 9 3 
2 1 . 6 7 
2 1 . 9 6 
2 3 . 9 2 
2 6 . 2 2 
tft.tft 
2ft.53 
2 6 . 6 1 
25 .*4 
Vld« r i g s . 4 , 5 , 6 . 
T ime (h r,) 
FfG. 6 PLOTS OFOIFFUSION RATE Or AGAINST TIME FOR NaCI 






0 . 0 
0 . 5 
1 .0 
1 . 5 
2 . 0 
2 . 5 
3 . 0 
3 . 5 
4 . 0 
4 . 5 
5 . 0 
VALUES C: 
iVieiviiCil 
C o f l C . 
(M) J O O 4 
1 4 . 5 
1 6 . 5 
20 .O 
2 1 . 5 
2 3 . 0 
2 5 . 5 
2 6 . 0 
3 0 . 5 
3 2 . 9 
3 3 . 5 
2 5 . 0 
i i AivAM :.T 
CCt Al/I' CA 
E o b » 
fa»v) 
1 3 6 . 1 9 
1 3 2 . 4 2 
1 3 3 . 0 0 
1 3 0 . 0 4 
1 2 6 . 5 9 
1 2 2 . 4 6 
1 2 0 . 0 0 
1 1 1 . 1 3 
1O9.30 
1 0 8 . 9 2 
1 0 5 . 9 9 
ZR'I FOR 
ft; o: AT-.: 
(•V) 
9 0 . 1 5 
6 6 . 7 9 
8 5 . 2 6 
8 4 . 3 1 
8 4 . 6 9 
6 3 . 4 3 
8 1 . 5 1 
7 6 . 1 7 
7 4 . 8 1 
7 3 . 9 2 
7 2 . 4 8 




5 3 . 4 7 
5 0 . 2 3 
4&.00 
4 6 . 7 5 
4 3 . 3 2 
4O.90 
3 9 . 0 0 
3 5 . 5 0 
3 4 . 1 6 
34 . 0 0 
3 2 . 9 6 
Si OK CP L i C K o . l M / O . O O l M ) 




3 1 5 . 4 7 
3 0 0 . 3 4 
280 . 0 0 
2 S 1 . 8 S 
2 3 7 . SO 
2 2 6 . 6 1 
2 2 4 . 0 0 
212 .SO 
2 0 6 . 1 6 
2 0 1 . 4 7 
1 9 8 . 9 3 
± o . i° c ) . 
ao/dt x lo 
(ntUii«oW«) 
9 . 6 0 
1 0 . 4 1 
1 0 . 7 7 
12 . 0 1 
1 3 . 6 4 
1 4 , 2 0 
1 4 . 5 3 
1 4 . 5 4 
1 4 . 7 3 
1 5 . 0 0 
1 5 . 1 9 
vtdm rigs. 7,e,9. 
TAFLS-12* VALU5S OF FArtAM^TCftS FOR 
THROUGH COPALT CARTON A*B 
THE DirFOIOH OP LiCl(O.lM/O.OOlH) 












d C / d t x 10 
( m i l l i m o l « / « ) 
0 . 0 
0 . 5 
l . O 
1 . 5 
2 . 0 
2 . 5 
3 . 0 
3 .S 
4 . 0 
4 . 5 
8 , 0 
1 4 . 5 
1 6 . 0 
1 7 . 5 
2O.0 
2 1 . 5 
25 .O 
ft*,* 
3 0 . 5 
3 3 . 0 
3 4 . 0 
3 6 . 5 
1 4 0 . 8 1 
1 3 6 . 1 3 
1 3 2 . 5 7 
1 2 9 . 9 5 
1 2 6 . 8 8 
1 2 3 . 5 8 
1 1 9 . 3 9 
1 1 5 . 1 4 
1 0 8 , 6 3 
1 0 5 , 7 2 
1 0 2 . 0 4 
9 8 . 3 3 
9 6 . 3 6 
9 5 . 4 1 
9 4 . 2 3 
9 3 . 6 8 
9 2 , 0 9 
8 9 . 2 0 
8 7 . 3 5 
8 4 . 2 6 
8 1 . 9 3 
8 0 . 3 3 
4 6 . 5 1 
4 5 . 5 7 
4 3 . 0 0 
4 1 . 0 0 
3 8 . 7 6 
3 6 , 5 0 
3 5 , 0 0 
93«ao 
3 0 . 3 1 
2 6 . 5 0 
2 6 . 8 7 
2 9 7 , 4 3 
2 7 5 . 0 0 
2 5 0 . 0 0 
2 3 4 . 6 8 
2 1 9 , 8 2 
2 1 2 , 5 0 
2 0 0 . 8 7 
§ 8 8 . 0 0 
It Lot 
1 8 5 , 3 7 
1 7 8 . 3 0 
1 2 . 9 5 
1 4 . 0 9 
1 5 . 7 5 
1 6 . 8 6 
1 6 . 3 0 
1 8 . 9 2 
1 9 , 4 8 
1 8 . 8 8 
1 9 . 9 1 
2 0 . 1 3 
2 0 . 6 2 
V i d « F i g s . 7 , 8 , 9 . 
1 2 <, 5 6 
T i ma ( h r ) 
L O T S OF M E M B R A N E P O T E N T I A L E m AGAINST TIME F O R L i C 
E C T R O L Y T E T H R O U G H C O B A L T C A R B O N A T E M E M B R A N E 
AT D I F F E R E N T TEMPERATURES 
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TAFLB-13,: 
T i « # 
<hr) 
0 . 0 
0 . 5 
i . o 
1 . 5 
2 . 0 
2 . 5 
3 . 0 
3 . 5 
4 . 0 
4 . 5 
5 . 0 
v/'i,:."-r* C F r w w , 7 
JYiKC/lK.H 
Cone. 
(M) x l O 4 
1 5 . 0 
1 7 . 5 
1 9 . 0 
1 9 . 5 
2 3 . 0 
26 . 5 
2 6 . 0 
3 1 . 0 
3 3 . 0 
2 4 . 0 
3 6 . 0 
CCLALT C/-
B o b « 
(XV) 
1 3 6 . 9 2 
1 3 0 . 2 3 
1 2 7 . 8 0 
1 2 4 . 5 4 
1 2 1 . 0 2 
1 1 1 . 1 4 
1 1 0 . 7 4 
1 0 7 . 3 7 
1 0 4 . 2 6 
1 0 2 . 0 3 
1 0 0 . 6 3 
:-:..3 trcA 
'vxi ~ "•': 
<*V) 
9 8 . 2 5 
9 5 . 7 3 
9 4 . 0 6 
9 2 . 4 7 
9 0 . 7 2 
8 5 . 0 3 
8 4 . 5 1 
8 2 . 1 3 
8 0 . 5 8 
7 9 . 0 0 
7 8 . 2 5 






4 0 . 0 0 
2 8 . 1 6 
3 6 . 2 3 
3 4 . 5 0 
3 0 . 0 0 
30 . 0 7 
2 6 . 8 1 
26 . 0 0 
2 6 . 9 1 
2 7 . 0 0 




2 6 0 . 0 0 
2 5 6 . 3 9 
2 3 1 . 6 2 
2 1 5 . 5 0 
203 .O0 
1 9 5 . 5 4 
1 8 7 . 4 5 
1 8 0 . 0 0 
1 7 5 . 1 2 
1 7 2 . 6 7 
1 6 5 . 9 3 
ICKO.IM/O.OOIM) 
• 0 . 1 ° C ) . 
d c / d t x 1 0 7 
< n i l l l f t t o l « / « ) 
1 4 . 3 5 
1 5 . 9 6 
1 7 . 5 7 
1 8 . 8 1 
1 9 . 8 0 
1 9 . 7 3 
2 0 . 4 0 
2 0 . 7 3 
2 0 . 9 6 
2 0 . 9 7 
2 1 . 5 2 
V i d e r i g s . 7 , 6 , 9 . 
TAP I g . 141 VALUES OF f>ARA|ISTERS FOR 
THROUGH COBALT CAftBOFATE 
THE DIFFUSION OF L1C1 (O.lH/b.OOlM) 
MEKPRAtiS AT 30°C ( ± 0 . 1 ° C ) . 
T l a « 
<hr) 
0 . 0 
0 * 5 
1 . 0 
1 . 5 
2 . 0 
2 . 5 
3 . 0 
3 . 5 
4 . 0 
4 . 5 
5 . 0 
C o n e . 
CM) x l O 4 
1 4 . 0 
1 6 . 0 
1 6 . 0 
1 9 . 5 
2 3 . 0 
2 4 . 5 
2 8 . 6 
2 9 . 5 
3 1 . 6 
3 3 . 0 
3 5 . 0 
E o b « 
(MV) 
1 3 5 . 0 2 
1 2 8 . 7 8 
1 2 3 . 7 2 
1 1 9 . 3 0 
1 1 2 . 2 2 
1 1 2 . 3 8 
1 0 2 . 8 6 
1 0 0 . 9 3 
9 6 . 2 5 
9 7 . 0 0 
9 4 . 3 1 
•c* 
(nV) 
9 9 . 7 6 
9 6 . 6 5 
9 4 . 0 7 
9 2 . 6 3 
90 . 4 7 
9 0 . 0 5 
^ B ^ j B j J p / ^ 
8 3 . 8 2 
6 1 . 1 7 
7 9 . 8 9 
7 7 . 6 8 
* • 
(•V) 
4 1 . 5 0 
3 7 . 0 0 
3«.3B 
3 2 . 1 4 
2 9 . 0 0 
3 0 . 2 6 
1 4 . 5 0 
24 . 0 0 
8 3 . 3 1 
13 .0O 
2 1 . 5 0 
R R 
(ohnO 
2 6 2 . 6 8 
2 3 5 . 5 0 
2 1 1 . 2 6 
1 9 0 . 8 8 
1 7 7 . 5 0 
1 7 0 . 0 0 
1 * 7 . 3 1 
1 6 0 , 4 5 
182.SO 
1 4 8 . 3 7 
1 4 5 . 8 1 
d O / d t x l O 7 
< » l l l i i » o l « / e ) 
1 6 . 2 7 
1 6 . 1 4 
1 9 . 8 0 
22 . 0 8 
2 3 . 6 9 
2 4 . 2 7 
2 4 . 3 1 
2 4 . 8 8 
2 5 . 3 8 
2 5 . 4 7 
2 5 . 5 8 
via* rig*. 7.6,9 
323 
1 2 , 3 4 5 
T i m e (h r,) 
FIG.8 PLOTS OF MEMBRANE RESISTANCE R m AGAINST TIME FOR LiCI 
ELECTROLYTE THROUGH C OB ALT C A RBON ATE MEMBRANE 
AT DIFFERENT TEMPERATURES 
FIG. 9 PLOTS -OFOIFFUSION RATE Or AGAINST Tivie -FOR
 L i C l 
ELECTROLYTE THROUGH COBALT CARBONATE MEMBRANE 
AT DIFFERENT TEMPERATURES 
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TAP!. r - l S i V ' l U m CF I ARAMCTTRS Ff » 
TrutUKIH CCf ALT CAMfcOKATK 
THS DIFFUSION CF P aCl (O . lM/O .OO1M) 





1 . 0 
1 .5 
2 . 0 
2 . 5 
3 . 0 
3 . 5 
4 . 0 
Cone. 
(M) x l0 ' 
11 .5 
13 .0 





2 2 . 5 
2 3 . 5 
(nV) 




4 6 . 1 1 
44 .35 
4 3 . 0 3 
39 .94 
36 .30 
(«V) («v) <ot*a 
dO/dt I l o ' 
( a * l l l « o l « / s ) 
8 5 . 1 5 
62 .94 
8 1 . 3 4 
€$0.69 
£0 .52 
7 9 . 7 4 
7 8 . 0 0 
7 6 . 5 2 
7 5 . 6 1 
- 1 8 . 6 9 
- 2 1 . 0 0 
- 2 3 . 9 0 
- 2 6 . 5 0 
- 2 7 . 4 9 
- 2 9 . 9 8 
- 3 0 . 3 5 
- 3 2 . 0 0 



















Vid« P i g s . 1 0 , 1 1 . 1 2 
T * P L 8 - 1 6 t VALUSS Of PARAMETERS FOR 
THROUGH COPALT CARBONATE 
;HS DIFFUSION OF F « C 1 2 (O . 1M/0 .OO 1M) 






(nV) (»V) (•v) 
R^ dC/dt x 10 
(oh») (mil l lm©l«/») 
0 . 0 
0 . 5 
i.o 
1.5 
2 . 0 
2 . 5 
3 .0 
3 . 5 




1 5 . 5 
16 .0 
1 6 . 5 
1 8 . 5 
2 1 . 9 
2 4 . 0 
59 .74 
55 .44 
5 2 . 6 5 
4 8 . 6 5 
46 .80 
4 3 . 8 9 
4 1 . 2 1 
3 * . 49 
35 .10 
8 7 . 2 0 
8 5 . 6 9 
8 4 . 9 8 
8 4 . 3 8 
83 .57 
83 .17 
8 2 . 7 0 
"79 M 
7 7 . 6 1 
Vid» F l g « . 
- 1 9 . 5 0 
- 2 2 . 4 7 
- 2 5 . 0 0 
- 2 8 . 5 0 
— 30.OO 
- 3 2 . 5 0 
• 3 4 . 6 8 
- 1 8 . 0 0 
-t7.it 




















1 2 3 4 
T i mc (h r . ) 
FIG.10 PLOTS O f MEMBRANE POTENTIAL E m AGAINST T l M E F O R B o C t ? 
ELECTROLYTE THROUGH COBALT C ARB 0 NAT E MEMBRANE 








2 . 0 
2 . 5 
3 .0 
3 .5 
















6 0 . 6 5 
56 .16 








B c . 
(»V) 
8 8 . 3 4 
8 1 . 3 9 
86 .16 
8 5 . 4 1 
8 5 . 0 0 
8 4 . 3 1 
8 4 . 1 9 
83 .56 
8 2 . 2 5 




- 2 0 . 1 1 
-25.OO 
- 2 1 . 5 0 
- 3 1 . 0 0 
- 3 4 . 0 3 
- 3 6 .00 
- 3 1 . 5 8 
- 3 9 . 4 1 
- 4 0 . 2 9 













± o . r c ) . 
d c / d t x lO 7 










V i d o F i g * . 1 0 , 1 1 , 1 2 . 
TABI..E-lfc i VALU .8 Ol? PARAMETERS FOR THE DIFFUSION OF EaCl .Co . lM/O.OOlM) 
THROUGH COBALT CARBONATE MSMf RAKE AT 25°C ( j> 0 . 1 ° C ) . 
~ 4 ' ""• 
Ti»o Cone. E .
 m i r E„ R. dc/dt x 10 
(hr) (M)xlO4 <x#) («V) (xV) (ohm) (» i l l imol«/«) 
O.O 12.6 69.83 93.69 -22 .46 196.60 11.91 
0 . 5 
1 .0 
1 .5 
1 . 0 
2 . 5 
3 .0 
3 .5 




1 8 . 6 
2 0 . 6 
1 3 . 5 
2 3 . 0 





























- 2 6 . 0 0 
• 2 9 . 9 6 
• 3 2 . 5 0 
• 3 5 . 0 0 
• ,-«J(ij86> 
• 4 0 . 0 0 
• 4 3 . 6 1 













2 0 . 0 1 
20 .^4 
2 1 . 6 4 
2 2 . 3 8 
Vide Fig* . 10 .11 ,12 . 
210 
( 2 3 4 
T t m a ( h r ) 
PLOTS OF MFMBRANC RESISTANCE R M AGAINST TIME F O R B A C I ? 
ELECTROLYTE THROUGH COBALT CARBONATE MEMBRANE 
AT OIFFERENT TEMPERATURES 
?4 
L_ 
i m c l h r 
E L 
?TS O ^ ^ r i ' S ! N k / . T f O r AC "• NST TIME FOR B a C I ? 
I V T E Thf l C O P A i BONATE M E M B R A N E 
AT (D IFFERENT T E M P E R A T U R E S 
50 
M . S - 1 9 : V 'LU-*: CF J:rLWZ %RS FOR 
THROUGH COBALT CARBOHAT2 
THS DIF U31CF CF P a d (O.1M/0.OO1M) 




(M)xlO4 (BV) («V) (nV) (ohm) ( w l l l l m o l e / a ) 
o.o 
0 . 6 
1.0 
1,5 
2 . 0 
2 . 6 
3 .0 
3 .5 








2 0 . 5 
2 1 . 5 
6 0 . 9 2 








9 5 . 9 7 
9 4 . 6 9 
9 3 . 1 4 
9 2 . 8 1 
9 2 . 1 2 
9 0 . 9 7 
9 0 . 6 3 
9 0 . 2 3 
89 .47 
- 2 6 . 0 0 
- 2 6 . 5 0 
- 3 1 . 0 0 
- 3 4 . 5 0 
- 3 7 . 5 9 
- 4 0 . 0 0 
- 4 2 . 5 0 
- 4 4 . 3 7 



















Vide F i g * . 1 0 , 1 1 , 1 2 




0 . 5 
i .O 
1 .5 
2 . 0 
2 . 5 
3 .0 
3 . 6 
4 . 0 
THROUGH 
Cooo. 
(H) x lO 4 
11 .5 
15 .0 
1 8 . 5 
21 .0 
2 5 . 0 
2 8 . 0 







5 5 . 4 3 
61 .77 
49 .39 
4 6 . 1 8 
42 .67 
39.38 




6 4 . 6 5 
8 1 . 1 9 
79 .08 
76 .66 
7 7 . 5 3 
76 .28 
7 5 . 6 6 
T2.1S 
7 2 . 3 4 
MEMBRANE 
(»V) 
- 2 0 . 4 S 
- 2 2 . 0 0 
- 2 3 . 5 0 
- 2 5 .OO 
- 2 7 . 6 3 
- 3 0 . 0 0 
• 3 2 . 4 1 
-J1Y13 
- 3 7 . 5 8 











1 6 8 . 6 * 
16340O 
± o.i°c ) . 
dC/dt x lO 7 










Vid« flqm. 1 3 . 1 4 . 1 8 . 
1 2 3 4 5 
T i m c ( h r.) 
FIG.13 PLOTS OF MEMBRANE POTENTIAL E m AGAINST TIME FORCaCl2 
ELECTROLYTE THROUGH COBALT CARBONATE MEMBRANE 
AT OIFFERENT TEMPERATURES 
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TABLB-21t VALUES OF PARAMETERS FOR 
THROUGH COBALT CARPCKATE 
THE DIFFUSION OF C«Cl2(O.UM>#OOlM) 
MEMBRANE AT 15°C ( ± 0 . 1 ° C ) . 
T i n * 
( h i ) 
C o n e . 
(M)nio ' (»V) («V) <«V) 
R ^ d o / a t x 10' 
(Ota) ( » l l l i m o l « / « ) 
o.o 
0 . 5 
1.0 
1.5 
2 . 0 
2 . 5 
3 .0 
3 .5 





2 4 . 5 






5 1 . 6 3 






8 3 . 4 7 
8 2 . 3 6 
8 1 . 6 7 
7 9 . 9 1 
76 .18 
7 5 . 3 1 
72 .56 
7 1 . 8 0 
6 9 . 9 6 
Vi<S« F l g a . 
- 2 1 . 0 0 
- 2 2 . 8 5 
—25.00 
- 2 6 . 8 9 
- 3 0 .CO 
- 3 2 . 5 6 
- 3 4 . 9 9 
- 3 7 . 6 5 
—40.00 






















0 . 5 
i*o 
1.6 
2 . 0 
2 . 5 
3 .0 
3 . 6 







1 9 . 5 
23*0 
2 5 . 0 
2 7 . 5 





5 9 . 2 1 
56 .12 
54 .06 





3 9 . 7 3 





6 2 . 6 4 
61*69 
66«66 
77 . f t 
76*66 






- 3 i * 0 0 




- 9 7 . 6 9 
—60*00 
-42*61 












£ 0 .1°C ) . 
dQ/dt x lO 7 
( n l l l i » o l « / * 0 
15 .56 




I 6 . 6 0 
1 7 . 9 4 
17 ,69 
17*64 
Vlte F i g s . 13 ,14 ,15 . 
2?0 
1 2 . 3 4 
T i m e (h r.) 
FIG.14 PLOTS OF MEMBRANE RESISTANCE R m AGAINST TIME FOR C G C I Z 
ELECTROLYTE THROUGH COBALT CARBONATE MEMBRANE 
ATOIFFERENT TEMPERATURES 
52 
<TABLE-13i VALUES OF PARAMETERS FOR 
Ti«B« 
(he) 
0 . 0 
0 . 5 
1*0 
1 . 5 
2 . 0 
2 . 5 
3 . 0 
3 . 5 
4 . 0 
THROUGH 
Cone . 
( M ) * i o 4 
1 0 . 5 
1 1 . 5 
1 5 . 5 
1 7 . 0 
1^.5 
2 0 - 5 
2 3 . 0 
2S.O 




6 0 . 9 4 
5 7 . U 
53 .40 
4 9 . 7 1 








9 1 . 7 9 
8 8 . 3 0 
6 6 . 1 4 
6 3 . 7 0 
8 2 . 2 1 
8 1 . 9 3 
8 0 . 5 8 
7 9 . 1 9 




• 2 8 . S O 
• 2 8 . 0 0 
• 30 .00 
- 3 2 . 5 4 
- 1 4 . 9 7 
•38.SO 
-4O.00 
- 4 3 . 0 0 
- 4 5 . 1 2 












* o.i°c ) . 
d O / d t X lO 
( m l l l i m o W . ) 
1 7 . 0 6 
1 7 . 1 1 
1 7 . 2 1 
1 7 . 3 7 
1 7 . 5 0 
1 7 . 9 1 
1 6 . 6 8 
1 8 . 9 8 
1 9 . 1 4 
V l d « F i g . . 1 3 . 1 4 . 1 f t . 
TAPLE-24i VALUES OF PARAMETERS FOR 
THROUGH COBALT CARBONATE 
THE DIFFUSION OF CaCl_ (O.IM/O.OOlM) 




.4 (10x10 (•(V) <«V> (eta) 
dc/dt x 10 
(•illi»ol«/«) 
o.o 
0 . 5 
1*0 
l . S 
2 . 0 
2.ft 
1 . 0 
l . S 






1 1 . 0 
1 1 . 0 
1S.O 
28.ft 
6 9 . 1 2 
55 .92 
53 .39 
9 0 . 1 1 
44 .07 
41 ,66 
1 8 . 6 1 
15 . 02 
29 .52 
94.1ft 
9 1 . 5 6 
9 0 . 1 1 
8 6 . 9 7 
99 .S9 
8 7 . 4 5 
8 6 . 7 9 
8 5 . 6 1 
83 .70 
- 1 9 . 0 0 
- 3 0 . 6 0 
- 3 2 . 5 5 
-1ft .00 
- 1 7 . 4 0 
• 4 0 . 0 0 
-42.ft9 
- 4 5 . 2 2 












1 9 . 9 1 
19.0ft 
1 9 . » 
19 .61 
1 0 . 9 9 
2 1 . 1 1 
2 1 . 9 1 
VldA F i g s . 1 1 . 1 4 . I S . 
FIG.15PLOT5 OFDIFFUSION RATE O r A G A I N S T T l M E FOR CaCl? 
ELECTROLYTE THROUGH COBALT CARBONATE MEMBRANE 
ATOIFFERENT TEMPERATURES 
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TABLg-25t VALUES OF FARAH5T8RS FOR THE DIFFUSION OF M9CI. (0.1«A>.OOlM) 
THROUGH COBALT CARBONATE MEMBRANE AT 15°C ( £ 0 . 1 ° C ) . 
" i ' ' 
Tlia« C o n e . Z6b9 s c i ^ l ^ d o / d t x 1© 
(hr) ( w ) x l o 4 (rtV) <«v) (nV) (o lw) ( » i l l i » o W « ) 
o.o 
0 . 5 
i.o 
1 . 5 
2 . 0 
2 . 5 
3 . 0 
3 . 5 
4 . 0 
17 .O 
2 0 . S 
2 3 . 0 
2 4 . 5 
2 9 . 0 
32 . 5 
34.O 
3 6 . 0 
4O.0 
5 9 . 1 9 
5 5 . 3 7 
5 3 . 2 2 
5 1 . 3 3 
4 6 . 1 3 
42*79 
3 6 . 6 3 
3 5 . 9 4 
3 2 . 2 6 
6 6 . 5 1 
6 6 . 3 2 
8 5 . 1 5 
8 4 . 2 6 
8 1 . 5 9 
6 0 . 0 6 
7 9 . 3 9 
7 8 . 1 4 
7 6 . 1 1 
. 2 3 . 5 0 
• 2 6 . 0 0 
• 2 6 . 0 0 
• 2 7 . 5 3 
• 3 0 . 0 0 
• 3 2 . 5 0 
- 3 4 . 9 8 
• 3 7 . 0 0 
• 3 9 . 8 6 
2 3 6 . 0 0 
2 2 S . 3 6 
2 3 6 . 0 0 
2 0 9 . 0 0 
2 0 2 . 5 0 
1 9 7 . 5 7 
1 8 5 . 0 0 
1 8 0 . 6 5 
1 7 4 . 0 0 
1 4 . 2 8 
1 4 . 6 0 
1 6 . 1 2 
1 5 . 4 * 
1 5 . 5 3 
1 5 . 6 8 
1 6 . 6 5 
1 6 . 8 0 
17 . 0 0 
Vldto F i g » . 1 6 . 1 7 , 1 8 . 
TABLS-261 VALUES OF PARAMETERS FOR THE DIFFUSION OF HgCl- (O . lM/O.OOlM) 
T i n * 
(hr) 
O.O 
0 . 5 
1 . 0 
1 . 5 
2 . 0 
2 . 5 
3 . 0 
3 . 6 
4 . 0 
THROUGH 
Gone . 
( H ) K l 0 4 
1 S . 0 
1 8 . 5 
2 0 . 5 
It* 
27 . 0 
3 0 . 5 
3 2 . 5 
3 4 . 1 
36 .O 
COHALT 
8 o b » 
(nrfV) 
59*23 
5 4 . 6 2 
SO . 5 5 
4 6 . 6 7 
4 3 . 3 7 
3 8 . 9 8 
3 5 . 0 3 
3 0 . 9 8 




8 9 . 7 3 
8 7 . 5 7 
8 6 . 6 6 
• 6 . 1 4 
6 3 . 3 6 
6 1 . 1 3 
7 9 . 6 9 
7 9 . 0 0 




• 2 5 . 5 0 
• 2 6 . 0 0 
• 2 9 . 9 0 
- 3 2 . 5 0 
- 3 4 . 0 0 
• 3 6 . 1 3 
• 3 8 . 5 0 
- 4 1 . 0 0 
• 4 3 . 0 0 
AT 20°C ( 
\ 
<o>») 
2 2 6 . 5 0 
22© . 0 0 
2 1 3 . 5 0 
2 0 7 . 0 0 
1 6 3 . 7 1 
2 0 0 . 0 0 
1 * 3 . 0 0 
1 8 6 . 7 8 
1 7 8 . 0 0 
± o.l°c ) . 
d O / d t x l O 7 
( n l l l i n e l « / « ) 
1 5 . 0 7 
1 6 . 1 4 
1 6 . 6 1 
1 5 . 6 6 
" " * — ^ * i « « * * . 
1 5 . 6 4 
16.04) 
1 6 . 6 6 
1 7 . 1 1 
V l d « F i g « . 1 6 , 1 7 , 1 8 . 
20 
I I ! I I 1 
1 2 3 4 
T i m c ( h r ) 
FIG 16 PLOTS OF MEMBRANE POTENTIAL E m AGAINST TIME FOR MgCl2 
ELECTROLYTE THROUGH COBALT CARBONATE MEMBRANE 
AT OIFFERENT TEMPERATURES 
54 
TAPLE-27l VALUES Of PARAMETERS FOR 
THROUGH CCPALT CARBONATE 
THE DIFFUSION OF HgCl.tO.XM/O^OOlM) 

















2 . 5 
3 .0 
3 .5 
4 . 0 
16 .0 
17 .0 
2 1 . 6 
24 .5 





5 6 . 1 4 
5 2 . 7 4 







9 1 . 4 8 
9 0 . 2 0 
68 .27 
8 5 . 6 2 
84 .40 
6 3 . 9 7 
8 2 . 2 8 




















1 5 . 1 8 
1 5 . 7 7 
1 6 . 1 2 
1 6 . 1 7 
1 6 . 5 3 
1 6 . 8 6 
1 7 . 7 0 
1 8 . OO 
1 6 . 6 0 
Vidfc F i g » . 1 6 . 1 7 , 1 8 . 
TAPLE-26 l VALUES OF PARAMETERS FrR 
THROUGH COBALT CARBONATE 
TUT. DIFFUSION OF MgCl ( O . 1 M / 0 ^ X > 1 M ) 










R^ d C / d t x l O ' 
(pha) ( m l l l l m o l c / * ) 
0 . 0 
0 . 5 
1.0 
1 .5 
2 . 0 
2 . 5 
1 .0 
3 .5 
4 . 0 
16 .0 
17 .O 
2 1 . 0 
22 .0 















9 2 . 6 4 
69 .67 
88 .92 
6 6 . 1 6 
6 6 . 7 4 
• 2 . 9 6 
9 2 . 2 2 
6 0 . 5 6 
- 3 1 . 0 0 
• 34.00 
- 1 6 . 5 0 
- 2 6 .OO 
- 4 0 . 0 0 
-•6f .<7 
- 4 4 .OO 
- 6 6 . 1 6 



















Vld« F i g s . 1 6 . 1 7 . 1 8 . 
2 ^ 0 
1 2 3 U 
T ime (h r. ) 
FIG.17 PLOTS OF MEMBRANE RESISTANCE R m AGAINST TIMC FOR MgC 
ELECTROLYTE THROUGH COBALT CARBONATE MEMBRANE 
AT (DIFFERENT TEMPERATURES 
FIG. 16 PLOTS OF (DIFFUSION RATE Or AGAINST TIME FOR MgC l2 
ELECTROLYTE THROUGH C OB A LT C ARBON AT E MEMBRANE 
AT DIFFERENT TEMPERATURES 
55 




0 . 5 
l . O 
1 . 5 
2 . 0 
2 . 5 
3 . 0 
3 . 5 




1 6 . 5 
1 9 . 0 
2 0 . 0 
2 6 . 0 
2 7 . 5 
2 9 . 0 
3 2 . 5 
3 5 . 0 
3 6 . 5 
COBALT 
* « * > • 
(mV) 
4 3 . 9 1 
It .8? 
3 i . 8 2 
3 1 . 6 2 
2 7 . 7 6 
2 4 . 6 4 
2 0 . 7 9 
1 6 . 4 0 
1 4 . 1 0 
CARBONATE 
B c . 
(»V) 
7 9 . 2 8 
7 7 . 9 8 
77 . 0 7 
7 4 . 9 1 
7 4 . 3 2 
7 2 . 1 6 
7 1 . 3 2 
70 . 0 9 




- 2 6 . 4 5 
-29.OO 
- 3 1 . SO 
- 3 5 . 0 0 
- 3 7 . 4 1 
- 3 9 . 1 6 
- 4 2 . 0 0 
- 4 3 . 0 0 
- 4 6 . 4 5 




2 5 8 . 5 9 
2 5 2 . 4 7 
245 . 0 0 
234 .SO 
8 2 7 . 5 7 
2 2 2 . 1 2 
2 1 7 . 0 0 
2 1 2 . 2 4 
206 .SO 
± 0.1°C ) . 
ao/at x io7 
(rallllmol«/«) 
9*41 
9 . 6 1 
9 . 9 1 
10.at 
1 0 . 5 8 
1 0 . 6 4 
1 0 . 8 7 
1 0 . 9 6 
1 1 . 3 4 
V l d « F i g s . 1 9 , 2 0 , 2 1 . 
TABLE-301 VALUES OF PARAMETERS FOR 
THROUGH COBALT CARfcGfcATE 
THE DIFFUSION OF A1C1_ (O . 1M/0 .OOlM) 
MEMBRANE AT 15°C ( ± 0 . 1 ° C ) . 
tlmm C o n e . Zdb9 
(hr) On) x l O 4 (»V) (•V ) <»V) (otm) ( m l l l l m o l « / « ) 
0 . 0 
O.S 
1*0 
1 . 5 
t«e 
a .5 
3 . 0 
3*5 
4 . 0 
15 *0 
1 8 . 5 
2 0 . 5 
2 3 . 0 
t7.t 
2 9 . 0 
3 2 . 0 
3 3 . 0 
3 5 . 0 
4 2 . 2 9 
3 8 . 1 7 
3 4 . 7 1 
3 0 . 4 7 
t t . 2 1 
23 .3B 
1 9 . 8 6 
1 6 . 4 7 
1 2 . S 3 
7 9 . 3 0 
7 8 . 1 4 
7 6 . 3 8 
7 8 . 8 1 
7 4 . 3 0 
7 3 . 1 1 
7 0 * 8 1 
7 0 * 0 6 
6 9 . 3 3 
- 2 8 . 0 0 
- 3 0 . 3 9 
- 3 3 . 0 0 
- 3 6 . 5 0 
- 3 9 . 0 0 
- 4 1 . 0 0 
- 4 2 . 9 5 
• 4 8 * 0 0 
- 4 7 . 5 9 
3 5 7 * 0 0 
aso.so 
2 4 2 . 4 7 
234*65 
336*00 
I S O . 6 0 
216 . 0 0 
2 1 0 . 0 0 
2 0 4 . 5 9 
9 . 5 4 
9 . 7 7 
1O.00 
10*41 
3 0 . 7 1 
fto.to 
1 0 . 6 9 
11*15 
a . 4 i 
V l d « F i g s . 1 9 , 2 0 , 2 1 . 
FTG.19 PLOTS OF MEMBRANE POTENTIAL E M AGAINST TIME FORAIC I3 
ELECTROLYTE THROUGH COBALT CARBONATE MEMBRANE 
AT DIFFERENT TEMPERATURES 
56 
TABLE-311 VALUES OF PARAMETERS FOR THE DIFFUSION OF I C l j (O.lM/O.OOlM) 
THROUGH COP ALT CARSOI8A7* MSMBRA&S AT 20°C< ^ 0 . 1 ° C ) . 
Ti»« Cone . 
( M ) K I O 4 
"ebs 
<*V) (•V) (•NO <oha) < « 1 U 1 M O 1 « / « ) 
o.o 
0 . 5 
1.0 
1.5 
2 . 0 
2 . 5 
3 .0 
3 .5 




2 3 . 0 














8 0 . 3 6 
7 4 . 1 5 
75 . 0 0 
72 .16 
7 0 . 8 0 
4 9 . 8 9 
4 8 . 2 1 
M . 9 8 
4 5 . 7 1 
- 2 9 . 0 0 
- 3 2 .00 
- 3 5 . 2 2 
—36 .00 
- 4 1 . 1 3 
- 4 3 . 5 0 
- 4 4 . 9 7 
- 4 7 . 5 2 




















V l d « F l g » . 1 9 , 2 0 , 2 1 . 
TABLE-321 VALUK3 OF FARAMSTERS FOR THE DIFFUSION OF A l C l j (0.1H/0.OOlM) 




(M)K1O4 <*V) («V) 
R^  do/at x io 
(ohxO <»lllia*l«/W 
O.O 
0 . 5 
1 .0 
1 .5 
2 . 0 
2 . 5 
3 JO 
3 .5 
4 . 0 
1 5 . 0 
17 .5 
1 6 . 5 
2 3 . 0 
1 4 . 0 




4 1 . 6 5 
36 .91 
92 .17 
2 7 . 1 1 





7 6 . 6 7 
76 *tO 
7 5 . 4 6 
7 2 . 1 * 
7 1 . 9 2 
7 0 . 2 2 
6 9 . 5 7 
6 7 . 4 9 
6 4 . 3 0 
- 9 0 . 9 0 
- 9 9 . 4 7 
- 9 6 . 6 6 
-40<0» 
- 4 3 . 4 9 
- 4 4 . 0 0 
- 4 6 . 9 0 
- 6 1 . 0 
- 5 2 . 9 6 
261 .60 









9 . 6 0 
10 .29 






Vld« Figs. 19*20,21. 
2 6 0 r 
r tG .?0PLOTS OF MEMBRANE RESISTANCE R m AGAINST TIME F O R A I C I 3 
ELECTROLYTE THROUGH COBALT CARBONATE MEMBRANE 
' AT DIFFERENT TEMPERATURES 
Time ( h r . ) 
FJG.21 PLOTS OF DIFFUSION RATE Or AGAINST TIME FOR AICI3 
ELECTROLYTE THROUGH COBALT CARBONATE MEMBRANE 
AT OIFFERENT TEMPERATURES 
57 
*~&i.r.-33Ai VALUES OP MEMBRANE POTENTIAL I
 # MEMBRANE RESISTANCE 
Rm AND DIFFUSION RATE X>t OP VARIOUS ELECTROLYTES AT 
THE OtDOF 1 / 2 h r PERIODS AT DIFFERENT TEHPERATURBS 
THROUGH MANGANESE FERROOfANlDB MEMBRANE. 



























7 8 . 4 
• 7 . 3 
43 .4 







































4 . 8 * 1 0 - 7 
S . S K I © " * 7 
7.SX10* 7 
l 0 .OxlO~ 7 
12 .8x lO* 7 
5 . 7 x l 0 ~ 7 
7 . 3 x l O - 7 
S. l jc io" 7 
12.5xlO~ 7 
1 4 . 7 x l o " 7 
8 . 4 x l o " 7 
I 0 . 4 x l 0 ~ 7 
1 4 . 5 x l 0 * 7 
30.0x lO~ 7 
2 4 . 9 x l 0 " 7 
7 . 8 * 1 0 ~ 7 
l O . S x k T 7 
1 3 . 3 x l O * 7 
3 0 . 9 « 1 0 * 7 
58 
TABLE-33Bi VALUES OF H EH BR AWE POTEST IAL t , MEM BRAKE RESISTANCE 
R^ AND DIFFUSION RATI D f OF VARIOUS ELECTROLYTES AT 
THE END OF 1 / 2 hT PERIODS AT DIFFERENT TEMPERATURES 
THROUGH MANCAWESE FERROOfANIDB MEM BRAKE. 





T«ap. ° c 






















- 9 . 4 
- 1 1 . ) 
- 1 4 . 4 
- 1 4 . 3 
- 1 7 . 0 
- 2 2 . 4 
- 2 3 . 9 
- 2 4 . 4 
- 2 7 . 5 
- 2 9 . 8 
- 2 1 . 1 
- 2 3 . 4 
- 2 9 . 8 
- 3 2 . 1 
- 3 4 . 7 
- S 3 . 4 
- f t t . l 
- 4 0 . 4 
- 4 5 . 1 














2 4 3 . 4 
241.5 
234 .0 
2 1 8 . 4 




2 2 9 . 8 
D r < « U l l » o l « / s ) 
4 .8x lO* 7 
6 . 9 K U T 7 
9 .4x lO~ 7 
10.2xlO~ 7 
13.5K10*7 
4 .9x lO* 7 
£ . 7 J I 1 0 " 7 
4.5xlO~ 7 
7 . 8 x l o " 7 
9 .0x lO* 7 
4.8xlO* 7 
5 . 0 x l 0 ~ 7 
S^xlO*"7 
7 .2x lO~ 7 
e^xio"7 
1 . 4 x l o " 7 
1.9xlO* 7 
iiQuieT1 
2.S i t lo" 7 
s.omor7 
53 
TABLE-34A| VALUES 0 7 H EH BRAKE !>OTWfTIAL 1 . MEMBRANE RESISTANCE 
R AMD DIFFUSION RATt D o f VARIOUS ELECTROLYTE" AT 
THE END 0 7 1 / 2 hX PERIOD* AT DIFFERENT TEMPERATURES 




























• 1 . 3 
7 2 . 6 
6 5 . 3 
« 0 . 2 
S2.7 
6 9 . 4 










3 0 . 2 
1 3 3 
t .O 




















3 6 0 3 
1 9 6 3 
D r ( « l l l l » O l « / 6 ) 
5 .7xlO* 7 
8 .0*10~ 7 
l 0 . 6 x l O ~ 7 
I 3 . 3 x l 0 ~ 7 
18.2X10*7 
9.6*lO~ 7 




U . 3 x l O ~ 7 
15.9x10 
l 7 . 6 x l O ~ ' 
22.5x10 
26.9x10 ' 
l l . l j l l O " 7 
S 6 3 S 3 0 ' 7 
31.4x*T7 
60 
TAi*,«-!4Bi VALUES CF MEMBRANE POTENTIAL E^, MEMBRANE RESIS-
TANCE R^ AND DIFFUSION RATS Dg OF VARIOUS ELECTRO-
LYTES AT THE E»D OF 1 / 3 h r PERIODS AT DIFFERENT 
TEMPERATURES THROUGH COBALT FERROCYANIDS MEMBRANE. 
Bi«ctrolyt« T«np( 
(jp.l°0 







- 5 . 4 
- 7 . 1 
- 6 . 6 
-IO . 0 
- 1 3 . 3 
3 3 0 . 4 
2 1 3 . 1 
2 0 1 . 4 
190 .O 
1 7 8 . 5 
4 .9x10' - 7 
6 . 2 x 1 0 • 7 
8 . 0 x 1 0 
6 . 6 x 1 0 
- 7 
•7 











1 6 . 7 
18.0 
4 8 . 9 
>21.8 
2 2 . 6 
•22 .7 
27 .O 
• 2 9 . 4 
• 3 3 . 0 
2 4 3 . 1 
2 2 7 . S 
2 0 8 . 9 
2 0 0 . 0 
1 8 3 . 4 
2 9 0 . 8 
2 6 3 . 1 
2 8 8 . 2 
2 S 1 . 0 
2 3 9 . 2 
4 . 0 x 1 0 - 7 
S.8xl0 - 7 
7 . 5 x 1 0 - 7 
6 . 6 x 1 0 - 7 
l O . S x l O - 7 
4 . 9 x l O - 7 
6 . 2 x l O - 7 
8 . 0 x 1 0 
8 . 8 x 1 0 
- 7 
- 7 






- 3 1 . 8 
- 3 6 . 0 
• 4 0 . 8 
- 4 2 . 2 
3 3 8 , 2 
3 2 1 . 8 
3 1 4 . 1 
2 9 6 . 0 
2 8 S . 5 
1 . 2 x 1 0 
1 .9x10* 
- 7 
2.3xlO - 7 
3.0x10 - 7 
3.8x10 - 7 
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TABLE-35At VALUES OF MENBRAVE POTEHTIAL t^, MEM ERASE RESIS-
TANCE R^ AND DIFFUSION RATS D r Of VARIOUS ELECTRO-
LYTES AT THE WD OF 1/8 h* PERIODS JUT DIFFBREWT 
TEMPERATURES TfttOOOH SILVER PERROCfAMIDE MEM BRAKE. 
E l e c t r o l y t e T«ap. °C 
<4p.l°C> 








9 1 . 8 
08 .2 
8 0 . 8 
77 .8 






3.9x1© - 7 
5.3x10 - 7 























9.4xlO - 7 
12.3x10 - 7 
14.1x10 - 7 

















6.6x10 • 7 
12.4xlO - 7 
14.6x10 - 7 
17 .5x10 • 7 
23.3X30 • 7 
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TABLE-35Bt VALUES OF MEMBRAKE POTEKTIAL 1 ^ , MEM BRAKE RESIS-
TANCE R^ AKD DIFFUSION RATS O^ OT VARIOOS BLBCTRO-
LYTBS AT THE EWD OF 1 /2 h r PERIODS AT DIFFERENT 
TEMPERATURES THROUGH SILVER rSRaOCYAUXDB MEMBRA**. 
E i « c t r o l y t « T««p, 
<jp.l°0 *m™ 







- 4 . 7 
- 5 . 9 
-«.3 











12.9x10 - 7 
13.8x10 - 7 







- 4 . 1 
- 7 . 6 
- 1 0 . 2 
- 1 1 . 4 






7 .4x10 - 7 
fc.7xlO - 7 
10 .5x10 - 7 
13.3x10 -7 
14.9xlO - 7 






- 2 1 . 9 
- 2 7 . 4 
• 3 1 . 4 
-36 tO 






4.8x10 - 7 
6.7x10 • 7 
8.5xlO - 7 










- » 2 . 9 
- 6 8 . 4 
- 6 2 .ft 
- 6 7 . 4 
- 6 8 . 9 
2 6 8 . 4 
247.4 
229.8 
2 2 6 . 0 
2 1 4 . 8 
l . ln l©" - 7 
1.6x10** 
2.0x10 • 7 
2.2x10 - 7 
4.3x20 - 7 
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TABLE-36Ai VALUES OF MEMSRAHE POTENTIAL B R , MEMBRAKE RESIS-
TANCE R AND DIFFUSION RATS D_ OF VARIOUS ELECTRO-
LYTBS AT THE END OF 1 / 3 h r PERIODS AT DIFFERENT 
T5WPERXTURES THROUGH CADMIUM FERROCYANIDE MEMBftAM«. 
Eltctrolyt* T«np . °c *_<«R0 
<4P.*WC> 


























5 8 . 8 
5 6 . 3 
48 ,5 
4 5 . 2 
6 2 . 4 
5 3 . 1 










3 4 . 5 






3 1 6 . 3 
260 .0 
























1 6 . 9 x l o " 7 
21.6xlO~ 7 
27 .5x lO* 7 
3 l . 9 x l O ~ 7 
3*>.3xlO*7 




4 7 . S x l o " 7 
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TABLl-36Bt VALUES OF MEM BRAKE VOTBTTIAL l
- # HB4BRAKE RSSX8-
TANOS Rm M.D DIFFUSION RATI D r OF VARIOUS ELICTRO-
LYT1S AT THE END OF 1 / 3 h f PBRI0D8 AT DXFTK1UJBT 
TEMPERATURES THROUGH CACMXUtt FERROOf AHIDB MBXBftAKV. 
B l « c t r o l y t « 
B«C12 
c«c i a 
"ge i t 
AlCl j 






















- 1 7 . 5 
- 1 6 . 9 
- 3 0 . 4 
- 3 1 . 5 
- 3 3 . 5 
- 1 4 . t 
- 1 7 . 3 
- 1 6 . 6 
- 3 1 . 6 
- 3 2 . 0 
- 3 1 . 3 
- 3 6 . 3 
- 4 0 . 0 
- 4 1 . 9 
- 4 7 . 1 
- 5 3 . 2 
- 5 5 . 4 
- 4 1 . 4 
- 6 5 . 4 






















D r ( n i m i O l « / l ) 
10 .9xlO~ 7 
12.1xlO* 7 










l l . S x l O * 7 
13.«xlO~ 7 
16.1xlO~ 7 
3 .1x lO~ 7 
2.fex30~7 




Tha transport (haroKtana ars ottar daacrlbad by soma 
axtandad form of tha fcams t-Flanck f lux aquation (4) • Evalua-
t ion of flow* saqulras integration of thass ifclu* aquationa 
undar auitabla boundary conditions governing tha bahaviour of 
tha matnbrana ay stain, Tha f inal axpraaslon uaad for tha avai.ua-
t lon of diffusion rata i s already yivar by 
dQ+ 1 [ *T a^ "117'^Nf E^ i z "J 
whara tha tarsia hava tha ir uauai BK»ar<ing, tha tana 
F a x 
l a . t h a cation transport numb>r axpraasad In tarns of obaarvad 
ipawbrana potent ia l £ # and tha ter» 
2) 
M In - i . * 
z<7 m% T» 
(3) 
ia tha e f f e c t i v e potent ia l acting or. tha t e n . 
Tha potent ia l difference between Ao-AgCl e lectrodee 
(J-ahaped) placed on a l thar s lda of tha warbrana l a tha slqajhrmla) 
sum of tha e lectrode potent ia l dltfaranca E i . e . , concantretlcto 
potant ia l and tha narbrane potent ia l s • S i s obtalnad by 
6b 
ca lcu lat ion fro-, the measured concentrations of the so lut ions 
C, and C, on the opposite sida of tha membrane, i . e . 
' • J U T C l V i 
where Y ' a are tha ac t iv i ty c o e f f i c i e n t s of tha e l e c t r o l y t e 
s o l u t i o n s , s i cca £_ I s always url ty 
E# • F m ; < • • • (5) 
As E and (E# • S^ ,) ere measured d i rec t ly , E^ can be evaluated 
by substractior. • 
The changes in Em an i 8^ noted with time at di f ferent 
temperatures «re shown ir t i g s . 1, 4, 7, l o , 13, 16, 19 t for E ) 
si 
and 2, 1, 6, 11, 14, 17, 20 (for &) for various e l e c t r o l y t e s 
si 
di f fus ing through cobelt carbonate membrane. s i » i l a r behaviour 
was observed for other siemhranQs. At any given time, the mam 
brane res istance K^  increases ir. the order KCl^KaCl^ i_iCl for 
l t l e l e c t r o l y t e s , B«ci_<( CeCl_<^ MgClj for 2 t l e l e c t r o l y t e s . 
The teoat important point with sm value is the f ee t that in the 
cese of l t l e l e c t r o l y t e s , the values ere e l l p o s i t i v e Collate 
so lut ion C. e lds taken pos i t ive) . This swans that the eeabrane) 
i s cat ion s e l e c t i v e , in the cese of 2 i l end 3 i l e l e c t r o l y t e s , 
E_ changes sign ar.d therefore boccmss anion s e l e c t i v e . This 
charge in the s e l e c t i v i t y character of the nrembrane may be due 
to verlotts reesonai 
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1) Adsorption of multivalent Ions loading to • state 
where a nat posltiva charge Is la ft on tha membrane surface 
making It anion selective. 
11) horn transport number of multivalent ions due to their 
being too larga to antar tha pore whan hydrated. 
Ill) Tha multivalent Ions experience great friction In tha 
pores causing tha membrane potential to change Its sign, 
Tha adsorption stadias carried out with these Inorganic 
precipitate point towards the role of adsorption of Ions on 
these membrane* (5-7) • such behaviour Is not particular to 
these systems oriy. Rosenberg (fa), Schuls (9) and Harsh do) 
have found the rola of adsorption In making tha reversal of 
charge of membranes. Such behaviour seams to be observed with 
a number of other systems (11) also. For example* Rosenberg 
at al. (6) found In the ease of thorium counter Ions* negative 
electro osmotic transport of water. The Ion was so strongly 
adsorbed on a cation exchange membrane that It conferred anion 
selectivity to tha membrane and thus water was transferred la 
tha opposite direction. I.e. to tha anode chamber Instead sT sma 
normal flow* which moves Into the cathode chamber la the sees 
of monovalent cation and cation exchange membrane (lO) . 
similarly Schuls (t) found edsroptlon of the diphosphate anion 
on the aurfaes of tha anion exchange membrane Permplex A-100* 
This reversed the charge on the membrane end also tha direction 
of the electro osmotic flow of water. In the present study the 
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surface charge reversal occurred in ax A the f ive membranes under 
inves t igat ion with 2»1 ard 3 t l e l e c t r o l y t e s and can be seen in 
the Figs* 22-26 where nambrane potent ia l BM have attained nege-
eel 
t i v e va lues . The values ©f l p , R ,^ E c + e t c , for various e l e c t r o -
l y t e s at d i f ferent ten^eraturas for cobal t carbonate membrane 
are given in tab les 1-32 while tor a l l the other o»»tal ferro-
cyarlde membranes are given in tab les 33*36. 
With the help of equation 1* the rate* at v:iich various 
e l e c t r o l y t e s di f fuse through menbrene i s ca lcu la ted , for u r i -
univalent e l ec tro ly tes* 2+ » 2- « 1# J d equation 1 gives the 
dif fusion rate Dr» 
dc+ dc. dC i f c . V , 
"•m 
L
 59.16 log £ v. i V i 
- • l 
(6) 
For 2 i l e l e c t r o l y t e , z«. • 2# su • 1, i t beoosNts 
d0«. \ dC dO i f CaV2 1 f E. *] 
I T - T 4 f c - - a 5 - H i I » - M 1 ° « c f v f - V * m c , V , *»J 
end for 3 i l e l e c t r o l y t e Z+ • 3, 2L • 1* i t beecawa 
dc* i <m„ * i r c Y2 i r ,^ 1 
at" - r 5T • dT« 4?5- [w-7* ^ cjw " E - H ^ T v £ * J 
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PLOTS OF E m R m ANC D r AGAINST THE VARIOUS E LECTROLYTES 
FOR C A D M I U M FERROCYANIDE MEMBRANE AT 25*C 
6 
The changes in diffusion rata of various e iactro lytaa D with 
time tor cobalt carbonate membrane are shown in F i g s . 3, 6« 9 , 
12, IS, lfc and 21 • The Dr veluae of various e l e c t r o l y t e s at 
d i f f erent temperatures at tha h hour periods for manganese, 
cobalt* s i l v e r and cadmium ferrccyenicie membranes ara given in 
tab les 33*36. 
Tha diffusion rata darlvad from tha e iectrometr lca l ly or 
conductometricaiiy determined changes in tha a a l t concentration 
of tha t a s t so lut ion C. ia caj^ed "observed" diffusion rata, 
while tha values calculated from tha staaaurad membrane concantra-
t ion potent ia l and tha e l e c t r o l y t i c resistance o£ tha membrane 
using aquations 6 | 7 la designated tha "cemputed" diffusion 
r a t e s . Tha "computed* ar.d "observed" diffusion races of various 
e l e c t r o l y t e s for tha cobalt carbonate membrane i s shown in 
f i g . 27. for comparison, tho rate of diffusion ot hydrochloric 
acid through polyvlnylbutyrel membranes calculated with the help 
of these equations i s a l so shown in F ig . 28. I t i s found that 
in both oesee the agreement i s fa ir* s imi lar agreement wee axeo 
found with other nata l ferrocyenlde msmbranoa end i t can be con-
cluded %**% the equation derived by Kitte lberger (1) i s appl i -
cable t o theee systems of parchment e^ppeseod ssaebremea. 
The di f fusion experlmante at the eeee t i e * provide a 
method for calculat ion of diffusion c o e f f i c i e n t D of the e l e c t r o -
c 
l y t e a . Clr lc end Grey don (12) have suggested the following 
o O b s e r v e d 
• C o m p u t e d 
14 ~ 
15 30 45 6 0 
T i m a ( m i n . ) 
F f G . 27 
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• C o m p u t e d 
o Ob so r va d 
300 
P L O T S OF D I F F U S I O N RATE A G A I N S T TIME 
FOR VARIOUS E L E C T R O L Y T E S THROUGH 
COBALT C A R B O N A T E M E M B R A N E AT 2 5 ° C ( P I G 2 7 ) 
FOR HYDROCHLORIC ACID THROUGH 
POLY VINYL B U T Y R A L M E M B R A N E lG. 2 6 
7 
aquation for the evaluation of di f fus ion c o e f f i c i e n t D_• 
D. 
v . An (A C / A c # ) 
'c 2A A t 
where 
L • membrane thickness in ems.* 
A • membrane area in cm (24.6 ceO, 
V - volume of half c e l l (125 mi); 
A Co * difference in concentration of the di f fus ing 
spec ies between half c e l l s at sere t ine* 
/\C£ • difference in concentration of the dif fusing 
spec ies between half c e i l s at time t ; 
t • time in minutest 
The p lo t s of in ( A c / A c J against time give s tra ight 
l i n e . Figure 29 i l l u s t r a t e s the p lo t s of In ( A c o / A c f ) against 
time for cobalt carbon at a membrane. From f i g , 29 the vaj.u<> of 
diffusion c o e f f i c i e n t i s ca lculated and given in table 41. 
The diffusion of the e l e c t r o l y t e through the membrane i s 
•lower then in the free solut ion as t#eil as the order that does 
not remain the same due to various reasons * 
a) Only • F**t e f the frame work i s avai lable for free) 
d i f fus ion; 
b) the diffusion paths in the membrane phase are moms 
tortuous end therefore longer ( i . e . tortuousity fac tor ) ; 
c) the large hydrated ions in tha narrow mesh reg ies o f 
the membrane may be impeded In the ir mobility by the frame work. 
10 
Time ( hr.) 
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and, 
d) interact ion of the diffusing spec ies with fixed groups 
on the membrane matrix. I erchmant paper except Cor the presence 
of soma stray and and carLoxyi groups contains vary few groups. 
Deposition of Inorganic prec ip i ta tes glvaa r i s e to a nat negative 
charge on tha membrane surface in tha case of 111 e l e c t r o l y t e 
loading to tha typo o£ ion ic dis tr ibut ion associated with tha 
a lac t r i e doubla l ayer . However, as discussed e a r l i e r , use) of 
2 i l or 3 t l e l e c t r o l y t e s leaves a not pos i t i ve charge on tha mem-
brane and again resu l t s in the formation of the e l e c t r i c a l double 
l ayer . The system invest igated i s coraldared as having charged 
r i g i d capi l lary structures or ge l s which can be discussed In the 
l i g h t of c l a s s i c a l f ixed change theory of Teore l l (13) , Mayor 
and Slavers (14) , S©llrer(15), Gregor (16) and Schmld (17 ) . 
Flow of e l e c t r o l y t e by diffueion because ot the presence of a not 
charge (•ve or -ve) on the membrane gives r i s e to the membrane 
potent ia l as opposed t o the l iqu id junction potent ia l ordinari ly 
observed under s imi lar conditions in tha absence of the m imbrane 
which regulates the flow of e l e c t r o l y t e by increasing the speed 
of the slow moving Ion and a l so toy decreasing the apeed of the 
f a s t e r moving Ion. 
This usQalstod rata of flttv U . o . «** f*e*ea) measwsi sosT 
di f ferent o lootro ly tos through the membrenos follow the eogaonosj 
and Baa<> Ca2*> Mg2+> Al3* 
The membrane show? preference to one counter ion over 
the o t h e r s , this resul t s m s e l e c t i v e lor. exchange and in 
d i f ferent diffusion rates of e l e c t r o l y t e having the s a w colon 
but di f ferent counter i o n s . According t o Oregor (1ft) an Ion 
exchanger dlacrlminfcee amongst various counter ions on the 
b a s i s of t h e i r hydrated a l s o , Eisenman (16, It) haa shown that 
the s e l e c t i v i t y depends upor the energet ics of hydration and 
i o n - s i t e in terac t ion . For ion exchangers with fixed groupings 
having weak f i e l d strength the s e l e c t i v i t y aecnience i s governed 
by the dlffarancea in the hydration energies of the counter 
i o n s , in such cases the normal s e l e c t i v i t y sequence K*^ Ka*> 
Li should r e s u l t , On the other hand lor tha ion exchangers with 
the charged grouping having high f l a l d strength the s e l e c t i v i t y 
sequence la governed fcy the cry s tenographic radii of the counter 
i o n s . In such cases the s e l e c t i v i t y sequence L i + ) t a 4 \ K+ 
should r e s u l t . On the basis of Eisenman - sherry H e l d strength 
theory the diffusion rate sequence obtained in our ease pointa 
tovarde the weak f i e l d strength of the charged group on the masw 
brans matrix. These findings are in complete agreement with our 
re su l t s of membrane charge density measurements which era found 
t o be low (given in next chapter) • 
Depending on the the a las and e l e c t r i c a l Charge) pqmmr 
o f a pore, i t may e i t h e r admit or repel a so lu te part i c l e* This 
i s the bas i s of ion s e l e c t i v i t y and applies squal ly t o material 
in thin sheet (a iranbrane) or in tauta (an ism exchanger). Xt has 
beer proposed by Hul l ins (30) that the hydration of the material* 
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of the pores i t s a l f tray provide a favourable water environment 
for part icular ions or moi.9cui.es, ao that they s l i p into the pore 
vtaker 
away fro* t h e i r previous(roolecuiea. According to Kul±in*3 
argument, t h i s could resu l t in s e l ec t ion of a part icular s i z e 
with discrimination against both smaller «tid larger hydrated lone . 
However, i t i s more general t o regard the s t a t e o£ hydration as 
being in a dynamic condition so that a fraction of the number of 
a given kind of p a r t i c l e s in the solut ion has a reduced hydra-
t ion corresponding to excess energy A B mole"" according to 
Boltamarn distr ibution f • exp (-As/Rr) . To obtain a quanti-
t a t i v e re lat ion between the ease of penetration and the ion s i s e 
i t w i l l be necessary to know the e l e c t r o s t a t i c force which acts 
between the ions and the materials of the membrane, s ince t h i s 
force provides energy equal to A B to displace water of hydration. 
Elsenman e t a l . (1^,19,21) have pointed out that the rank order 
of case of penetration of univalent cat ions w i l l depend on the 
energy avai lable irom the ion f ixed charge in t erac t ion . From a 
s impl i f i ed model, in which f i e l d strength was ta>en as a cor t r o -
l l i n g variable , the coulomuic energies of interact ion of a lka l i 
cat ions with the charged s i t e s ware compared with the free energy 
of hydration of c a t i o n , A s impl i f ied theory OL s e l e c t i v i t y for 
four alkal ine earths (Jtg2*, Ca**. s r 3 * and Be2*) In a cation em-
change membrane has been worked out by sherry (22) along the 
l i n e s of Eisenman'a treatment for a lka l i cat ions* Spec i f i c i ty 
i s considered t o depend upot the values of two parameterst the 
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f i e l d strength of the anionic s i t s * and the distance between 
adjacent s i t e s . Spec i f i c i ty i s dstenisined* as in Eisenman's 
modal* lay the difference between free energy of hydration o i 
a lkal ine earth cat icns and t h e i r coulomb energies of i n t e r -
action with the negatively charged s i t e s * very week s i t e s 
y i e ld ing no s p e c i f i c i t i e s in the order of the hydrated radi i of 
the cat ions at any s i t e spacing* end very strong s i t e s y ie ld ing 
the sequence o t the nor.hyorated radi i u n t i l large s i t e s spacing* 
are reached. Sherry's model predicts that out ot twenty four 
sequences obtalnellle ty permutations of the four alkal ine 
earths* only seven should actual ly be observed es s e l e c t i v i t y 
sequence* the two extreme ones being Be */> Ca * ) Mg for low 
f i e l d strength group a r d K g 2 * ) Ce2* > Be2* tor high f i * l d 
s trength. On the bas is of Elserman-Sherry theory* the diffusion 
rate sequence obtained in our case points towards the weak 
f i e l d strength of the charge groups of the mamccaues inves t igated . 
A p lot of diffusion rate o^ against free energy of hydra-
t ion of cation i s given in r i g . 30 for a l l the f ive swmbranes 
under inves t iga t ion . Zt i s seen that the diffusion rate dec-
reases) with increasing hydration energy i . e . greater e l s e due t o 
increase in hydration* This points to t i e f e e t that the e l e c t r o -
l y t e i s dif fusing along pores or channels of dimension e i i i i j i l l i -
to allow the substenceo t o penetrate the wsetirane. 
The interpretation of the re su l t s o f toe diffusion rate 
can be bused or. ionic dimes* solvation* n u b i l i t i e s * adsorbabl-
5 -
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1 1 t i e s , along with othar thermodynamic propert ies . Tha theory 
put forward by Gregor (16) in re lat ion to i on ic s e l e c t i v i t y 
defends heavily or* the uaa of hydrated ior.ic volumes, AS our 
dl cusalon la largely dependent on ion ic hydration I t seems 
necessary to mention br ie f ly soma concept of i on ic hydration 
aa ai p l i e d to membrane phenomena. Juavina and Be l l (23) have 
considered the region of water surrounding an ion as coordina-
t ion of hydration s h e l l and c a l l e d them ion complex. I t s for-
mation and breaking would be accompanied by substant ia l free 
energy and entropy changes, stern and Amis (24) considered that 
ion possesses solvat ion sheaths of water molecules "bound" 
permanently to give d i s t i n c t molecular s p e c l a s . A knowledge of 
the d e f i n i t i v e solvation rumbar i s of considerable importance, 
s ince t h i s provides a ao±id base on which thaorias of diffusion 
can be based and t e s t e d , iha solvat ion and hydration numbers 
of a l k a l i and a lkal ine earth metal cat ions have been used to 
e luc idate the mechanism of permeation through the membrane. 
Stokes end Robinson (25) have given the number of bound *n* mole-
cu les o f water in t h e i r hydration s h e l l by the interact ion of 
the lone end surroendlmg Meter molecules . This number *m* i s 
not the seme as the conventional mummer of water molecule* tn 
the f i r s t layer around the ion# i t i s rather e member intxoduoed 
uc allow for the average e f f e c t of a l l lon-eolvent intermetion. 
The following table gives the number *n' end a°, wheee a° i s 
the mean distance OL approach in Angstrom u n i t e . 
Slactrolyta *n' a°(A°) 
LiCl 7.1 4.32 
NsCl 3.5 3.97 
KC1 1,9 3,63 
HgCl2 13.7 5 .02 
C«CI2 12.0 4.73 
BeCl- 7.7 4.45 
I t I s quits probable that the pores of the MNibriM way have 
such a s i s e that they allow some of the hydrated Shaaths along 
with the ions to pass through. Howevar, in Fig . 31* p lo t s of 
hydration number and tha hydrated ion ic volumes Vs D show that 
L i + navlng tha hlghast vai.ua has tha lowest D va lues . Tha 
g l o t s of Dr Vs haats of hydration of tha individual ions art 
a l so shown in tha sans f igure . 
loyaa (26) whlla daaling with tha thermodynamics of ion 
hydration as a measure of tha a f f e c t i v e d i a l a c t r i e properties of 
water, has regarded tha the ffma dynamic eharams during hydration 
as a measure of tha e f f e c t i v e d i a l a c t r i e pSfrpertleW ^ as***** 
and shows that (-
 9ttmc^i^m *• F«i»«*iAr • fuootion o f tha s i as 
( crys ta l lographic radii) of such a cat ion and i s v i r t u a l l y 
lndspsndsnt of chargs or. i t . As* during tha diffusion process , 
adeorbabll lty and p o l a r i s a b l l l t y play an important pert which 
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FIG. 31 PLOTS OF DIFFU SION R ATE D r AGAINST ( I ) Z / a 0 
( I I ) HEAT OF HYDRATION ( I I I )HYDRATED ^ N I C VOLUME 
(IV) HYDRATION NUMBER N n WITH RESPECT TO CATIONS 
ACROSS COBALT CARBONATE MEMBRANE 
adaerbabiiity o l i.1 • i-a , K are l inked c i o s u y with thoir 
stepwise stronger poi art s a b l i i t i e s and* harce, e f f e c t i v e hydra** 
t ion la diminished t o a larger extent US) ] , i t would be quite 
l o g i c a l t o re la te tha e f f e c t i v e d i e l e c t r i c constant with D . 
Tha p l o t of (~




r to' cobalt cerobanate membrane la shown 
in r i g . 32. Tha p lot of 2/a° [ a° being tha maan distance of 
approach of ions dafinad by Hamad ar.d Owen (27) 1 against D la 
shown it Fig. 31 . 
Recently three models tor tha environment near tha Ion 
hava baan described by Boekrla and Saluja (26) • In tha c l a s s i c a l 
modal of Bacnal and Fowler (29) , £lay and Evens (30) an ass ign-
nant of four coordinating watar reoiecuiaa was mada; tha ca lcu la -
t ions of tha haat and ontrojy o l hydration wara mada upon t h i s 
b a s i s . Frank and wan (31) ir treduced a "two layer nodal" tor 
tha so lvated ion* f i r s t layar cons i s t ing of "immobilised" water 
molecules, and tha second layer a "structure-broken" region. 
A th i rd modal was given by Beckria and Reddy (32) , Semollov (33) , 
Conway e t a i . (34) • to i t two kinds of water are i s tha f i r s t 
layer around the ion (end a structure - broken region, about a 
monolayer thick* included) . Tha coordination iiisjjjsjg fife ml ems • 
t o t a l number of water momculea which ere in contact with lam. 
Another number of water molecules that remain* associated with 
the ion during i t s movement through the so lu t ion , a l so e x i s t s 
and t h i s i s the solvat ion (or hydration) number. Usually* tha 
so lvat ion number 5^ w i i l ^ s^ejt ^ttacthe coordination number C^ 
' ^ 
^ v J / t f UJV.^i n'-
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Solvatad water are part of tha coordination Shaath. Tha eo iva-
t ion number may further bo defined aa a numb r o£ water mole-
cu les near en ion which have l o s t the i r own degrees of trans-
l a t i o n s freedom. 
In the theory of Elaenmen hydration, however* la connected 
In terma of i t a energetlca rather than in terme of hydrated Ionic 
radius or volume* E lec tros ta t i c interact ions are regarded as 
the primary cause of d i f fus ion . Kleenman'a theory (16,19,21) 
takes in to acccunti the e l e c t r o s t a t i c interact ion between the 
f ixed groupings and the ion* and the free energies required to 
remove from (or arrange around) the f ixed grouping and the 
counterion aa many water molecules as ara necesaary to permit 
the contact (or cloae approach) of tha flxad groupings and the 
counterion. such free energies would be c lose ly re lated i f not 
actual ly proportional to the standard free energies of the f ixed 
group and the counterion. Rosselnsky (35) . while discussing the 
e lec trode potent ia l s end hydration energies has given compara-
t i v e values of various thermodynamic parameters which have been 
reproduce* am »!#• 1 1 . Tbejwi imelwde (D the part ia l melel 
volume v . (11) conductance/\ ° . ( i l l ) A s ° - 3/2 R la m. 
(lv) - A w. faxes energy change of (eoueoua) l on l sa t lon , end 
(v) A f ^ atandard f ive energy change of hydration. From rim. S3 
i t i s quite evident that Kg2* h*a the emaiiast value while B**+ 
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FOR COBALT CARBONATE MEMBRANE 
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propert ies l i k e ion ic free energy, heat capacity, and free 
energy of hydration* to the di f fus ion rat* o r . The plot* of 
Dr against a l l these thermodynanlc extenalve properties for 
cobal t carbon a t« membrane ara shown in Fig . 34* 
The diffusion rates Dr have a l so boon calculatad a t 
various teapereturas and tho p lo t s of log Dr against 1/T ere 
shown in r igs* 3S-39 for a l l these f ive newbranes fro*) which 
tha valuas of anargy of act ivat ion C ara obtainad and given in 
tablas 3*7-41. Changes in E^ and R^ with teatperatures arc a l so 
shown in r igs* 40-4§. rresi tho di f fus ion rata studios* tha 
corresponding dif fusion ooof f i c iant DQ hava a l so boon calculatad 
using tho expression 
D„ m D (A/L> AC (10) 
r c 
where A and h are the area of eross-sact lon and average thick-
ness of the membrane respect ively* A C i s the concentration 
change on the two s ides of the •e-ebrane* 
The theory of absolute reaction rate has been applied to 
d i f fus ion processes in Membranes by several invest igators* 
namely *»pltns»l c t e l* (*»>, s t a l e r e t a l . (37) , Barser e t e l . (3S), 
Ste in (39) and l i e n end Ting (40) e t c . (41) • By applying t h i s 
theory t o these membranes the various act ivat ion parameters 
neaely enthalpy of act ivat ion A r 0 entropy of act ivat ion A s * 
and the free energy of act ivat ion A r have been calculated 
us ing the following equations 
K* 
2 Oi-
FIG. 34 PLOTS OF Dr AGAINST ( I ) F ° a , ( I I ) - A F c ° o n ( t i t ) - A F 0 c l 
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A H * m 1 - «T (11) 
A * * • A H * - T A S * (13) 
where K i s the Bolt smarm constant, h i s the Planck constant end 
) \ i s the average distance between equilibrium pos i t ions ID the 
process of diffusion* zwclinski a t a l . (36) , i-aldlar and 
Shu la r (37) , Tien and l i n g (40) and Barrer and Sklrrow (36) have 
uaed valuta ranging fro* 1 t o 5 A ° for /\ . In t h i s work, « valuo 
of 3A° has boon usod in ca lculat ion • Tha values of d i f ferent 
thermodynamic parameters namely A*r , A F «nd A S «re given 
in tablas 37-41. *or purpose of comparison in tabla 42 ara 
givan tha value* of A 3 determined by a number of workers 
notably fiarrar (36) , shular (37) , Tien and Ting (40) e t c , ror a 
variety of ay3tern*. I t la evident from table 42 that the values 
of A S ara e i t h e r pos i t i ve or negat ive . Th;re ara few veiuea 
which are c lose to ser© and correspond to l iqu id ays tan . 
According to Eyring a t e l . (37) tha values of A s* indicate tha 
mechanism of flows large poai t ive A s * l a interpreted to r e f l e c t 
breakage of bonds* fcegative A ** values ass considered to i n d i -
cate s i t her s oovalent bond i s formed batussri the pesmaetlng 
spec ies and the mamhrano Material or that the permeation through 
the membrane stay bet be determining step* 
On the contrary. Barter (3S) has develop ad the concept of 
•acne act ivation" and applied i t to the permeation cf gases through 
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TAt3,S-.37t E^TERXMSKTAL ACTIVATICt FH RGY £ At;; CTiiiiR TriERMODYIMMXC 
PARAMETERS CALCULATED FROM TRANSITION STATE THEORY Of RATE 
PROCESSES AKD DIFFUSION COEFFICIENT BY CIRIC AND GRAY DOS 
METHOD FOR ELECTROLYTE DIFFUSION THROUGH MANGANESE FBRRO-
CYANIDE MEMBRANE AT 25°C ( • O.lC). 







* « c i a 
A i d , 
ft.&O 
• • • 4 
7 . 3 4 
7 .17 
4 . 2 4 
3 . 7 4 
3 .61 
3.6ft 
4 . 9 1 
6.0ft 
6 .62 







6 . 6 3 
8 .55 
e.tft 
9 . 1 1 
9 . 2 4 
9 . 9 3 
- 1 3 . 2 
• 2 . 4 
- O . l 
- 6 . 0 
- 1 7 . 8 
- 1 9 . 9 
- 2 1 . 5 
- 2 2 . 9 
2 . 1 8 
2 .29 





0 . 6 6 
TABLE-361 EXPERIMENTAL ACTIVATION ENERGY E AND OTHER THERMODYNAMIC 
PARAMETERS CALCULATED FROM TRANSITION STATE THEORY OF RATE 
PROCESSES ADD DIFFUSION COEFFICIENT BY CXRXC AND GRAY DON 
METHOD FOR ELECTROLYTE DIFFUSION THROUGH COBALT FKRROCYA-
NIDE MEMBRANE AT 25°C ( j p . l ° C ) . 
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ ^ - _ - _ , o j O o * 
(xctti rn^nT1) <KC«A •ol«'1) <KC«I aoiV1) («n) <e»a SM"*) 
B .90 
6 .07 





2 . 8 8 
5 .31 
ft , 4 8 
• •T? 









9 . 0 8 
9*30 
9 . 4 1 
10 .10 
- § • 9 
-ft.ft 
- 3 9 . 1 
-tx.i 
- 2 3 . 7 
-16*3 
2 . 3 1 
1 . 4 8 
2 . 8 0 














TABLE-39 s gypERIM2*7TAL ACriVATION SKT.RGY E *j:n CTHIK T:iZUw%C-a'^ i#»XC 
PARAMETERS CALCULATED FROM TRANSITION STATE THEORY OF RATE 
PROCESSES AMD DIFFUSION COEFFICIENTS HF CIRIC AMD ORJtfDON 
METHOD FOR ELECTROLYTES DIFFUSION THROUGH SILVER FSRROCYA-
NIDE MEMBRANE AT 25°C <J0.1°C) . 
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ ^ _ j _ ^ 0^10* 
(XC«i Mo!*" 1 ) (KC«i v o l * " 1 ) (KCal n o l V 1 ) <•*) (Oa 2 fetT1) 
L1C1 5 . 5 3 4 . 9 4 6 . 8 0 - 1 3 . 0 1 . 5 3 
M«C1 5 . 9 7 5 . 3 8 6 . 6 5 - 1 1 . 6 1 . 5 8 
KC1 6 . 2 6 5 . 6 7 8 . 6 1 - 1 0 . 5 1 . 7 3 
BaClj 4 . 2 4 3 . 6 5 6 . 8 5 . 1 7 . 5 
C«C12 3 . 6 6 3 . 0 9 9 . 9 0 - 1 9 . 6 4 . 1 4 
MgCl2 3*96 3 . 1 7 9 . 1 3 - 1 9 . 4 3 . 3 1 
A i d , 3 . 4 1 2 . 8 2 9 . 7 2 - 2 3 . 1 0 . 3 1 
TA6LE-.40I EXPERIMENTAL ACTIVATlCh EKSROY E AND OTHER THERMODYNAMIC 
PARAMETERS CALCULATED FROM TRANSITION STATE THEORY OF RATE 
PROCESSES AKD DIFFUSION COEFFICIENT EY CIRIC AfcD GRAY DON 
METHOD FOR ELECTROLYTES DIFFUSION THROUGH CADMIUf FERROCYA-
RIDE MEMBRANE AT 2S°C ( j p . l ° 0 . 
E i s e t c o l y t * 1 ^ A i ? A ? * A S * D ^ x i o 8 
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4 . 02 
2 . 7 3 
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• • 8 8 
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X&SUfel l* BXPWUHEKTAL ACT2VATX0K gKEft0* | f t AMD OTHER THIftXOIYKMUC 
9A4UWETSA8 CALCULATED F**GM T*iA*»lTIO» STATS THSOJQT OF HATt 
WOCBSSES AKD DIFFV81C* COEFFICISMT Mr CXAXC MID OJUCfDOU 
METHOD FOR ELECTROLYTE* DIFFUSION THROUGH COBALT CARAOftATI 
mmttumw AT as°c ( ^ o.i°c ) . 
s i « c t r o l y t « i AH* A F * A S * *>„**© 
(KC*1 M i l * 1 ) (KC«1 MOlcT*) (KCal aol«~*) («U) (Cn.2 Me"*) 
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8 . 7 3 
8 . 6 2 
8 .48 
8 .87 
8 . 9 5 
t . 0 8 
4 . 3 8 
- 1 7 . 7 
- 1 3 . 8 
- 1 2 . 3 
- 2 0 . 2 
- 2 1 . 0 





2 . 5 4 
2 . 4 2 
2 . 0 8 
0 . 7 8 
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YHEflHOKKAKXC PAKAWBTKKS A S r FOR FKHHEATIOfc OF 
VARIOUS SUlSTAfcCES THKGUOH DIITKHBKT STSTBtS. 
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Ha Gloss MPbrwt 4slO*a -X7,l 
He Glass veabrsne 4xlo"a -17.1 
sucrose Collodion mmt>rmm l . l x l o " 2 -22.a 
Lactose Collodion oenbrene 4.3xlo~* -14.S }• 17' 
Mannltol Collodion i w b r t f t *.1«10~3 -22,4 
ReJflnose Collodion veabrsno 2.4xUf * -19.1 
Ml^JJ£J2J^Col*dlo» aoabromi l.a*l©~a -21.« 
H.O Lipid bllayer Resbrsne &.»K1O"2 -1».» 
* (oxidised cholesterol) 
H O(tndoa» *rbeela eggs (unfertilised) 14.4xl03 J.14 
*»esls) 
Prop ion a- Arbada 090* (unfertilised) 24.9x10* 34 ' 34d 
•etyraelde Arbecla eggs (unfertilised) 12.1x10* 40 




• • calculation* correspond to A • 1A° 
b • calculations correspond to A 
e - calculations correspond to A • lo ox • 
d • ealeuiatlcna correspond to A • SA° • 
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polymer membranes. According to the son* hypothesis , • high 
A 3 , which has been correlated with energy of act ivat ion for 
diffusion* means e i t h e r the ex is tence o i a large sone of a c t i -
vation or the revers ible loosening o£ more chain segments o f 
the membrane, h low A s than moans • i t h e r a email sone of e o t l -
vatlon or no loosening of membrane atructura on permeation. In 
view of these differences in the interpretat ion of A S # Shuiar 
e t a l • (37) , who found negat ive : A s for sugar permeation 
through col iodlan membranes, have atatod that " i t would probably 
be corract to Interpret tha s n a i l negative values of A s * 
mechanically as i n t e r s t i t i a l permeation of tha membrane (minimum 
chain loosening) with par t ia l immobilization in tha membrane 
(small sona of disorder)". On tha other hand. Tier, and Ting (40) 
who found negative A s values for permeation of water through 
very thin (SOA° thickness) b l layer membranes, s t re s sed tha p o s s i -
b i l i t y that tha membrane may not be tha rata determining s t e p . 
Based on addit ional experimental data, they earns to tha conclu-
a ion that tha solut ion membrane interface was tha rata l imi t ing 
s top for permeation. 
Tha resu l t s of tha present study of membrane ( tables 37-41) 
indicate that e l e c t r o l y t e permeation e l v e s r i s e t o negative 
values of A 3 * . The values o f A s for these membranea show e 
e imi lar behaviour for di f ferent e l e c t r o l y t e a . I t i s in general 
found that as the valence of the individual ion la increased, the 
decrease In ths values of A 3 increased. Amongst tha ions of 
75 125 300 COO 5 00 
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MEMBRANE AT 25°C 
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FIG. 4 7 PLOTS O F A H * , AF*AND A S * F Q R THE DIFFUSION OF VARIOUS 
ELECTROLYTES AGAINST - A H
 h y d - A F h y d AND " A S h y d FOR 
THE RESPECTIVE CATIONS THROUGH MANGANESE FERROCYANIDE 
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tha same valence the order of A s^ l i at follows: 
B«**> Ca2+;> Mg2* 
s ine* tha membrane used in th i s study ant f a i n y thick compered 
to b i layar , i t ia be l ieved that the membrane and hot the soltt-
t ion membrane interface control led tha e l e c t r o l y t e diffusion 
process , Tha negative values of A $> as suggested by Shuler (17) 
indicate e l e c t r o l y t e diffusion with the part ia l immobilisation 
in the membrane* the re la t ive par t ia l immobility increasing with 
Increase in tha valence of ions const i tut ing the electrolyte)* 
in F i g s . 46-SO the individual ion ic contribution to the proper-
t i e s of aqueous ions given by Moyea (26) namely A H.
 d# A * ~ d 
and A S j . of Li*, »a*# ** as wall as those of Ba2*, Ca2* and 
Mg2* are p lo t ted against the corresponding A vr, A F^ and A S* 
vaiuea for diffualon through the membranes* I t i s found that at 
l e a s t some formal relat ionship e x i s t s between these thermodynemic 
parameters. 
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CHAI-'TER I I 
MEASUHEHEfcT C** MSKBRAhB PCiTSfcTlAlS SCR THE V ^UAriOl 
OF F1XEL/ CHAHUfi Ofcl*SlTtf 
3^ 
The e l e c t r i c a l potent l e i aris ing across an ion ic 
bran* separating d i f ferent s a l t so lut ions are usually measured 
by constructing a calx of th* type 
ra fa races 
a lactrods 
( * ) 
solut ion Membrane 
t 
electrode 
potent ia l 
Bonn an 
potent ia l 
( • ) 
solut ion electrode 
Oonnan electrode 
potent ia l potent ia l 
h s 
diffusion 
potent ia l 
The reference e l e c t s d e nay be a revers ible e lectrode of the 
type Ag-AgCl standing in chlorids s o l u t i o n s . 
The t o t a l membrane potent ia l i s considered to ba composed 
of two Oonnan potent ia l s y ^ ^ and j y ^ , a t t f » two solut ion -
membrane interfaces (') and (*)y a diffusion potent ia l Sd ar i s ing 
from unequal concentration of the two membrane faoas. The mem-
brane surfaces are assumed to be in a s t a t e of equilibrium 
instantaneously es tabl i shed although t h i s seems l e s s true as 
the concentration gradient end consequent steady diffusion of 
th* e l e c t r o l y t e and so lvent became 
lll|MVMHlMMBirlltaHWM#<«MM 
The Oonnan potent ia l s a t 
Y Don F *• |r • -f A^ri u*m |F i*.^ .•, £< (D 
Y"**. - ¥• » §• - h"< - P *» E - * *"v: (2) 
Y'ooA -I s * Jr • P * £ • *' *'v; - *v*» 
The diffusion potent ia l E^ within the rrembrene was equated t o 
that of • ccnetrain^d l iquid junction. Teoreii. obtained the 
following expression for l x l e l e c t r o l y t e 
ISe-Z S i m "- . ,
 M"*w~ (4) 
S ^ m — — F u» * + V B £ 
*?* r i»ii 
where »+ • ' ' • |_ - 1 • (1 • t-T^J 
n. \_ 1 • (1 • C2)*5] and »_ • _ 
x • charge denal ty o f sctemferane 
subat l tut lng these values in equation 1, then the diffusion 
potent ia l i s given by 
{ U + (1 + Q'2)h}7 ^^ 
- S I T x 1 u + ( l + c ' ^ n 
where Q • * * j 
5 + v 
XV j . C A V /2 iH 
The t o t a l membrane potent ia l combined with the electrode 
potent ia l of the reference e lectrode given by 
9 
gave the emf of the neinbrane. 
(ft) 
Teorel l IX-3) end Meyer arid Siavsra (4) assumed a l l 
a ingle ion a c t i v i t y c o e f f i c i e n t s to be unity, tha i raasura-
volume tef* t o be n e g l i g i b l e , and " to remain ctnstent at au. 
valuea of tha external eiectrcj.yta concantraticns. The iroji i -
cet lone of thaae aaeumptione have been diacuaaed by Hi l i s e t a l . 
( 5 ) . 
Introducing thaae aaeumptione, equation 6 becomea 
aultable for highly i d e a l i s e d ay a tea*. 
Altag end Hair (ft) haw given en ingenioae and indirect 
Method which haa been developed on the l inos of reoreul 
model (7) for tha evaluation of membrane charge density y&, 
where X represmnta the number of loniaed a i t e per ur.lt volume 
and v m ±1 depending on the nature of charge s i t e a . 
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Kobatako qt a l . Theory 
This theory (fe-21) i s based on the thermodynamic* o£ 
i rrevers ib l e processes . The system com 3 l i s red i s composed of 
an ionisable membrane of uniform thickness which separates 
two so lut ions of a url-ur.ivai.ant e l e c t r o l y t e of concentration 
C. and C • Kobetake a t a l . (11) derived the following equa-
t ion for the e l e c t r i c current density ( l ) e r e la t ive to the 
frame of reference f ixed to the membrane* when the system i s 
in the steady s tate* 
M d In a+ d in a. ( I ) c - -F (UC^ VC) * - HT (uC + —^ • vC_ — S ) 
• F <C
 + - C_) U„, (8) 
Here 0 Is the e l e c t r i c potential* C+ and C„ are concentrations 
of pos i t i ve and negative ions In mclaa per cubic centimeter 
of so lu t ion , a* and a. are the a c t i v i t y cf p o s i t i v e and nega-
t i v e ions in moles per cubic centimeter of so lu t ion , u and v 
are the molar m o b i l i t i e s of pos i t i ve and negative ions defined 
in terms of the mass-fixed frame of rate ranee. Up ! • the v e l o -
c i t y e l the l e e e l ssmtre of mass. ft, T and 9 neve t h e i r msmal 
meaning* 
The viscous force acting on ICC of so lut ion in the mem-
brane i s given by - ll/fc) U» where K i s constant which i s 
considered to depend on the v i s c o s i t y of ths so lut ion and the 
s tructura l d e t a i l s of tht polymer network ot which the membrane 
98 
i s conpcsed. The 9mm voiuroe o£ solution undargoas «D e l e c t r i c 
force which i s represented by 
- r (C4 - c.) g 
Ix the steady s t s t e the sun o£ th^sa two fore*a i s scare, so 
that 
\im . - KF <c* - C_> | J (9) 
for convenience* * stesibrane which i s ior.izjd nega-
t i v e l y with a charge density o i s taken, ther tha requirement 
that the e l e c t r i c neutral i ty must be real ized in any elamer,t 
of the membrane givos tha re lat ion 
c+ - c_ - % do) 
Since in the system considered, no e l e c t r i c £ia±d i s 
applied externalxy across the ^embr&r.e, no net e l e c t r i c charge 
i s transported free: one s ide of the membrane to the ottatr. 
This avians that ( l ) _ must be sero e t a cross sect ion cf the 
weeUDrane. Substituting equation 9 and 10 in equation b, (I) 
•ejaal t o sero and so lv ing for J j ' th*** ****•*»*»« e iyreas l ee 
i s obtained. 
d i n i t d i n I . 
*
 L
 (u • v)C + u© • KF©2 J 
4* 
* *" (u • v)C_ + u© • KF©' 
( ID 
Aesusiptlop* for a+ end a-« 
Kobetake has made the fcimowing assumptions ior e+ and 
a . the a c t i v i t i e s of e » e i l l one . 
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• • • c„.
 t •_ • c . da) 
end V* - <£^£ ) >V- « 1 (13) 
where V + and \ L ana the ac t iv i ty c o e f f i c i e n t s of pos i t i ve and 
negative ions in the membrane. 
^auiUo».?orJl4mbr1na._Peta.iitijU= 
With tha help of aquatics 12 assumed for a+ and a_, 
actuation IX *joeomes 
,-rf ai> ( u - v ) C • uv dC_ 
» - - < § * > r- 2 - - (14) 
whan tha bulk solution on both sides of tha membrane are vigo-
rous iy stirred* no potential gradient is set up in than-,, so 
that the desired membrane potential A 0 is obtained by integra-
ting dgf/dx over the thiekneas of the membrane. The final 
expreaalon la given by 
(tt-V) C_ + U0 dC. 
The flows of ions and voter moioeulea in the wambrano are suffl« 
c l e n t l y s lov so that i t i s not un re aeon able to aaisao that at 
tha boundaries between the manbrane and the e l e c t r o l y t e aolu-
tiona ther&odynenlc equ i l ibr ia are e s tab l i shed , 
W.wtf va t \ #4, ThfQCy: 
Recently hagesawa at a l . (22) devexoiod various theore-
t i c a l equations besed on tha thermodynamics of i rrevers ib le 
98 
processes for membrane potent ia l . Tha ay a tens considered was 
analogous to that uaad by Kobatake whan no e l e c t r i c timid i s 
applied external ly through tha meabrane and no nat e l e c t r i c 
charge la transport** frost ona aide of tha membrane to tha other* 
Tha membrane potent ia l ar is ing on both s i JSS of the membrane was 
taken as tha sun of tha diffusion potent ial A ^ in a Ida tha 
membrane and the e l e c t r o s t a t i c potent ia l difference A 9_ bet -
ween tha membrane and e l e c t r o l y t e phases or, both violas o t tha 
membrane, l . a . 
where 
A<* . A* d • Agr^ U6) 
, / -« x «v «r , 2 tC«+#x>u 
d 
. f ( J3PJ\ JGL dx . f£ f 
i ^ o ^ <S--K^X)U* 5_v F ^ (5_«flrx)u«C_v 
d in a 
a.1 a. 
end A * m - { £ in — - - U*> 
where JQ 1* the f l u x of water. The above equation i s applied 
under two conditions* namely ( l ) when JQ * O, equation 16 on 
Integration gave 
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8* fe ^ ***> / « T N 2 * X U Y t A * - a ' » > 
wham flfx i s c a l l a d tha thawnodynamicalAy a f f a c t i v a f i x a d charoa 
dan i l t v o f tha marobrana and (11) undar tha c o n d i t i o n whan J 
o 
i s s n a i l and flTXJ0 << 2ftTC0VK, tha aquation 19 changes t o 
1-
A / r f
 M — A i n —— »II.II ii !• I » • • + —«i 1 — i X 1 —'i 
Cr 4 flTx





U4V " 2RTC0(u*V)K HTflfo/ J p \ 
5 • afuvVm^K/ 
u«v 2 » T C 0 ( U + V > K 
0X1 (U 4*) 
1 - - "M—-
JS5-, - ( c_- SL > (ao> 
2RfC*V* 
At tha 11*11 o f low c o n c e n t r a t i o n , acu a t l oo 20 ba< 
10 0 
i a-
- ^ - p c w G a ^ c s s ) —RI8o^v>K "V 
i -
o 
i - .. . -0 
- ^ •
(
a ^ r ) 7 7 ^ ( y-1 , c' «! 
2HTC VK 
which i s tha mambrena potant ia l actuation. 
trash parchmant supported n«ar,brands o i cobalt* manganese, 
slivar and cadmium farrocyanida as we±i as tho-sa o£ cobalt 
carbonata and s i l v e r lodlda wars praparsd by tha mathods alraady 
doacribad in Chap tar X and ara usad hara tor mambrana potant ia l 
maasuramants• 
Tha potantial davaiopad by aatt ing up a eonoantration 
c o l l ©f tha typa daacribad by Mlchaalis (23) , *ol lnar and Gragor 
(24) and Marshall and Ayars <2S> 
set solut ion Kanbrana so lut ion s c s 
was tafcan as maasurs of nambr&na potar.t ial . Tha aeasuraaiants 
wara carriad out at 2S°C K± 0.1°C) using a Py« Fraclslon Varniar 
Potantlomatar d o , 7&66) • Tha so lut ions in tha conparta«nts wara 
wal l s t l r rad by maans of nagnatlc s t l r r a r s . 
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TABLE-la OBSERVED KSMPRAUE FCTE*T1AL AT 25°C ( . •O.^C) ACROSS 
MANGANESE FERROCYAMDB PARC WERT SUPPORTED MEM BRAKE 
IK CONTACT WITH VARIOUS ELECTROLYTES AT DIFFERENT 
COKCENTRATIOHS*. 
Concentrat ion 
C j / ^ C n o l o / D 
0 . 2 / 0 .02 
0 . 1 / 0 . 0 1 
O . 0 5 / 0 .005 













9 . 8 
12 .5 
1 9 . 0 
22 .5 
35 .ft 











9 . 5 





K R W O , 
twN) 










2 2 . 0 
2 9 . 0 
34.5 
39 .0 
TABLE-21 OBSERVED MEM BRAKE POTENTIAL AT 25°C ( j p . l ° C ) ACROSS 
COBALT PERROCYAWIDE PARCFUSNT SUPPORTED MBMBRAVTC IN 




0 .08/0 .008 
O .02/0.002 
o .o i /b .ooi 
0 .005/0 .0008 
O .002/0 .0002 
XC1 
2 2 . 0 
2 4 . 2 
35 .5 
4 1 . 5 
4 3 . 5 




3 0 . 0 
39.5 
4 3 . 0 
5 7 . 0 
KJSOj 
28 .5 
2 8 . 0 
38 .5 
4 3 . 1 








4 7 . 2 
5 3 . 2 
COBALT C A R B O N A T E 
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F I G . 3 P L O T S OF O B S E R V E D POTENTIAL A G A I N S T L O G ( C f C ? 
FOR VARIOUS E L E C T R O L Y T E S THROUGH THE M E M B R A N E S 
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T f t M - l * THEORETICAL VALUES Off Ml*BAAWK POTENTIAL K ( A 0) 
CALCULATED FROM 918 METHOD FOR DIFFERENT MOBILITY 
RATIOS (5 /r ) , CHOOSING X TO BE ECWAL TO UK1W AT 
26°C (jfc O.I°C) • 





 "• v 9 v v v v 
Concentrat ion * * * * * * 
C 2 / C 1 ( « o l « / l ) (XV) (»V) (*v) (»V) («V) (XV) 
• w i n i w » — « — — I ii • I ii ii in H • » • • ! • • • • . . i i i »• • i in ii H I I I I . i n . . . in • ii« . m m m • I I n I — — — — 
l O / l 
1 / 0 . 1 
0 . 5 / 3 . 0 5 
0 . I/O .01 
0 . 0 5 / ^ . 0 0 5 
0 . 0 I/O .001 
0 . 0 0 5 / 0 . 0 0 0 5 
0 . 0 0 1 / 0 . 0 0 0 1 
10.99 
47 .0« 
& 5 . » 
56 .95 
59 .14 














5 9 . 0 2 
59 .20 









5 9 . 2 0 














5 9 . 2 0 
6 9 . 2 0 
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TABLE-7A* CALCULATED VALUES OF DONKAK POT1NTXAL8 (A- 6> K J , 
DIFFUSION POTEITIALS (Ofj - O^) AKD TOTAL MEMBRAffS 
POTENTIALS [ %Cml m ( 7^ • Kj) • (flfa - flf^)] FOR VAR-
IOUS VALUES CF U>X AT DIFFERENT COWCENTKAIOW9 OF 
XC1 ELECTROLYTE AT 26°C (± O.X°C) . 
P«r«»«t«rs 
<«*V> 
< ^ * Kj) 
<«W 
* c « l 
<VV 
<*y*x> 
E c , i 
<VV 
C W 
8 C « i 
( ^ • 7 ^ ) 
"W 
*Cal 
- 0 . 4 
- 0 . 2 
- O . l 
- 0 . 0 8 
Concentrat ion* C2>^*x ( w o l o / l l 
oir 
31 .49 
- 0 . 7 4 
20.49 
19 .93 
- 0 . 9 7 
18 .94 
10.69 
- 1 . 0 7 
9 . 6 2 
9 . 4 6 
- 1 . 6 1 
7 . 6 7 






- 0 . 7 6 
31 .44 
19 .73 
- 0 . 6 2 
19 .11 
13 .62 
- 1 . 1 2 
12 .70 
otoT 
S 6 . s e 
- 0 . 0 5 
5 6 . 5 3 
5 4 . 5 1 
- 1 * 2 3 
5 3 . 2 6 
46 .21 
- 0 . 3 6 
4 5 . 6 3 
4 3 . 2 1 
-o.oo 
4 3 . 2 1 
O.Q5 
0 . 0 0 6 
6 7 . 7 3 
-O.Ol 
5 7 . 7 2 
5 7 . 4 4 
- 0 . 0 5 
57 .39 
5 3 . 3 1 
- 0 . 1 7 
S3 .14 
5 2 . 6 9 
- 0 . 2 1 
6 2 , 4 6 
S A S U L 
0 . 0 0 1 
6 8 . 0 0 
-O.OO 
5 8 . 0 0 
5 9 . 2 0 





5 8 . 6 1 
-O.Ol 
5 8 . 6 0 
O.ttl 
O •006)1 
5 6 . 2 0 
-O.OO 
5 6 . 2 0 
5 9 . 2 0 
-O.OO 
5 9 . 2 0 
5 6 . 2 0 
-O.OO 
5 6 . 2 0 
5 9 . 2 0 
- 1 . 1 4 
5 6 . 0 6 
COBALT C A R B O N A T E C a l c u l a t e d 
O b s e r v e d 
2 
l o g 1 / ( 
F M E M B R A N E POTENT LOG 1 /C 2 
R V I N 6 C O N C E N T R A T I O N S FOR FI XED C H ARG E DE N 51 T Y 
THROUGH THE M E M B R A N E S 
1 < '• l~~ 
l o o 
TABLE-7B: CALCULATED VALUES OF DQKKAti POTENTIALS (A- 4»K ) , 
DIFFUSION POTENTIALS (gf2 - ^ ) AND TOTAL MEMBRAM 
POTENTIALS [ t c # , - (7\x • Aj) • (flfj - 0^) 1 FOR VAR-
IOUS VALUES OF (OX AT DIFFERENT CONCENTRATIONS OF 
KC1 ELECTROLYTE KT 2**C <j> 0 . 1 ° C ) . 
Concentration* C,/Cf («ol«/l) 
{•V) <H) j H 5 3 7 0TI7 O . O f t O . O I O.OQ1 
oTT o^oT 0T0T o.oos 0.001 0.0001 
<A"X* 7±) 
'W 
* C 1 
(^•?y 
^-•V 
E c 1 
^ • K j ) 
<V»V 
E e 1 
( ^ • A j ) 
l^j-flTj) 
« « 1 
- 0 . 0 6 
-O.Oft 
-O.Ol 
- © • • 1 
6 .72 
-1*10 
5 . 6 2 
5 . 9 2 
- 1 . 0 6 
4 .86 
2*27 
- 1 . 1 2 
1.1ft 
1 .12 
- 1 . 2 8 
- 0 . 1 * 
12 .65 
- 1 . 0 2 
11 .62 
11.2ft 
- 0 . 6 3 
10.62 
4 .29 
- 1 . 0 6 
3 . 2 2 
2 .24 




3 7 . 9 3 
41 .97 
- 0 . 6 7 
41 .30 
19 .71 
- 0 . 9 6 
18.7ft 
10 .89 
- 1 . 0 7 
» • • * 
48.SO 






- 0 . 7 5 
30 .41 
19 .86 
- 0 . 9 5 
16 . 7 2 
5 5 . 9 0 
- 0 . 1 2 
55 .76 
5 8 . 0 2 
- 0 . 0 3 
57 .99 
5 3 . 2 0 
- 0 . 1 7 
S 3 . 0 3 
48 .25 
- 0 . 3 8 
45 .67 
5 8 . 2 0 
-o.oo 
5 6 . 2 0 
5 9 . 2 0 
- 2 . 2 8 
5 6 . 9 2 
5 6 . 2 0 
- 0 . 0 0 
5 8 . 2 0 
57.6ft 
-O.OO 
6 7 . 9 6 
0.00 
HARGE DENSlT Y 
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TAJBLE-7Ci CALCULATED VALUES OF DOWlAfc POTENTIALS <7L 6 TvJ, 
DXFftJSXOK FCTSKTXALS ( ^ - 0^) AKD TOTAL MSMBRAffl 
POTBKTXALS [ S c # 1 « C ^ • K 2> • <0*2 - 0?x> ] FOR VHIU 
10US VALUES OF A* AT DIFFERENT COKCEHTRATICHS OF 
J0C1 ELECTROLYTE 93 » ° C ( £ 0 . 1 ° C ) . 
r«r«n«t«rs 0$ 
(«V) (K) 
U ^ T ^ ) 
« * » - * ! ' 
Ec«l 
(A^+Aj) 
t t f ^ ) 
E c«l 
<vv 
<* a -* x > 




Ccco«wtr«*lopfl c 2 / : 













- 1 . 1 2 
0.6© 
1.34 





























0 . 0 0 1 
43 .02 
- 0 . 4 6 
42 .56 
38 .42 
- 0 . 5 8 
37 .84 
2 8 . 2 3 
- 0 . 7 8 
27 .45 
0 . 0 0 0 1 
5 7 . 7 1 
- 0 . 0 1 
5 7 . 7 0 
5 7 . 2 3 
- 0 . 0 3 
5 7 . 20 
5 6 . 8 8 
—0*00 
5 8 . 8 8 
1 .' » r* 
The neobrana potent ia l B m m i l l i v o l t s , according to 
m s ( l - 4 ) theory* applicable to highly idea l ! s sd system e t 
25°C (± 0.1°C) i s given by 
C - ( >fic|~TP • x > - (Ac* • 3c2 * xu) ] 
C2 (XicJ • X2 * X > C/4C2 • St2 4 lg)J 
(1) 
where 
u end v ere the ffscuiiities of the cet icn and the an lor res a c -
t i v e l y , in the CRsrrbr<ane j hae leverbar refers t o the parage car 
to the membrane phase) i C. and C2 are the concentrations of the 
e l e c t r o l y t e eoiut lons on e i t h e r s ide cf the membrane, and X i s 
the charge density expressed in e q u l v e i e n t / i i t r e of imbibed 
so lut ion In the membrane phase* 
The va&ues of •—brane potent l e l measured eeroee (e) 
four metol isrtogysnide pssohment supported membranes snd ib) 
s i l ver Iodide end cobalt carbonate parchment supported 
Cor various uni-univalent electrolytes are given in tables 1-4 
and ere pletteld es s function of log (C.+ C_)/2 while the ratio 
c 1 2 
V - TT f ixed e t 10. Ihase p lots are shown in Figs* 1-3. 
c l 
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In order to determine th? fixed charge x for simple 
casa of l i l ai.actroi.yta and membrane carrying a not negative 
charge o£ unity ( i . e . 3c * 1) thaorat ical potent ia l values were 
ca lculated as a function of C2« tha ra t io ^2/Ql b0in^ *•** 
constant at a valus of lo for tha di f ferent vetues of tha nobi-
l i t y ra t io u/v" and era giver, in tab la 5 . Tha theore t i ca l ly 
ca lculated values of &_ are p lot ted as a function of l o g i l / C . ) 
HI 2 
arsd are shown in F igs . 4-6 , The observed values of membrane 
potent ia l s given in table 4 for cobalt carbonate membrare and 
KCl electrolyte) were plot ted in the same graph as a function 
of log <1/C-) • The experimental curve for cobalt carbonate merr-
brane was sh i f ted horizontally and ran para l l e l to one cf tha 
theoret ica l curves* This s h i f t i s equal to log V ard the 
para l l e l theoret ica l curve which overlapped gava tha value 
tor u/5r« Exactly s imi lar procedure was adopted tor a l l the 
other f ive membranes with d i f ferent e l e c t r o l y t e s end the values 
of X thus determined for each membrane ere given in table 6 . 
Thia method gave s a t i s factory re su l t for the f ixed charge 
density evaluation, the venues of which are found to be low end 
hence very d i f f i c u l t to deteiittwr by a be usualewftsrige ra-
t i o n . This technique of charge dsneity evaluation bee been 
used by kumlaa and london (aft) t o est imate tbe capacity of th in 
;o4ymar were brands of poxy (vinyl etuoride) and poly (vinyl 
acetate) • i t has alec been used by Baxter (27) to determine 
the eherge on kertein and by Lafcahmlnerayanaiah (2ft) end 
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Slddlql « t s i . (2^-40) to avaluata tha fixad charga on thin 
parlodlon and parchment supported membranes. 
In m modification of t h i s type of p lo t t ing Aitug and 
Hair (6) have recently davaio^ad another prooadura for tha 
determination of tha charge density which i s a lso basad on 
THS thaory. 
Tha e s s e n t i a l feature of tha or ig ina l fixad charge 
thaory of Taorall (1) was tha assumption that tha overal l 
brana potant la l was oomposad of thrae potent ia l jumpst two 
Dorr an potent ia ls at aach solut ion - metnbrae interface (denoted 
by(7L and 7\J and ona residing ins ide tha nembrene tha internal 
potant la l or driving potential danotad by (j*2 - 0 ) • Tha over-
a l l t o t a l Bwwbrane potantlal E__» i s given by 
I cml - ( A t • K2> • ( ^ - ^ 1 (2) 
/\^ and A a hava baan calculated according to tha relation* 
AT 
Aa a f* ^ ra (3b> 
whara r 4 ana r- ana tha Dorm an dis tr ibut ion ra t io s at tha two 
lntarfaeas and ara given by tha aquation 
-{i.&'f-i$ <« 
in 
where a ia the external solution concentration. Thai diffusion 
potent ia l (cf - flf.) for unl-unlvaient e l e c t r o l y t e i s givtn by 
(OT - flf ) . (HSYNSi.
 l n ,i .-.4 _i_ (5) 
*2 *r ^u+vJ s *• *2 2 * v '*r 
By subst i tut ing thai value of 7u + A 2 a n d t f l f2 " ^ 1 * ttori t h t 
equations 3 and S># than the membrane potent ial 2 > becomes 
E ca l * (^  u*v J r *"* [_ « j (r^u • v / r J J * F *" r j w 
u and v being the cat ionic arid arlor i c mobi l i t i e s in the mam-
bran e phase. In the present ca lcu la t ions , thasa are assumed 
t c be the sane as in s o l u t i o n . Owing to the f racticao. d i f f i -
culty oi measuring ionic a c t i v i t y in the membrene phase, con-
cer t rat ions have been used in place of a c t i v i t i e s , as suggested 
by Aitug and Hair (6) • The value of w • - 1 for these negatively 
charged membranes. 
In order to evaluate the fixed charge density of e 
membrane* various values (eg . - 0 . 4 * . - o . l K - - • - e t c . ) were) 
given to «S and Cor each value the t o t a l membrane potent ia l 
was ca lculated for d l f t e sent c ^ o a a t r s t l o n of tfCi using s t a -
t ion 6 . The curves of t o t a l membrane potent ia l against ooncen-
t r s t l o n were p lot ted for various eft values as shots* in F i g s . 7 - 9 . 
*t the seme time, a curve was p lo t ted between experimentally 
determined membrane potent ia l values for KC1 and the concentra-
t ion of KCi. The fixed charge density w$ i s then the seme as 
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that cf the theoret ica l curve which overlaps the experimental 
curve e 
The vai.ua 3 of the Donnan potent ia l s ( A, • 7 0 « the 
di f fus ion potent ial (rf - oj | end the to ta l membrane potent ia l 
E - for various concentrations of KCi (for various values of 
wX) are given in table 7 IH ,B ,C) . The same procedure was a lso 
carried out with tha othar i iva membranes taking KCA e l e c t r o -
l y t e • The values of charge dersity determined ior various 
nsmbranes are given below ior KCI e l e c t r o l y t e . 
Membrane wX (eq/1) 
Cobalt carbonate - 0 . 0 6 0 
S i lver iodide -O.ClO 
Manganese ferrocyanide * - 0 . 0 0 6 
Cobalt ferrocyanide - 0 . 0 0 6 
S i lver ferrocyanide - 0 . 0 0 4 
Cadmium ferrocyanide - 0 . 0 0 1 
Starting with the bas ic flow aquation based 00 the 
themodyn arnica of i rrevers ib le process* Kobatake e t s i * (11) 
obtained the fo^o-owing expression for the membrane potei»t£eX~ 
A or which ar i se s between two so lut ions of s l t l a l eo tro ly te of 
d i f ferent concentration cx •*<* « 2 thet are separated by e 
t i v e l y lor lzabie roembrana. 
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where 
and p - 1 • *J* (fib) 
where u and v are the molar mofaij.ltiaa of toa l t i va and negative 
ionsi K i s a constant which i s considered to demand on wha v i s -
c o s i t y of the so lut ion and the structural d e t a i l s of the
 t c i y -
tner network of which the membrane i s composed. 9 i s the charge 
density and F the JTaraday constant . These parameters have been 
assumed to be independent of s a l t cencertrat ion. 
with the help of equaticn 1, tobataka (11) has ckjrivsd 
two l imi t ing ferns. These are (1) when C. becomes s u f f i c i e n t l y 
small with y fiwed, equation 7 may be expanded to giva 
\**t\ - * » v - - ^ a - d * •*-».<>--* (9> 
wham \Aflfr\ i s the absolute values of reduced membrane potent ia l 
defined by 
From equation 9 the value of p mm bo obtained by evaluating 
the intercept of a p lo t of \&0t\ against C^ Figure* lo-15 
I l l u s t r a t e plotas for | A # r \ against C^ in the region c£ low 
' C A R B O N A T E 
o KC I 
• N c C i 
a NH<,C| 
b 
C 2 X 1 0 Z 
FIG, 10 
S ILVER IODIDE 
o K C l 
• N c C l 
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FIG 15 
PLOTS OF I A 0 r it 2. 3 03 AGAINST C2 X 1 0 2 FO R VARIOUS ELECTROLYTES 
THROUGH THE MEMBRANES 
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concentration for various ai.ectroi.yta3 with d i i forent membranes. 
Tha vai.ua of tna in tar cap t i s equal to f m \ , from which p> 
can ba e a s i l y ca lcu lated . Xha values of P» so obtainad Oure given 
in table 12. ( i i ) I t i s wen known experimentally, that at 
f ixed V « the lnvorse of an epparent transference number, i . e . 
t - for the colon species in a negatively charged membrane i s 
proportional to the inverse of the concentration C. in the 
region of high s a l t concentration. Here t - i s defined by the 
app 
re la t ion 
\ A * r | - < i - * t ^ p > *»Y <") 
The values of t - _ are given in tables 6-11 . 
app ** 
Substituting for^AflM £ron> aquation 11 ar.d axs ending tha 
resul t ing expression for 1/t- . in pow .r of 1/C. <jlvaa 
• fc-J* ef 
This Indicates that the intercept of p lo t of 1 / t - ^ against 1/C. 
•PP 
a t f ixed V allows the veiue of K to be determined. P lots of 
lA-jpp •0«i»*t i/Cg for varioua l i l e l e c t r o l y t e s ere shown in 
r i g s . 16*21 for d i f ferent meirbranea. The value of the intercept 
i s equal t o 1 / (1* o ( , ) , from which c< may be evaluated. The 
values of o< so obtained are given in table 12. 
lib 
TABLS-Sl DERIVED VALUES OF TRANSFERENCE NUMBER t Z M ) > F R C M 
OBSERVED MEMBRANE POTENTIALS AT VARIOUS ELECTRO-
LYTE-CONCENTRATIONS <Y • 10) FOR MANGANESE FBRRO-






» # J O 3 
K H 4 B O J 








CflflfftEt fflUffflff (P9 i f / 1 
fijJL. Q,gs QaOJL. o .o fe 
O^OT 0 . 0 0 9 0 . 0 0 2 0 * 0 0 1 
0 . 3 9 
0 . 3 9 
0 . 3 2 
0 . 4 0 
0 . 3 5 
0 . 3 4 
0 . 3 7 0 . 3 4 
0 . 3 4 0 . 3 1 
0 . 2 9 0 . 2 4 
0 . 3 8 0 . 3 2 
0 . 3 3 0 . 2 7 
0 . 3 1 0 . 2 5 
0 . 2 3 
0 . 2 0 
0 . 1 8 
0 . 2 7 
0 . 2 3 
0 . 2 1 
0 . 0 0 0 2 
0 . 1 8 
0 . 1 6 
0 . 1 5 
0 . 2 2 
0 . 1 7 
0 . 1 7 
TABLE-*; DERIVED VALUES OP TRANSF-RENCE NUMBER t - _ , PROM 
OBSERVED MEMBRANE POTENTIALS AT VARIOUS ELECTRO-
LYTE-CCNCENTRATIOKS ( V * lO) FOR COBALT FBRRO-
CYAKXDE MEMBRANE AT 25°C <£ 0 . 1 ° C ) . 
Elec tro ly t e Cotioe*» tre t lone (»ole/l) 
0 * 0 1 O.OOS 0 . 0 0 2 0 . 0 O 1 0 . 0 0 0 9 0 . 0 0 0 2 
MCI 0 . 3 1 0 . 2 9 0 . 2 0 0 . 1 9 0 . 1 3 0 . 1 2 
»«C1 0 . 3 0 0 . 2 8 0 . 2 4 0 . 1 4 0 . 1 4 0 . 0 2 
WO
 3 0 . 2 8 0 . 2 8 0 * 1 9 0 . 1 3 0 . 1 2 O.IO 
KeNOj 0 . 2 7 0 . 2 5 0 . 2 2 O.lft O.IO 0 . 0 4 
CCB ALT C A R B O N A T E / 
o 
X N H ^ C I 
A G A I N OUS E L E C T R O L Y T E S 
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TABLE-lOi DERIVED VALUES OF T R » SFSftKNCS NUMBER t ~ ,FR0H 
OBSERVED MEMBRANE POTENTIALS AT VARIOUS ELECTRO-
LYTE-COKCEUTRATIOUa ( V - 10) ACROSS TIB MEMBRANES 




O .05/0 .005 


























0 . 2 4 
0 . 2 4 
0 , 2 3 
0 . 2 3 
0 . 2 2 
0 . 2 1 
FiHOj 
0 . 2 4 
0 . 2 3 
0 . 2 3 
0 . 2 0 
0 . 1 4 
0 . 1 6 
TABLB-lll DERIVED VALUES OF TRANSFERENCE NUMBER t- p J FRCH 
OBSERVED MEMBRANE POTENTIALS AT VARIOUS ELECTRO* 
LYTB-COWCEBTmxriOHS < Y • 10) ACROSS THE MEMBRANES 
AT 2i°C i± 0 . 1 ^ } • 
E^yc tro ly t fS S i l v e r l«414to Cobal t sarbonato 
mmmmimmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmammmmmmmmmmmmmimmmmmm* > « M « H M a M a « B W i M M M M H a a n B * M 
ttfcoi«A> « i »«ci xra im e^i «•»- •tm wi^ ci 
l / b . l 0 . 4 9 0.1O 0 . 4 0 O.lO O.S9 0 . 4 3 0 . 4 1 
0 .1 / fe .Ol 0 . 3 9 0 . 4 3 0 . 3 9 0 . 3 4 0 . 2 7 0*29 0*23 
O.OS/t>«OOS 0 . 3 0 0 . 3 4 0 . 3 4 0 . 3 1 0 . 1 9 0 . 2 4 0 . 1 9 
O.OlA>.00l 0 . 1 5 O.IS 0 . 1 5 0 . 1 3 0.O4 O.lO 0 . 0 7 
O.OOl/O.OOOl 0 . 0 4 0*09 O.09 0 . 1 2 0 . 0 4 0 . 0 * 0 . 0 4 
x NaNC>3 
* NH4NO3 
40 80 !00 60 
I/C2 
FIG 19 
PLOTS OF 1 / t a p p AGAINST 1/C2 FOR VARIOUS ELECTROLYTES 
THROUGH THE MEMBRANES 
SILVER FERROCYANIDE 
6 0 8 0 100 
1/C2 
FIG, 21 
PLOTS OF 1/tapp AGAINST 1/C2 FOR VARIOUS ELECTROLYTES 
THROUGH THE MEMBRANES 
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TABLB-121 VALUES OF P ARAM STIRS °< AND ? FOR VARIOUS MW1-
BRAHSSELBCTROtYTK SYSTEMS AT Y « 1 0 . 
M«nbr«n« U * c t r o l y t « ©< p 
ManffOMM* 













0 . 5 2 
0 . S 6 
0 . 6 0 
0 . 5 6 
0 . 6 0 
0 . 6 4 
0 . 6 5 
0 . 6 1 
0 . 6 7 















l o d l d * 
Coba l t 
xci 









0 . 7 5 
0 . 6 8 
0 . 7 5 
0 . 5 0 
0 . 4 8 
0 . 8 8 
O.SO 
0 . 6 7 
0 . 5 2 












For the evaluation of O there are aiso two l imi t ing 
caaaa (i) in the d i lu te range (c»lxlO to 3xlo~^) than using 
equation 9« the slope i s given by 
The graphical veiue of the slope determined trow F igs . lO-lS 
i s equated with th* above expression, the values of <=<, and [3 
already determined are subst i tuted and thus the value of fixad 
charge density 0 i s obtained, ( i l ) in the concantration range 
(l .O to l.OxlO M), using equation 12, the slope i s given by 
2(1 - ° < ) 2 xnV 
The graphical vau.ua of the aax^e determined from Figs . 16-21 
i s equated with the above expression. The values of ^ and ^ 
already determined are subst i tuted and thus the value of © la 
evaluated* The two values of • thus determined from the 
opposite l i m i t s are found to be c l o s e r with each other and are 
given la table 13 for a i l the membranes. 
Comparison can be made between theore t i ca l end exper l -
mental data and the app l i cab i l i ty of Kobetake a t a l . equation 
to these membranes car. be tas ted by the following analyt ica l 
technique suggested by fcobatake. Equation 7 can be re-written 
ny 
TASL*-13i VALUES DERIVED FOR CHAMSB DENSITY • U q / 1 ) VRCH 
MDBATAJCE'S METHOD USItH3 DIFFERENT «LECTR0aJ*T18 
ACROSS VARCHNIKT SUPPORTED MEMBRANES. 
HC1 K*C1 L i C l SH.C1 W O , M#*0. MM 4*°! 
O.OQ13 0 .0014 . 
Cobalt o.oo64 o.oost 
f«rrocy«nlcte 
s i l ver -
fercocyonlds 
0 . 0 0 1 f O.O01S O.0O19 0.001ft 
0.0057 0.0043 
0.0000 -
0.0O61 O.OO 35 




0 . 0 1 4 2 0 . 0 1 1 3 O.O 360 O.0132 
0.O4O1 0.0901 0.O4S6 -
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r
 -"-«— » a (13) 
e« - i 
with q and 2 defined by 
\ \A*_\ • (1 - 2o<) mY] 
q . _i; j * ( 1 4 ) J * U - 2 6 ( ) 
C 
Thus II! equation 7 i s va l id , the vaiuaa of ( Y - « q / « Q - l ) calcu-
la t ed from the steasured values of Aflf, with the predetermined 
o( , p> and e aid the giver vaiua of V must f a i l on a s tra ight 
Una , having a ur.it s lop* and should pass tha coordinate or ig in , 
whan plotted against log %• Figure 22 datr.onstra.-e8 that tha 
theoret ica l predictions from fcobatake e t a l . roanibr^.a potent ia l 
equation Is borne out quite s a t i s f a c t o r i l y by our experimental 
r e s u l t s . 
A netted of characterisation of the menbrene e l e c t r o l y t e 
sys«es> teas seen developed by s lddlqi e t a l . (29-30) for parch-
ment supported swsferanes. Masnt iy a general Method of charac-
t e r l cation applicable to any eye tee. i rrespect ive of *** .specie* 
has been developed by Kobatake (1?) which la applied bore. 
Consider the present ay a test of negatively charged 
issjersed in an e l e c t r o l y t e solut ion o t avarage concentration C 






 Stiver i o d i d e 
* C o b a l t c a r b o n a t e 
- 1 . 5 -1.0 0 5 I S 2.0 2.5 3.0 0 0 5 1.0 
l o g Z 
G 22 PLOTS OF LOG ( X- eQ )/(<?q-1 ) AGAIN ST I 0 6 Z FORKCI ELECTROLYTE 
WITH VARIOUS MEMBRANES 
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The mass fixed trarsl iranca number of anion «7^ - in tha membrane 
la givan by the following expression 
Y . • i - <K—'--? c <w> 
( 4 ^ 2 a 1>**(2<<-1) 
where £ and <K stand for tha re la t ive concentration defined 
by C/gfx and u/\i+v respect ive ly . 
On the other hand the apparent transference number of 
the anions in the membrane i . e . ?~ i s defined from the 
•PP 
derived nvjmbrar;© potent ia l in terms of the Kernst equation 
Aflf - - f r 5 (1 - 2 T- ) in ^ (17) 
* •£•> ^ j 
Tha difference bevtwean T* and f» _ was found to be l e s s than 2% 
app 
in the wide ranys of s a l t concentretiens (17) . If T_ i s replaced 
by f« p _ ««d C by (—*r-*), equation 16 i s applicable for the 
•valuat ion of f~ _ even when the concentration on the two s ides 
app 
of the membrane l a d i f f erent . Rearrangement of equation 14 
leads t o the following expression. 
K-tU'-fo'^ S P. U8) 
where P la a Measure of peoase l ec t iv l ty of the membrane e l e c t r o -
l y t e system. The value of P . takaa a value between sero at^ d unity 
9 
12Z 
depending on the external s a l t concentration Cor a given system 
of a membrane and an ai.actrci.yta pa ir . I- can be cai.cui.atad 
from tha data of the membrane potent ia l , while the l o f t hand 
•Ida of aquation lb i s a function of tha re la t ive concentration 
^
 m C/aTX or (C^4 C2) / 2 0k. Thua tha vai.ua* of tha r ight hand 
* Ida should ba independent of tha mobi l i t i e s of ion apaciaa 
involved. Equation 16 im^ilers that tha plot ot P against 
i l + 4 ^ ) ^ should giva a s tra ight l i n e of uni t s lope . 
For tha evaluation of tha af fact lva fixed charga density 
from parmaaiactivity i- values the following procedure suggested 
by Kobataka (1?) was adopted for tha membranes undar inves t iga -
t i o n . The various valuea of P were cau.cui.etad by subst i tut ing 
the value of K M . iw a c d **- i n t o aquation lfc (vide tables 14-17) 
ouix app 
and then plotted against log c , which ore shown in F ig s . 23-26. 
whan the average concentration c beccmas =»qual to the e f f e c t i v e 
flejed charge density CfX, the value of £* becomes equal t o unity 
i . e . when c/tfx • 1. subst i tut ing t h i s value of ^ »1 into the 
expression P s - 1 / ( 4 ^ 2 *l ) i * g ives a value of 9% equal to 0.44s). 
At t h i s part icular value of 0.44©, the corresponding concentre* 
t i o n i s obtained fro* the p lo t s o f »„ Va log C Mam f i g * . 2 2 - 2 6 . 
This value of concentration i s equal t o toe fl»ad charge density* 
which is given in tenia 16* further* the p l o t s of Pe V s t l ^ ^ 2 ) " * 1 
were a l so drawn for di f ferent meabrenes with KC1 e l e c t r o l y t e end 
KKO. in tha ca^a of s i l v e r ferrocyar.lde membrane as showfe in 
* i g . 27. i t i s evident that the l i n e ^•mmmm through the or ig in 
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TABLE-14l VALUES OF PERMSSXECTIVnV P^ FOR VARIOUS ELECTRO-
LYTES AT DIFFERENT COSCEBTRATIOKS THROUGH HARGA-
MESS FERROCYAKID* MEMBRANE. 
B l « c t r o l y t « s Concentrat ion* (mol/1) 
0S00I 
foci 0.03 0.2a 0.26 o.sa o.3S 0.93 
R«C1 0 . 3 9 0 . 3 9 0 . 4 * O.S4 0 . 7 1 0 . 7 7 
B H 4 C I o.a« 0.33 0.43 0.49 0.44 0.71 
KKOj 0*14 0 . 1 7 0 . 2 1 0 . 3 3 0 . 4 3 0 . 5 3 
HctfO, 0*39 0 . 4 f 0 . 4 9 Q.99 0 . 6 5 0 . 7 4 
HM^Oj 0 . 2 7 0 . 3 0 0 . 3 9 0 . 4 8 0 . 5 6 0 . 6 5 
TABLE-IS I VALUES OF P«RHSELECTIVITY F^ FOR VARIOUS ELECTRO-
LYTES AT DIFFERENT CONCENTRATI0H3 THROUGH COBALT 
FERROCYAKIDE MEMBRAWB. 
B l e e t r o l y t « a Conomtr« t l en« (wo3/U 
o . i o«oi cuoa QJOJL- fidfiL. ffiWI 
0*01 0.0O5 0«003 0«001 O«0QO9 O«0QO3 
KOI 4>.39 0 . 4 2 0 . 4 1 O.T1 0 . 7 4 0 . 7 7 
MaCX 0 . 3 3 0*97 0*34 0*73 0 . 7 9 0 . 9 7 
KROj 0 . 4 1 0*42 0 . 3 0 0 . 7 1 0 . 7 3 0 . 7 7 
KrfJOj 0 . 3 9 0 . 9 1 0 . 6 4 0 . 7 6 0*93 0*93 
COBALT C A R B O N A T E 
o KC I 
H<,C 
1.0 i -
l o g ( C i • C 2 ) / 2 
FIG 2 3 





o KC I 
• N a C l 
A NH^C 
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TABLK-161 VALUES OF PERMSELECTIVXTV P^ FOR VARIOUS MEMBRANE-
SLECTROLYTE SYSTEMS AT DIFFERENT OOKCSNTRATXOtiS. 
lUSiXftllStl MittW ftKfftgHEltit 
Concentration 
< « o l a / l ) HMO, 
c*4M,m Uuasx. 
MCI KKO. »a*0, 




O .00ft/4> .OOOft 
O . 0 0 2 / 3 «0002 
O.Jft 
0 . 4 4 
o.fto 
0 . 5 4 
0 . 5 6 
O.St 




0 . 4 « 
0 .49 
0 . 9 4 
0 . 3 9 
0 . 4 1 
0 . 4 4 
0 . 4 4 
0 . 4 8 
0 . 4 9 
0 . 5 0 
0 . 5 2 
0 . 5 2 
0 . 5 4 
0 . 5 4 
0 . 4 2 
0*44 
0.4ft 
0 . 1 0 
0.7ft 




( •o la /1) 
l / t ) . l 
o .M>*ol 
0 .0ft / ) .009 
0 .01/0 .001 








: SYSTEMS AT DIFFERENT 








0.49 0 .02 
O.ftO 0 .29 
O.ftt O.M 
o . e i o . 74 
0 .99 0 .77 
CONCENTRATIONS. 
Cobalt casta 
MCI H a d 
0 .09 
0 .24 













0 . 7 4 
0 .79 
1 Or M A N G A N I 
F E R R O C YANIDE 
o KC I 
• NaCI 
N H y C l 
A KNO3 
© N O N O ] 
o g ( C i + C 2) II 





COBALT F E R R O C YANIDE 
SILVER AND C ADMIUM F E R R O C YANIDE 
0 
l og (CyC2) / ? 
Fi G 2 6 
P L O T S OF P s AGAINST L O G ( C j * C 2 ) / 2 F OR VARIO U S E L EC T RQL YT E S 
THROUGH THE MEMBRANES 
12 b' 
TABLE-16i VALUES DEK1VED *t>i< CHANGS DiU SITY 0X ( •q /1) TOOK 
KOBATAXE'9 METHOD [ f^ V« l o g (C^+Cj)/2 ] USING 
DIFFERENT Ki.ECTRCi.YTES ACROSS FAftCHMHiT SUPPORTED 
MEMBRAKES. 
i l « c t r o l y t « » 
nmtormm KC1 KftCl KH4C1 » 0 3 K*NC3 MM HO. 











S i l v o r iodide 0.0396 0.02&1 0.02&1 
Cobalt 
eorbosiato 
0.02&4 0.02SO 0.0204 
/ 
x
 S i l v e r i o d i d e 
* C o b a l t c a r b o n a t e 
o M a n g a n e s e f e r r o c y a n i d e 
• C o b a l t f e r r o c y a n i d e 
a
 S i l ve r f e r r o c y a n i d e 
* C a d m i u m f e r r o c y a n i d e 
0.2 0.4 0 6 0.6 1.0 
7 - 1 / 2 
C1* <•€,' > 
? -1/2 27 PL OTS OF Ps AGAIN ST (1 • 4 g, ) F O R K C I A N D K N O 3 
ELECTROLYTES WITH VARIOUS MEMBRANES 
12b 
with unit, aloja cent taring iurthar the appl icabi l i ty o t frobataXa'a 
aquation to thasa systafts o£ piirchmant support*d Rambranaa. 
The following two approaches hava b ;>*n uaad for tha •VAU.U-
ation of transport nunbar of cat ions (Tc> in tha mmabrmmt 
i) Modifiad Karnstlan approach 
i l ) IMS approach. 
According to Harsh 4 41} and scatcherd (42-44) the amf, 
Ajf, may be expressed by the following rajption 
A 
A * - - f t J t t c d in a c • t f t d in aA • tw ln a j 
i 
(19) 
whara t i s ths transfaranca number, a ia the ac t iv i ty arid subs-
c r i p t s c, A and w re far to tha cat ion, anion anJ watar. in 
ordar to relata tha Rtatrtbrana lo tart ia j . , A C# to tha physical 
propartias of tha mambrana, tha transfarenca number must ba 
avaluatad as functions of tha a c t i v i t i e s of tha various parnaa-
t ing apacias* 
In tha f i r s t approach, thaia ara two assumptions • ona i s 
tha usa of an avaraga vaj.ua for transferase* maabar in tha lntao-
rat.on of aquation 19 m6 tha otbar ia to W p a H « » trsfisfar-
area of watar. Tha i a t t a r quantity i a diraot ly ralatad t o tha 
hydraulic paoaaabiiity of ••wbrana and would bo axpactad t o ba 
asaah aataliar for tha •sirbraaas undar invoatleafclon* By tha uaa 
12 V 
ot the m assumptions the following rela Ions ere given by 
Harsh (41) . 
*i • Zi*i (21) 
and fA • fc • 1 (22) 
By integrating aquation l'> tha following re lat ions la cbtairad 
where z i s tha veler.ce, ^ c > h *• t b a averege transport number 
of cat ion in the membrane, calxad the fcernstlan value end «^(i) 
and a^(2) •*• t h * «••» a c t i v i t i e s of the s a l t in so lut ion 1 and 
2 or e i t h e r s ides o£ the matr.br *jne . «earrangement of equation 23 
g ives the following relat ion 
< * c >* " 2Agr K <24> 
where A flf ia the measured rcembrene potent ia l in m i l l i v o l t s and 
A 0 K i s the idea l fcernstlan potent ia l* Equation 24 was) used 
here for calculat ion of ( fQ ) R for dl f farent so lut ion s e t l -
v l t l e s . The values so derived for ( ? c ) f | iron t h i s Memstlen 
approach afii given in tables 19*23 for each m—ihrane e l e o t a a l y t e 
aysten* 
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Using IMS values tor tha charge danaity X, in the follow-
ing expression tha values ( f „ ) , S+ atd c . are ca lculated . C ' T ' 
( f i . _ ~ {n} 
c T
 (u/V) 5+4*L 
where C* • % J VX* • 4C, • x J (2*) £  - »* j ^ 2 • 2 • X J 
and £ . • h [>/3c2 • 4C2 - x J (27) 
the values of 2+ and S_ give the ca t ion lc and anionic con can-
trat iona in the membrane phase. Thus from t h i s method tha valua 
of transport number ca l lad tha Taorai i ' s valua ^ C ) T vera ob-
talnad for each manbrana e l e c t r o l y t e aysterc and tha values are 
given in tablaa 19*23. I t i s found that tha values determined 
by tha two epproachea ara c losar to each othar. 
Mora racantly feagesawa (22,45,46) usad tha following 
basic flow aquations for tha evaluation of saambrana charga 
density gfx with various a l e c t r o l y t e a . Tha •wjtnbrane potent ia l 
aquation airaady discussad was raarrangad to giva 
_ 1 , .r, (as)) 






























































































































T ABLE-201 VALUES DERIVED MObi (fj FftU4 TWS «?&D MODIFIED NERKSTXAN 
SOU ATIOW WITH DIFFEREUT ELECTROLYTE CCUCBHTRATXOtt SY9T0I 
ACROSS COBALT FERROCYAKIDE MEMBRANE. 
E l t ^ c o l y f KCX M«CX KPOj K*03 
ConoM&tratlon - w 
c>^x i^xm/i) cy T c f j , <t<)T (y, <f^T ( f j , <fjT cy w 
0.1A>.Ol 0*02 0*00 0.44 0.40 0 . 0 1 0*71 O.00 ©»72 
0.05A>.005 0.63 0,70 0.4ft 0 .71 0.«4 0*72 0.00 0*74 
0 .02/9 .002 0.66 O.Tf 0.44 0.75 0 .68 O.tO 0.47 0.77 
0.01/b.OOl 0 .71 0.0$ 0.40 0.83 0.74 0.64 0*70 0 .00 
0.005A).0005 0*79 0.04 0.72 0.00 0.04 0 .00 0*70 O.0f 
O.OO2/O.0002 0.92 0.00 0.03 O.90 0.9ft 0.09 0*07 0*90 
TABLE-211 VALUES DERIVED FOR ( f ) FROM IMS AMD MODIFIED KERKSTXAR 
EQUATION VITH DIFFERENT ELECTROLYTE COK CENTRA! IOR SYSTEM 
ACROSS THE MEMBRANES. 
I2SS&2S2XSSS ffHTtTT fflTlffflYirU^t 9wMkWl ftfTPyY0BJitf0 — 
JOK)- 90K>% KIK>a 
c^c^./u ^
 9Ju c^^» <V» <Vn <V« <V» 
0 .1 /d .O l 0 .03 0 .00 0.44 O.TO 0.47 0.70 0.07 0*71 
0.06/4>.OOS 0.04 0 .73 0.47 O.TO 0.07 0.70 0*00 O«70 
0.02/»«002 0 .00 0.70 0.07 0*71 0.00 O.70 0.70 0 .70 
0 .01 /3 .001 0.74 O.T7 0 .00 0.74 0*71 0.77 0 .73 0.70 
O.OOft/O.OOOft 0.84 0.70 0 . 7 I O.70 O.70 0.77 0.79 0*03 
0.002/4>.0002 O.90 0.00 0.70 0*79 0*04 O.70 0*09 O.03 
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TABUt-22l VALUES DERIVED FOR ( T ^ FROM IMS ANii HCZlFTZD KER^STIAT 
EQUATION WITH DIFFERENT ELECTROLYTE CONCENTRATION ST STEM 
ACROSS SILVER IODIDE MEMBRANS. 
E ^ f c t r o i y t f KC1 NaCl L i C l M t 4 d 
S ^ E w i ? CVT <VN <VT <V* ( V T <*«>* ( V t <V 
1A>.1 
O. I/O .Ol 
O.O5/0.OO5 
o . 0 1 / 0 . 0 0 1 
COOl/D ,0001 
1/0*1 
o . 1 / 0 . 0 1 
O •O5/0 «OOB 
o . 0 1 / 0 . 0 0 1 
O .001/19 *OOOl 
0.55 0.50 
0.57 0.61 
0.59 0 . 6 * 
0.75 0 .82 
















TABLE-231 VALUES DERIVED FOR ( T ) FROM IMS AKD MODIFIED NERKSTIAN 
EQUATION WITH DIFFERENT ELECTROLYTE CONCENTRATION SYSTEM 
ACROSS COBALT CARBONATE MEMBRANE. 
E l a c t r o l y t a a 
Conoaatrat lon 
C 1 / c 1 ( » o l « / D <VT 
KC1 
<V* ( V T 
NaCl 
< * « > * 
I»H4C1 
«VT «V« 
B f ) T  
 
) vt
0 . 5 5 
0*41 
0 . 6 7 
0 . 9 2 
O.W 
l
0 . 5 9 
0 . 7 1 
0 . 7 8 
0 . 9 1 
0 . 9 3 
o.so 
0 . 5 7 
0 . 4 4 
0 . 8 2 
0 . 9 9 
a  
0 . 5 4 
0 . 4 9 
0 . 7 5 
0 . 8 7 
0 . 8 9 
<
0 . 5 4 
0 . 5 8 
0 . 6 6 
0 . 4 2 
0 . 9 9 
N 4  
< »
0 . 5 8 
O.TO 
0 . 7 8 
0 . 9 0 




2RTC V .K "1 
flTX • § J (29) 
© 
1 - . «. (5^ * ^ J« W ) V 
K - * (C - C ) - a «• fl 
C. • flTX/2 
An ~ (30) 
e_ • 0X/2 
whara ^ * 9 t h o thicfcoass of the ntarrbrana in or . 
At s ign i f i cant aiactroxyt a con cant rat ion, the aquation 26 
raducas to 
- -&JL • - - - (31) 
axcapt at axtrawaly high coacant rat ions whara tha we tar f«iux J 
la a*r© that tha Kambrana j o t a n t i a i Is s i g n i f i c a n t l y af&ictad 
A of by J • Tba plot* ©f ' v . against l / c war* drawn aa 
o i Jr ..la ,| 2 
shown In Figa. 28-3$ • Tha val.ua of tharroodynamicaliy a f fac t lva 
flxad charga danalt> gfx obtainad iron tha i n i t i a l s lop* for 
various w—brana a lac trc iy ta systanara glvan in table 24 for 
aach masibrana. 
6 0 r COBALT CARBONATE 
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PLOTS OF A 0 / (IT- l / D AGAINST MCl FOR VARIOUS ELECTROLYTES 
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THROUGH THE MEMBRANES 
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TABLB-241 VALUES DERIVED fOR CHARGE DBKSlTf 0 * ( • q / 1 ) 
NAGASAWA MtTHOD U3IM3 DIFFERENT SLSCTHQLYTtS 
ACftOSS PARCHttSRT SUPPORTED MIMBftMilS. 
KC1 H«C1 L i C l HH4C1 KHOj MoflO, * M 4 » ° 3 
farrocyanld* 
Cobalt 










Silver iodlds 0.1556 0.1*67 0.166? 0.1815 
Cobalt 0.0518 0.0542 0.0596 -
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fe'hen an ion exchange membrane i s interposed between two 
so lut ions of tha sane e l e c t r o l y t e , but ot d i f ferent concentra-
t i o n s , tha potent ial difference developed i s c a l l e d the conaee-
trat lon potent ia l or the »err brans po ten t ia l . But whan tha mmm-
trane i s used t o separate solut ion a of two e l e c t r o l y t e s of tha 
ty^a AX and BX, tha staady potent ia l developed i s c a l l e d b i -
ion ic potent ia l (BXP) . This potential i s a svjasura for tha 
s e l e c t i v i t y of tha membrane tor iors of tha ssisa s i g n . 
Sol lner (1 ) . Marshall (2 ) , wyl i l e o t a l . (3,4) and Toyoshima a t 
a l . (5) derived independently theoretic**, aerations fcr tha 
quantitat iva description of observed Bit- at.a ^l^ced tharr to ox-
pjriir^ntal t a s t . 
Tha BRethasuitically rigorous equations were da rived on tha 
bas i s of tha tharaodynamies of i rrevers ib le prccassse by 
Scatchard (6) and Halffarich (7 ,©) . in thair derivation, how-
ova r, thay considered only a perfect ly c a t i o n - s e l e c t i v e lenion-
so l ec t lve ) membrane separating two mixture* of uc i -un iva iee t 
a lac t ro iy ta s with a common anion (cation) i . e . , thay neglected 
tha a £ fact of flow of anion or. the BIT. urn— mwe w$ emaee % I • • 
of treatment did not provide information about the aevnal 
mechanism which produces observed BXF. 
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The BIP ar i ses across s m-anibrane separating the so lut ions 
of two ai.actrci.ytas at tha asms concentration with d i i terant 
c r i t i c a l ions* which are able to exchange serosa the membrane 
and the same non-cr i t i ca l ion acacias for which the membra* i s 
impermeable <9). The sign and magnitude of BIP i s determined 
by tha re la t ive mmw with which the twdcriticao. ions penetrate) 
tha membrane (10) • Mlchaells (10) suggested that the BIP be 
Interpreted as being due to difference in the mobi l i t i e s within 
the membrane of the two c r i t i c a l spec ies of i o n s . Marshall (2) 
based on Mlchaella (io) view ^oint, assumed that tha B1F ar i ses 
due to the reduction c f ncbio.itl^s of non c r i t i c a l icn to zero 
in a perfect ly permseiective membrane, Tha potent ia l was treated 
as a l imi t ing case of a l iqu id junction potent ial and the 
Henderson equation was d irect ly used jut t ing the mobi l i t i e s of 
non c r i t i c a l ion to cero . Accordingly, when a negatively 
charged membrane was used to separate two l i l e l e c t r c t y t e s o l u -
t i o n , equation 1 was obtained for the system 
AX I Membrane I BX 
where) a end u refer to the a c t i v i t i e s and mobi l i t i e s o f c r i t i c a l 
lone in the membr ne phase. Cregor and Sol lner (9) sttgossted 
that the quantitative evaluation of BZF be based on tile more 
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basic and more general concept of the transference number. 
Sollner vl) used the following gar oral expression tor BIi 
when l t l e lectro lytes are used across the membrane 
S • * — in fy (2) 
l-fva for catior se l ec t ive* and -ve for anion s e l e c t i v e roam-
branc) whare t* and t" ara tha transfaranca numbers of tha ions 
within tha membrane; (') and (") refer to tha c r i t i c a l ions 
on tha two s i das of tha membrane. Sci inar (i) a l so indepen-
dently proposed a theory of tha mechanism of the or ig in of Blp, 
based on tha fixed charge theory of ei3Ctrocr>efr.ical behaviour, 
the concept of competitive ion exchange and d i f f erent ia l 
adsorbabiiity* and ai3© on the idea of the function heteroior-
s icy of real membranes. 
Recently Nozeki a t a i . (S) derived the eo lat ion for tha 
BZP and membrane potent ia l by integrating the flow aquation 
for anion spec ies which i s common in the so lut ions placed on 
both s i d e s of membrane using tha appropriate assumptions for 
tha m o b i l i t i e s and a c t i v i t y c o e f f i c i e n t s of small ions in tha 
membrane phase* In this direct ion Moaaa* e% eX, (5) take into 
account the e f f e c t of the di f ferences of tha standard chemical 
po ten t ia l s of s ing le ions in tha membrane phase and in tha bulk 
s o l u t i o n . loaaXi considers a system in which two large compart-
stents contain tha aqueous so lut ions composed of two simple unl-
1 
univalent e l e c t r o l y t e s AP «r.d Bt with di f ferent compositions. 
Here A end E represent the ca t ion ic species end V i s the common 
enion. I t i s assumed that the system i s isothermal end there 
i s no e l e c t r i c f i e l d applied extern a l ly across the membrane* 
*eg l«ct lng interact ing flows between ions of d i f ferent spec ies 
ard the e f f e c t of mass flow, the fluxes of the ions A, B end P 
are given by 
Jh m • uK ch ( R T d l n e^/dx • F d?/dx) Oa) 
K • (A, B) 
J p - - Up Cp (HT d in dP/dX - * dcT/dx) (3b) 
where J, (1 » A, B# P) i s the f lux of ionic species ' i ' r e la t ive 
to the frame of reference f ixed to the membrane* v., C. and a. 
are the mobility ( re la t ive to l oca l centre of mass), molar 
concentration end a c t i v i t y of ion ' l * • The gradient of the 
electrochemical potent ia l of the anion I s represented in terms 
of Jp# •» end OpCp* If X end XX indicate the value in the 
external so lut ion 1 end 2 end Agf i s the difference of the 
e l e e t r t e eeaentlsA between two bulk s o l u t i o n s , thenflT11 ~ 0* i s 
the BXP 
1. JtX 
A # - Wp /r) / U/OjCp) A • ( §* ) in 4 ^ — ) (4) 
e •* 
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In the system of • negatively ion i sabls tnembrana and a 
l i l e l e c t r o l y t e , the following assumptions are en ado tor tha 
concentration dependence of u. and a. of ion i ( ! * • « • > ) in 
tha membrane phase (6) 
U^ C4 - «? <C_ • qfx) 
(5 a) 
0 . C. - uf CL 
a+ - y t ( c - • * * > 
a. - V- w -
Ornrm U^ and V? «r® tha mobility and ac t iv i ty c o e f f i c i e n t c i 
ion i in tha free so lu t ion . Tha quantity 0fX i s cao.iad tha 
therreodynsniically e f f e c t i v e f ixed charga density of counter 
ion d i s soc ia ted from tha ioni sable groups fixad on membrane 
matrix. 
The system considered here contains two Kinds of I s l 
e l e c t r o l y t e s AP and B? with conaaon spec ies as anion. No oi.ee-
t r i c f i e l d I s applied external ly across the membrane and no 
e l e c t r i c charge i s transported from on* s ide of the membrane to 
the o t h e r . Thle mmmrn that the e l e c t r i c current density I , 
trust be zero at any cross sect ion of the membrane, that i s 
I • F U A • JB - *9) m o t*> 
where J . •* • the f luxes of ions A, B end P# respect ively* 
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In ordar t o almpiify tha ca lcu la t ions , Toyoahima and 
tiosaki (b) introduced tha following new variables I . # 2 . £ j 
and (
 2 whioh may torn expressed by tha following re lat ions 
X l • J l * J 2 * *2 * V l J l * V2 J 2 ( 7 | | ) 
1^ * 5 * V ^2 " V l^ * V 2 \ (7b) 
for so lv ing tha following relat ion 
(2J . „ ln(J^^). ^ l+^- 'VV (6 ) 
whara J • - j * and £j and ^  ara tha vai.ua* of raducad ooncantrt 
t ion £ ir- tha nanbrane phase defined by 
5 - [ ( i f ) • =«/ <S* • C*>] (9> 
and [_ and \ . «r* tha corresponding valuaa (of raducad concen-
tration) defined by 
\ - [ tc^/W • CW/(CAP • cw)J <io> 
In tha bulk so lut ion tin Mobility o f a alngla ion l a dependant 
on I t s oonoant ration* bat Mosakl o t s i . (5) pro far rod t o neg lec t 
tha oonoantratlon dependency o f u£ s s ar. approximation. 
14 
Equation 4, for the b i~ ionic potent ia l may be rewritten 
in the foxlowing form 
(11) 
where M and n are the vao.uaa of M in the men br ana these 
o L ' 
at n m o end x - L and \ and *L are the corresponding value 
of \ . The reduced concentretiona of ^ end ^ ere defined by 
••c ) 
and 
^ - (* ) • -sr? AJ ' CBF} 
Preparation of the Polystyrene Moulded Membrane s 
Cuprlc ttciybdete polystyrene moulded menbrene wee prepared by 
mixing o.2H solut ion of cuprle ehAerlde end 0 . 3 * so lut ion of 
sodium mclybdate. The oupric molybdete ge l thus obtained wee 
wel l washed with deloniMd water, dried end then s leaed by 
s i e v i n g . The cup.tie molybdete membrane using su i tab le ra t io s 
of binder were prepared by the following methoa bdsad on U. S. 
Fetent No. 2614, 97e (3) . 
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Polystyrene granules were grlned into f ine part ic le* 
end s ieved by 200 mesh. The optimum quantity of binder t o 
bo embedded in order to get membrane of adequate mechanical 
strength wee found by using d i f ferent rat ios of binder. The 
membrane prepared by embedding 30% of polystyrene was found 
most su i tab le for our purpose. Those containing larger amount 
of binder did not give reproducible resu l t s while those con-
ta ining l e s s e r amount w r « quite unstable . The temperature e t 
which the membrane was moulded, was kept at 85°C and pressure 
we* 10#§et p s i . The membrane of cupric molybdate thus prepared 
was found to give quite reproducible resul ts of membrane poten-
t i a l es wel l es those of b i - i o n i c p o t e n t i a l s . 
The method of membrane p o t e r t l e l measurement has been 
given in previous chapter. The b i - i o n i c potent ia l s were meas-
ured, by constructing an electrochemical c e l l of the following 
type, using e Pye Precis ion Vernier Potentiometer. 





A l l 
in measurement of 
wee within ± aft. 
oarrlad out e t 25*C ( j o . l ° C ) . The error 
rane potent ia l end b l - i o n l c potent ia l 
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as°c ( ^ o.i°c ) . 
LlCl 
(*v) 
• . 1 1 
2 0 . 5 1 
4 1 . l t 
44 .95 
4fc.0l 
4 9 . l t 
T A B l g - j l OBSERVED Bl-XOKXC POTENTIALS (BXP) FOR VARIOUS 
ELECTROLYTE-PAIRS THROUGH CUPRIC HOLYBDATE MEM-
BRAliS AT 2*°C {± 0 . 1 ° C ) . 
Con c o o t rati, on 
( n o l « A ) 
0 . 1 / 0 . 1 
0.05/t>»05 
0 . 0 2 / 9 . 0 2 
0 . 0 1 / 0 . 0 1 
O . 0 0 1 A> .001 





4 . 2 0 
7 . 6 2 
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4 . 1 2 
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6 . 8 2 
8 . 2 8 
9 .09 
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The observed membrane potent ia l and b i - i o n i c potent ia l s 
•cross polystyrene rrouidad cuprlc reolybdate membrane are given 
in tab les 1 and 2 . Karshali. «nd Krinbili* (11) develojed the 
following equation tor Biv 
Aflf . f f in ( e ^ ^ \ (1) 
where ** /Gfi i s the apparent mobility rat io it the mambrane 
phasa o l tha two Ions* Tha vaj.ua9 derived tor mobility rat ios 
using above aquation across cuprlc rroiybdate m*mbc*ji& ara given 
In table 3 . 
Elsenman a t ai.. (12) used tha toAmowing aqua-Ion for the 
Pot 
evaluation of poten clots* t r i e s e l e c t i v i t y c o e f f i c i e n t , K^ 
A*B„ .«? » [-s^Off 0iA] (2) 
which I s the extended ten* o l McolsKy equation (13) • The var-
ious values of • » axe p lot ted sua*eat ewer ion a c t i v i t i e s and 
s tra ight l i n e s as sheen in r i g . X ere obtained, rron the s lope 
of the l i n e the values of petontlewetrlc s e l e c t i v i t y c o e f f i c i e n t 
K^J* are obtained which are given in table 4 for various l i l 
e l e c t r o l y t e s e t s through polystyrene moulded cuprlc stolybdate 
FIG. 1 PLOTS OF B IP AGAIN ST H & € r « FOR-ftt ELECTROLYTE PAIRS 
THROUGH CUPftIC MOLYBOATE MEMBRANE 
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TABLE-St VALUES DERIVED FOR MOBILITY RATIOS ( - J * ) FOR 
DIFFERENT ELECTROLYTE-FAIRS THKCUOH GUPRIC 
MOLYBDATE MSHRR.UT AT 25°C ( ^ 0 . 1 ° C ) . 
Concentrat ion 
(rnoWl) 
O . l / O . l 




0 . 0 0 2 / 0 . 0 0 2 



























Toyoshiaa and feosakl (5) developed the toxo.owing theore-
t i c a l aquation for BIP by using the reduced veriabi.es which 
contains four parameters 
A*8If . [a u» ( V V * Afl { (JVA • 1 ) / ( J V B * l)}] HBP (3) 
where (KA/**) A" *•*» s e l e c t i v i t y constant of a membrane for +ve 
ion spec ies A to B. 
v^ • X • U A / « B <* - A, B) 
arid A • ( ~ g ~ - ) 2 - l %i - !> 
For KCl-Ka€l pair, the equation can be expressed in the 
following fox* 
Similar procedure) was adopted for other pairs* namely NaCl-LlCl, 
K C l - t i C l . 
For the evaluation of f lux J, Toyoshima and Nosaki (5) 
gave the following re lat ion which i s u t i l i s e d here. 
11 
(2J - 1) In j (gK* * 2 J ) / ( g , j ^ • 2J)i - In 1 (JVK++l> / 
In ordar to evaluate Vh «nd ( * « ) , ( * • * . * , K « \ i.14) for 
various sata or uni-ur Ivalent e l e c t r o l y t e s the following expre-
ss ions are usod. 
The »en»bran« j.otantial A 0 Is given by 
r v, 7i+ 12 c? K ^ / A X ) 2 • Ci-2VK) 
A ? . [ - m V - U - a A N > *» - - * X * -
Vl* 12 C£ V r 0 0 * • (l-2Vfc!) 
•f m 
J u (2C* y $ X ) 2 + 1 
2
 . 1 
(Is) c*> 
where Y • HST" 
Expanding equation 6 In powers of ( l / c £ ) with corresponding 
concentration rat io V being kept constant y i e l d s 
( F/RT ) A 0 • - (1 - 2A„ ) Hi V - 2 U - 1A„) <5*- * * 
<l- i/y ) ( ^x/V Crf- ) • o [ tjj- ) *] 
N 
C7) 
The apparent tracsferer.ee number t - _ Is given by 
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Introducing equation 7 into 6 and expanding ( l / t ~ ) as * power 
s e r i e s of (1/C^ ) , the following expression la obtained 
< - £ - » - VK • (VK - " t *$=#•]<§ > i ^ i • — 
By the U M of equation 9 the values of v^ and (./x/Kj ) can be eva-
luated from the ordinata intercept and i n i t i a l s lope of a p lo t 
for U / t - ,, ) against (rr~ > at a given V . 
•PP *-^  f 
Plots of 1/t- against 1/C for various lil electrolytes 
*.» P • 
art shown in f i g . 2 . Equation 9 ind icates , that tha intarcapt 
of a p l o t of l A j p p v » l / c 2 •* *l*»d V allows the value of VR 
to bo determined. For tha evaluation of (Ofr/K ,^) • tha s lops of 
equation 9 which i s given by tha following factor 
42 ( J* ) do) 
i s f i s t * iataisjisjqii Tha graphical valua of s lops determined 
from r i g . a I s equated with the above ffaeter and than by s u b s t i -
tu t ing VK, the values of flfX/K^ l a date m i n e d . The values of V^and 
flTX/Kj, thus determined are given in table) ft. The theorat ica l ly 
determined values of Bit from equation 9 are p lo t t ed against 
log c and era shown in f ig* 3 . For comparison the observed 
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TAlL£-4t VAOIBS DERIVED FOR FOTBfcTIOMETiaC SELECTIVITY 
COEFFICIENTS K J J * . FOR VARIOUS ILKCTRCLY TB-
PA1RS THROUGH CUPRIC MGLYSDATE MEMBRANE AT 
25°C ( * 0 . 1 ° C ) • 
E l e c t r o l y t e - P a i r s ,-Pot 
*AB 
KC1 - K«C1 1 .16 
KC1 - L1C1 1 .16 
K«C1 - i - iCl 1 , 0 7 
t VALUES DERIVED FOR VARIOUS PARAMETERS, (flfX)/K^ 
AMD V„ FOR DlffERShT ELECTROLYTES THROUGH CUPRIC 
HOLY BOATS M EH BRAN I AT 2S°C ( ± 0 . 1 ° C ) . 
B l « c t r o l y t « * (0fc) /Kj, v, N 
MCJL 0 . 3 1 2 3 . tO 
MflCl 0 . 2 4 0 4 . 2 1 
L l C l 0 . 4 1 J 4 . 2 0 
11 -
FIG 2 PLOTS OF W t d p p AGAINST I / C 2 F O R VARIOUS 








s e r v e d 
I c u l a t e d 
2 5 2 Q 0 -1.5 -1.0 -0.5 
l o g C 
S OF BIP AGAINST LOG C FOR 1:1 ELE L V T 
THROUGH CUPRIC MOLY B D AT E ME MBPANE 
values of Bit are axso i-iottad Ir. s.ha same figure* It im 
quite evidect iron* the *ig. 3 that the agreement between the 
observed and theoraticai. vaiuas is quite fair ar.d it may be 
ccr. eluded that the theory of Bit developed by Nozaki. end 
Xoyoshlma (S) ia applicable to our ayatam of polystyrene 
moulded cuprlc nclybdate membrane. 
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ajt*„ft * H,X 
( i ) 
The transport phenomena occurring across parchment 
supported and polystyrene moulded membranes have been 
thoroughly invest igated by taking in to aoocunt the following 
aspects , namely (1) i on i c transport, (11) membrane potent ia l , 
(111) e l e c t r i c a l conductivity, (iv) i o n i c d is tr ibut ion 
e q u i l i b r i a and (v) spat ia l d is tr ibut ion of Ions and tho 
potent ia l within the membrane. F lck's diffusion Ism and 
Kernet-Piancfc f lux equations were applied for the determina-
t ion of diffusion rates of a number of l s l , 2s 1 end 3s 1 type 
of e l e c t r o l y t e s . The equations us^d £or the evaluation of 
d i f fus ion rate involves values of membrane potent ia l E^, 
membrane res i s tance B^0 c e t l on l e end anionic potent ia l s I c 
and Zf. e t c . , which have been determined purely by e l e c t r o -
metric methods. Diffusion rates of the chlorides of KH*, K , 
hm*. Li*, me2*. Cm2*, Ho2* and Al3* at various temperature* 
have been evaluated with the helj: of following equations. 
For l s l typo e l e c t r o l y t e , 
ft - ifcrt*-" *- e?7? - \][ E*c*
 Va •
 x] 
C i V l 
For 2s 1 typo e l e c t r o l y t e , 
& -ik-l*9-5* *•• sfv? " vlt '*caVe * l\ 
( i i ) 
For 3 t l typo a lac tro ly ta , 
ft • Ac I19-73 io« v7? - J [ g|ftc2v2 * *] 
^ *
 r
 * &9.14 l e g ^^Tr* 
vhare c and \* stand for concentration and ac t iv i ty c o e f f l -
e lanta respect ively* 
Tha appl icabi l i ty o i the above actuations haa baan 
t e s t ed by comparing tha "observed* and "confuted* dif fusion 
r a t a s . Zt was found that thasa equations ara v a l i d for tha 
study of diffusion of a laetrolytaa through parchment supported 
Membranes. 
Tha vaiuea of membrane resistance Rm for each mambrene 
with different alaetrolytaa vary in tha following ordar 
i.ici y Kaci >^ KCI y »>H4CI 
and 
A l C l j ) J*9Cla)> C a C l j ^ l a C i a 
Tha ordar of diffualon rates Dr for varicua a laetrolytaa 
through each of tha eanbranee i s as follows 
MljGl > KCI > S e t t y i-iCl 
and 
B«Cla)> C a d a > H « d a > AAClj 
Tha eenbrane potential t^ valuaa for tha various alaetro-
lytaa diapley vary interesting phenoMena. In tha easa of ltl 
t i l l ) 
e l e c t r o l y t e the values «r« a l l p o s i t i v e (d i lu te s i d e taken 
as «*ve) indicat ing that tha membrane i s cation s e l e c t i v e . 
Zn the eaaa of 2 i l and 3s1 e l e c t r o l y t e s I* changes sign i n d i -
cat ing that tha membrane has become anion s e l e c t i v e , ilia 
s e l e c t i v i t y of tha membrane haa baan discus sad in tha l i g h t 
of tha so la played by multivalent ca t ion• which ara responsible 
for tha charya reversal of aaeh of tha membranes. 
Tha various membrane par ana tara tiara a lso evaluated at 
d i f f erent temperature and energy of act ivat ion fia for d i f fu-
sion of a lac tro ly tas vara ca lcu lated . I t vas found that tha 
values of E* for dif fusion through tha membranes ara higher as 
com par ad to those found for fraa diffusion in solut ion* Tha 
di f fus ion rata sequence and s a l a c t i v l t y of tha membranes for 
various unl# b i and tr lva lant cation a vara found to ba 
primarily dapandant on tha diffarancas In hydration anargles 
of eountar ions in the external so lu t ion , on tha b a s i s of 
Bleenmen-Sherry thaory tha diffusion rata sequence of a lka l i 
metal cat ions point towards tha weak f ia ld strength of tha 
f ixed charya groups* 
Tha thaory of absolute reaction rates has bear applied 
to tha di f fus ion process and tha various act ivat ion parameters 
namely enthalpy of act ivat ion A r , fraa energy of act ivat ion 
A r and entropy of act ivat ion A r have bean evaluated. 
The values of A 3 ara found to ba negative ind icat ing that 
l l v ) 
th* diffusion tskos placa with part ia l Immobilisation In tho 
nambrana phaaa. Vbm ro lat lva part ia l immobility woo found 
t o inoroaso with lncraasa in tba vaianca of tha ions oonstl~ 
t u t l o g tha a lac t ro ly ta . A formal re lat ionship botvoon 
A
*hydroti©»' A f h y d r a t i o » • * A & hydrst io» o f «•***»• **«» 
tho corrasponding vaiuaa of A / A r ^ and A 8 ^ for dif fusion 
««• aloe found to o x i s t tor thaaa mambranos. 
For tho evaluation of mambrsno fixed ohargo density 
various toothed* havo boon employed. The values of Donnan 
potent ial* diffusion potent ia l and t o t a l membrane potent ia l 
for KCl of various concentrationa have boon calculated 
according to the thaory of Teorell-M*yar-siev r« and i t s 
modified i o n by Altu« and Hair. Various theories of membrane 
potential* namely KobataXe'a and fcagasawa's based on the 
therstodyn amies of i rrevers ib l e processes have boon applied to 
thaso parchment supported membranes* The most crucia l point 
in these theories i s tha assumption that tha a c t i v i t i e s * a+ 
and a, of email ions i n tha membrane phaaa can ba rapraaantad 
by t + • « . and e_ • c_ where «_ i s tha ooncontratlon of tha 
oo- lons in tha membrane phaaa. Tale assumption lap11as that 
in tho direct ion of memhrana thiosoeea* too gradients o f tha 
chemical potent ia l of p o s i t i v e sod negative l o o s i s tho 
membrane oro too some i . e . , g*e* a^ • grid a . . KobataWa 
membrane potant ia l eo lat ion oontslns various parameters* 
namely »< . jB and o which have boon evaluated for theae ay a tarns 
( V ) 
of perehment supported Bembrenes. Thase parameters were usad 
Cor eomparteou of theory with exper latent « d c o n f i n e d the 
a p p l i c a b i l i t y of Kobataks's equation of membrane potent ia l to 
these ay • t o s s of nambranee. Another aquation representing tha 
degree of permeelactivity of »enbrene-»eiectroiyte ay a tan was 
a l so applied to theae membranes. This equation uaea empirical 
expressions for the ac t iv i ty c o e f f i c i e n t s and m o b i l i t i e s of 
smell ions in charged membrane. Baaed on permaelectivity P8» 
a alaipia method for the determination of the e f f e c t i v e f ixed 
charge density flfx was a lso applied* 
Most recently Ufagaeewa has derived an expreasicn baaad 
on thermodynamics of i rrevers ib le processes for the determina-
t ion of thexnodynemleeily e f f e c t i v e f ixed charge density by 
taking various assumptions. This theory waa a l so applied to 
theae «ysterna of membranes and thexmodyoemlceily e f f e c t i v e 
f ixed charge density wee evaluated, the re su l t s of e l l theae 
inves t iga t ions show that the membrane potent ia l date ere 
f i t t e d accurately by the equations derived by Kobeteke end 
Nagaseve. 
MM theoret ica l aquations* based on therwodyneai.ee of 
i r r e v e r s i b l e processes, for b i - i o n i e potent ia l* (S2P) end 
membrane potent ia l , derived by Yeyesnlma * Vosekl, have e l s e 
been applied end t e s t ed with polystyrene moulded membrane. 
M l the par see tars of the equatlona have been determined and 
ivi) 
i t was found that the theoretically determined bi- ionic 
potentials egree well with the experi»entelly observed b i -
ionic potential veins* • The *al» assumption of Koseki's 
equation that activity coefficients end mobilities of small 
loos ere given by the exj-res alone proposed froe) the expanded 
"edditlvity rule", are found to be applicable to these 
system of membrenoe* The nobility ratios and potentioaetrlo 
se lect ivi ty coefficients have also been evaluated. 
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Abstract—Electrolytic transport processes occurring across parchment supported membranes have been 
described by Nernst Planck flux equation taking into account the membrane resistance Rm, membrane 
potential Em etc. Em values for various electrolytes display very interesting phenomena. In the case 
of 1:1 electrolyte the £m values are all positive, while in the case of (2:1) and (3:1) electrolytes surface 
charge reversal takes place. The diffusion rate sequence and selectivity of the membrane for different 
uni- bi- and trivalent cations was found to be primarily dependent on the difference in the hydration 
energies of counter ions in the external solution. On the basis of Eisenman-Sherry theory the diffusion 
rate sequence of alkali metal cations point towards the weak field strength of the fixed charge groups. 
Various thermodynamic parameters, AH*, AF* and AS* were evaluated by applying the theory of 
absolute reaction rates to the diffusion process through parchment supported membranes. The values 
of AS* were found to be negative, indicating that diffusion takes place with partial immobilization 
in the membrane phase. The relative partial immobility was found to increase with increase in the 
valence of the ions constituting the electrolyte. A formal relation between AHhydtMio„, AFhydraIlon and 
AShydration °f cations with the corresponding values of AH*, AF* and AS* for diffusion, was also 
found to exist for these membranes. 
INTRODUCTION 
In Part XI of this series, thermodynamically effective 
fixed charge density and permselectivity of mem-
branes were evaluated by different methods[l]. The 
low values of charged density so obtained point 
towards the weak field strength of charged groups. 
In order to substantiate these findings, extensive in-
vestigations were made of diffusion rate of electrolytes 
which is based on Kittelberger's equation[2] and are 
reported in this paper. The membrane field strength 
is considered in the light of Eisenman-Sherry model 
[3-5] of selectivity and the energetics of electrolyte 
diffusion are viewed on the basis of the theory of 
absolute reaction rates[6-8]. 
EXPERIMENTAL 
Preparation of parchment supported inorganic mem-
branes 
The membranes were prepared as described in Part 
XI of this series[l]. 
Procedure for measurement of membrane potential, re-
sistance and electrolyte concentration 
The apparatus and procedures used in these studies 
were similar to those described by Siddiqi et a/[9]. 
The membrane was held between two half cells (capa-
city 125 ml) each of which contained 125 ml of the 
electrolyte solution. Initially these concentrations Cs 
and C\ were 0.001 M and 0.1 M respectively. In each 
half cell there were two firmly fixed platinized plati-
num electrodes to follow concentration changes on 
a conductivity bridge (No. L-350140), and anion 
reversible Ag-AgCl electrodes—one a disc type to 
pass a small dc current and the other a J-shaped wire 
electrode to measure membrane potential and 
changes in membrane potential following current 
flow. The whole cell assembly was kept immersed in 
a water thermostat maintained constant to an accu-
racy of +0.1°C. The experiments were carried out 
at 10, 15, 20, 25 and 30CC. The various salt solutions 
(chlorides ofLi + , N a \ K + , N H i \ B a 2 + ,Ca 2 + , M g 2 + 
and Al3 + ) were prepared from B.D.H. AR-grade 
chemicals using de-ionized water. The solutions in 
both the chambers were kept well stirred by magnetic 
stirrers. 
The actual experimental procedure consisted in set-
ting up the cell with the membrane and the electrodes. 
Exactly known weights or volumes of two test solu-
tions were introduced (at say zero time) and the plati-
nized platinum electrodes were connected to the con-
ductance bridges to follow conductance change with 
time. No appreciable change in conductance was 
noted within the 5 h period on the C2 (0.1 M) concen-
tration side and so we have assumed this concen-
tration to be practically constant and followed only 
the conductance changes on the dilute side Cj. Con-
centration of this solution was determined from a 
calibration curve where conductance was plotted 
against concentration. The J-type Ag-AgCl wire elec-
trodes were connected to a Pye precision Vernier 
potentiometer to monitor the membrane potential 
with time. The membrane resistance was determined 
by applying an external emf to disc-type Ag-AgCl 
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electrodes on either side of the membrane and mea-
suring the change in potential across the membrarie 
using the J-shaped Ag-AgCl wire electrodes. The cur-
rent in the circuit was determined by measuring trie 
ir drop across a precision Kilo ohm resistor. The cur-
rent passed was kept very low to minimize ic>n 
transfer during the 2-3 min required for each resist-
ance measurement. The direction of current flow w^s 
reversed in each successive measurement. 
RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS 
Some time ago, Kittelberger[2] developed a simple 
equation based on the well known laws of electrolysis 
to describe the rate of flow of charged species or elec-
trolytes through a membrane. The general diffusion 
rate equation so derived is given by 
dC+ = _ 1 
df" Z
 + FRm 
RT
 , °2 a 
In E„ 
Z
 + F Uy 
+ 
z+ 
_V,Z+ + Z _ / ( ( R r / F ) l n ( a 2 / a 1 ) j Z+ + Z._ 
(1) 
where Q+ is the milliequivalents of cation diffusion 
in time t (s), Z+, Z_ are the valencies of the cation 
and anion respectively, Rm is the resistance in ohm 
of the barrier or membrane, Em is the membrane 
potential in millivolts, ax and a2 are the activities of 
the two electrolyte solutions on either side of the 
membrane, R, T and F have their usual significance. 
The potential difference between Ag-AgCl elec-
trodes (J-shaped) placed on either side of the mem-
brane is the algebraic sum of the electrode potential 
difference Ee (if concentration potential) and the 
membrane potential Em. £,. is obtained by calculation 
from the measured concentrations of the solutions C, 
and C2 on the opposite side of the membrane, ie 
RT C,v-
£ _ [n 
Z-F C,v, 
(2) 
where v's are the activity coefficients of the electrolyte 
solutions. Since Z„ is always unity 
E, = 
RT, C,v, 
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Fig. 1. Plots of membrane potential against time fat elec-
trolytes through manganese ferrocyanide membrane at 
25 X. 
with a net positive charge left on the membrane sur-
face making it an anion selective. 
(ii) Low transport number of multivalent ions due 
to their being too large to enter the pore when hyd-
rated. 
(iii) Great friction the multivalent ions experience 
in the pores causing the membrane potential to 
change its sign. Earlier adsorption studies carried out 
by Malik and Siddiqi with chromic ferrocyanide[10] 
as well as with cobalt and manganese ferrocyanide 
precipitate[10] point towards the role of adsorption 
of ions on these membranes. Adsorption of Al3 + 
makes the membrane more anion selective than it is 
with the adsorption of other divalent cations. Such 
behavior is not particular to these systems. Rosen-
bergfjl], Schulz[12] and Hersh[13] have found the 
role of adsorption in making the reversal of charge 
of membranes. In the present study, the surface 
charge reversal occurred in every one of the mem-
As Ee and (£ + Em) measured directly are known. E„ 
was obtained by subtraction. 
The changes in Em and Rm noted with time are 
shown in Figs 1 and 2, respectively, for various elec-
trolytes diffusing through manganese ferrocyanide 
membrane. Similar behavior was observed in cobalt 
ferrocyanide and manganese chromate membraries. 
Rm values decline slowly with concentration whereas 
E„ value show little change. The most important 
point with E,„ value is the fact that in the case of 
1:1 electrolytes, the values are all positive (ie dilute 
solution C[ side taken positive). This means that the 
membrane is cation selective. In the case of 2:1 ;md 
3:1 electrolytes. Em changes sign and therefore 
becomes anion selective. This change in the selectivity 
character in the membrane may be due to various 
reasons: 
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Fig. 2. Plots of membrane resistance against time for elec-
trolytes through manganese ferrocyanide membrane at 
25 X. 
Table lla). Values of membrane potential /-.„,. membrane resistance ,-.„. 
4h periods at 25 C ( :-_11 1 Ci 
Area of membrane - 24.6 cm 
M e m b r me 
Thickness 




N I U C 1 
BaC 1, 
C a C F 
MgC' l -
A IC ' I , 
>te 
Em 





- 1 6 . 3 
- 2 7 . 5 
- 3 2 . 1 
- 6 5 . 1 
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Table Kb). Values of membrane potential /•.',„. membrane resistance K„, aiul dilTusion 
rate Dr at the end of 1 2 and 3 li periods at 25 (' ( r-0.1 Ci. 
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brancs and clectroh tes (2:1) and (3:1) and can be 
seen in the results presented in Table I in which /.„.. 
K„r /),. values for three membranes and various elec-
trolytes at the end of 1 2 h and 4 h periods are given. 
In order to calculate the dilTusion rate of various 
clectrohtc tvpes. (I) viclds at 25 C : for (1:1) electro-
l\te Z . ' - /. . = 1 
d(V. _ d 0 . dO 1 
dr "' dr ' d/ ~ 2FR„ 
59.16 km " ' - E„ 
^ 0 ,v , 
1 
_59.16 l o g ( C \ v : C,v,) 
for (2:1) electrolyte. Z . = 2 and Z . = 1 
(4) 
d 0 _ , d 0 _ _ d O 
df df df 3FRn 
C o , 
29.58 lou " " + E, 
" r ,v , 
— + I 
_59.161og(C2v2 ,C1v1) 
and for (3 :1 l electrolyte. Z _ = }• Z 
IN 
<\Q . dO 
df ~ ' dr 
dO 
df 4FR 
19.7? log <-V: 
E,„ 
l).16lt"-V- C,\:) (6) 
O/'M'/'I'L'I/ diiil compuh'J diffusion rah'* 
The diffusion rate derived from the electromclri-
cally or condtietomctricallv determined changes in the 
salt concenlration of the test solution C is called 
'observed' diffusion rate, while the values calculated 
from the measured membrane concentration potential 
ami the electrolytic resistance of the membrane using 
(4) lb) is designated the 'computed ' dilTusion rates. In 
Tig. 3(a). are shown the "computed" and 'observed' 
dilTusion rates of KC1 and NaCl clectroh tes for 
manganese chromate membrane, l o r comparison the 
rates of dilTusion of hydrochloric acid through polv-
vinvl butyral membranes obtained by Kittelbcrger[ 2 | 
are also shown in Fig. 3(b). It is found that in both 
the cases the agreement is fair. 
Though 111 is too elementarv a description to de-
scribe accurately the rather complex processes prob-
ably going on in these membranes, and better tech-
niques described by Nevvman[l4] and by Smyrl and 
Ne \ \man[15] which begin with the Stefan Maxwell 
transport equations are available: they are not yet 
widely applicable to our system. 
The diffusion experiments at the same time pro-
vides a method for calculation of diffusion coefficient 
/">, of the electrolytes. Ciric and Graydon[16] have 
suggested the following equation for the evaluation 
of dilTusion coefficient /),.. 
17. 2v In |2\C. AC,) 
2 1 At 
The electrolyte Hows (dO dr! calculated from (4f (61 where 
lor a membrane area 24.6 cm 2 for various electrolytes /. 
and manganese lerrocyanide membrane are shown in l 
membrane thickness in cms: 
membrane area in cm - (74.6 cm i: 
volume of hall' cell 1125 mil: 
!..:. \ 1 \ VMM t i l l , \H1 
NoCl 
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Fig. 3(d). Plots of t.m. R,„ and Dr again--: tlie various elec-
trolytes for manganese fcrrocvanide membrane. 
AC,, = difference in concentration o\ the diffusing 
species between half cells at zero time; 
AC,- = difference in concentration of the diffusing 
species between half cells at time t: 
I = time in mm. 
lite pk ' i - of !n( AC AC, I against time gives a straight 
line as shown m He . MCI from ••••!.:eh 'he value of 
S t u d i e s ',\ u b in.ii "i.niiL p i \ v i p i l . : K \ i ! 
<? — 
•2. ^ 
-*-, ^ t </", sC Cr- t~- O r~ 
O* JC o* s: 
X X X X 
<r] T'. >r] sC <"^  f l r i r 
- I r ] r | r .^ 
>/-. r - " . </", T , — —r 
r/i -C -^ vc >: c> cr-
_ i uL Z J 
r- -r -c — >c 
-* - _ z: ^ z x -w: ^ 
\ SiDDii.ii. M . \ \ S I V I B i o . \u i>i i l l \ ( . ) i I \ \ i ) Si R I \ I > K V I ' S I S O H 
ilculatcd and m\ci Table 
•• "] the clcctrohtc lhiouizh IIK' mcm-
!"a!' in die tree solution as well as 
IIK oidci docs not remain Hie same due u> various 
iva-on.s: la! only a part of the framework is available 
!o! free diffusion; (b) the ditl'usion paths in the mem-
biane phase are more tor tuous and therefore longer 
l,v tortuousity factor); (c| the large hydrated ions in 
il s narrow mesh region of the membrane may be 
impeded in their mobility by the framework, and (d) 
interaction of the diffusing species with fixed groups 
on the membrane matrix. Parchment paper except for 
the presence of some stray and end carboxyiic groups 
contains very lew groups. Deposition of inorganic 
precipitates gives rise to a net negative charge on the 
membrane surface in the case of 1; 1 electrolyte lead-
ing to the type of ionic distribution associated with 
the electrical double layer. However, as discussed ear-
lier, use o\ 2;1 or 3: 1 electrolytes leaves a net positive 
charge on the membrane and again results in the for-
mation o( the electrical double layer. The system in-
vestigated is considered as having charged rigid capil-
l a r structures or gels which can be discussed in the 
light of classical fixed charge theory of Teorell[17]. 
Meyer and Sie \ers ( IS] , SolIner[19]."Gregor[2()] and 
Schnud| 21 J. blow of electrolyte by diffusion because 
oi the presence of a net charge {—ve or +ve) on 
the membrane gives rise to the membrane potential 
as opposed to the liquid junction potential ordinarily 
observed under similar conditions in the absence of 
the membrane which regulates the llow of electrolyte 
by increasing the speed of the slow moving ion and 
also by decreasing the speed of the faster moving ion. 
This regulated rate of How (/V diffusion) measured for 
diiVeren: electrolytes through the membrane follow 
llu sequence 1Fig. .nil: 




l"ne membrane shows preference to one counter ion 
over the other. This results in selective ion exchange 
and in different diffusion rates of electrolyte having 
the same co-ion but different counter ions. According 
to ( J rcgor[ __()] an ion e x c h a n g e r d i s c r i m i n a t e s 
simongst various counter ions on the basis of their 
hydrated si/e. Eisenman[3. 4] has shown that the sel-
ectivity depends upon the energetics of hydration and 
ion-site interaction. For ion exchangers with fixed 
groupings having weak field strength the selectivity 
sequence is governed bv the differences in the hyd-
ration energies of the counter ions. In such cases the 
normal selectiv itv sequence K. > Na " > Li" should 
result. On the other hand for the ion exchangers with 
the charged grouping having high field strength the 
selectivity sequence is governed by the crystallo-
g r a p h y radii of the counter ions. In such cases the 
selectivity sequence Li" > N a " > K" should result. 
On the basis of Eisenman- Sherry field strength theory 
the diffusion rate sequence obtained in our case point 
towards the weak field strength of the charged group 
on the membrane matrix. These findings are in full 
agreement with our results of membrane charge den-
s .sa;'c:..e.tts which were found to be low [vide 
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Fig. 4. Plots of diffusion rate Dr of various eleetrolvtes 
at 25 C through different membranes against A. ,,,,, of 
cations. 
A plot of diffusion rate Dr against free energy of 
hydration of cation is given for three membranes in 
Fig. 4. It is seen that the diffusion rale decreases with 
increasing hydration energy ie greater size due to in-
crease in hydration. This points to the fact that the 
electrolyte is diffusing along pores or channels of 
dimensions adequate to allow the substance to pene-
trate the membrane. The diffusion rate Dr have been 
calculated at various temperatures and the plot of 
log Dr against I T a r e shown in Fig. 5 from which 
the values of energy of activation /._, are obtained 
and given in Table 2. Changes in /.'„, and Km with 
temperature are also shown in Figs 5|a) and 5lb). re-
spectively. From the diffusion rate studies, the corre-
sponding diffusion coefficients D have also been cal-
culated using the expression 
Dr DA A I.) AC 
where A and L are the area of cross section and aver-
age thickness of the membrane respectively. AC is the 
concentration difference on the two sides of the mem-
brane. The theory of absolute reaction rates has been 
applied to diffusion processes in membranes bv 
several investigators including Zwolinski ci <./["" j . 
Shuler et a / [8] . Barrer et «/[22] and Stein[23] etc. 
Applying this theory to these membranes the various 
activation parameters namely enthalpy o( activation 
AH*, entropy of activation AS* and the free energy 
of activation A F * have been calculated using the fol-
lowing equations 
A H * = E„ - RT 
Dc = /2[KT /ilexptA.S RTlexpt 
AF* = A H * - TAS' 
AH RT) 
where K is the Boltzmann constant, h is Planck's con-
stant and /. is the average distance between equili-
brium positions in the process of diffusion. Zwolinski 
et . . / [ " ] • Laidler and Shuler[«]. Tien and Ting[24"] 
Studies vviih inorganic precipitate membranes M l 
ami I5,;nei iiui ski; row [22] have used values ranging 
!• 1:1 j i.- ^ \ '•'' > In this work, a value of 3 A 
i . n . w ^ . . *. . • ."'Iculatinn- I lie \a lues ol' differ-
ent thermodvnamic parameters so derived are given 
in Table 2. 
The data ol the present study indicate that electro-
Ivte permeation gives rise to negative values of AS*. 
The values of AS* for all the three membranes used 
in this study show similar behaviour for the different 
electrolytes. It is in general found that as the valence 
of the individual ion is increased, the decrease in the 
value of A S ' is increased. Amongst the ions of the 
same valence the order of AS* is as follows: 
N H 4 ' > K + > N a + > Li + 
B a " 2 > C a + 2 > M g t 2 
Since the membrane used in this study are fairly 
thick compared to bilayers, it is believed that the 
membrane and not the solution membrane interface 
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Fig. 5(b). Plots of log R,„ rs i 7 for different electrolytes 
with manganese ehromate membrane. 
negative values of A S ' therefore as suggested b\ 
Shuler cl «/[X] indicated electrolyte permeation with 
partial immobilization in the membrane, the partial 
immobility increasing in a relative manner with in-
crease in the valence and hydra ted ionic st/e of the 
permeating species. 
Noyes[25] while dealing with the thennodvnamics 
of ion hydration as a measure of the effective dielec-
tric properties of water litis regarded the thc tmodviu-
mic changes during hydration as a measure of the 
effective dielectric properties of solvent and -iinwv 
that e c l U i I l l 0 is primarily a function of the si/e lervsial-
lographic radii) of such a cation and is virtualh inde-
pendent of charge on it. As. during the diffusion pro-
cess, adsorbability and polari/ahilttv play an impor-
tant part will certainly inlluence and thereby diminish 
elTective hydration (the higher adsorhab i lm ol l.i . 
Na ' . K are linked closely with then stepwise 
stronger polarizabilitiesl and hence effective Imita t ion 
is diminished to a larger extent. Therefore it would 
be quite logical to relate the effective dielectric con-
stant e..,.. ,,., with I),. I Fie. d). the highest values of 
-
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Abstract—Thermodynamically effective fixed charge densities of parchment supported membranes were 
estimated by methods of (a) Teorell-Meyer-Sievers, (b) Altug and Hair, and (c) the most recent one 
of Kobatake based on the thermodynamics of irreversible processes. The two limiting forms of Koba-
take's equation for dilute and concentrated ranges gave identical values of charge densities. It is interest-
ing to note that these two values of limiting cases are closer to the Teorell-Meyer-Sievers and Altug 
and Hair values. The theoretical prediction for membrane potential by the Kobatake's equation were 
borne out quite satisfactorily by experimental results obtained with both the membranes. 
INTRODUCTION 
The most important characteristic property describing 
membrane phenomena is the thermodynamically 
effective fixed charge density. Various theoretical 
approaches have been made to calculate electrical 
potential across charged membranes. These have been 
treated on the basis of (a) the idealized theory of 
Teorell-Meyer-Sievers[l, 2] and its refinements[3]; 
(b) Pseudo thermodynamic approach due to Scat-
chard[4] and the treatment based on the thermo-
dynamics of irreversible processes[5-8] and (c) a kin-
etic approach based on the theory of absolute reac-
tion rate[9,10]. We have been engaged in similar type 
of studies of membrane potential taking into con-
sideration the recent methods of irreversible thermo-
dynamics. The membranes so chosen serve as models 
for biological membranes, eg polymeric membranes 
[11-16] which mimic some of the properties of nerve 
cells[17,18] and parchment supported membranes 
[19-29] which in some formal aspects at least behave 
like gastric mucosal membranes[30]. This communi-
cation deals with the determination of charge density 
and permselectivity of membranes by methods of (i) 
TeoreIl-Meyer-Sievers[l,2] (ii) its modified form by 
Altug and Hair[31] and (iii) the most recent one of 
Kobatake et a/[32-37] based on the thermodynamics 
of irreversible processes. 
EXPERIMENTAL 
Preparation of parchment supported inorganic mem-
branes 
Manganese chromate, manganese and cobalt ferro-
cyanide membranes were prepared following the pro-
cedures described elsewhere by Siddiqi et a/[19-29]. 
To prepare manganese ferrocyanide membrane, 0.2 M 
solution of potassium ferrocyanide was kept inside 
the glass tube, to one end of which was tied the parch-
ment paper. This was suspended for 72 h in a 0.2 M 
solution of manganese chloride. The two solutions 
were interchanged later and kept for another 72 h. 
The membranes were washed with de-ionized water 
for removal of free electrolyte. Similar procedure was 
adopted for manganese chromate and cobalt ferro-
cyanide membranes by taking 0.2 M solution of 
manganese chloride and 0.2 M solution of potassium 
chromate and 0.2 M solution of cobalt chloride and 
potassium ferrocyanide. 
Measurement of membrane potential 
The potential developed by setting up a concen-
tration cell of the type described by Michaelis[38], 
Sollner and Gregor[39] and Marshall and Ayers[40]. 
SCE Solution 
c, 
C2 = 10C 
Membrane Solution 
c2 
was taken as a measure of membrane potential. The 
measurements were carried out at 25CC ( + 0.TC) 
using a Pye Precision Vernier Potentiometer (No. 
7568). 
RESULT AND DISCUSSION 
The membrane potential data obtained with each 
of the four parchment supported membranes, (i) 
manganese chromate (ii) manganese ferrocyanide (iii) 
cobalt ferrocyanide and (iv) silver iodide using various 
1:1 electrolyte are plotted as a function 
log(Ci + C2)/2 with the ratio, v = €2^^ fixed at 10. 
These are shown in Fig. 1. 
For the evaluation of the membrane fixed charge 
density by potentiometric methods, we have adopted 
various approaches; viz the TMS method[l. 2] : Altug 
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Fig. 1. Plots of observed potential against log C, + C, 2 
for (II Manganese chromate; (2) Silver iodide: (3) Manga-
nese ferro cyanide: (4) Cobalt ferrocyanide. 
and Hair method[31] and different methods of Koba-
take et <</[32 37]. The membrane potential A<fi in mil-
livolts according to the T M S t h e o r y [ l , 2 ] applicable 
to a highly idealized system, is given by the following 
equation at 25 C 
A</> = 59.2 lot; 




i (x (4Ci 
A (4C? 












L ( 4 0 ; + X2)+ XV] 
where 
L u — r 
Ti + T 
and it and r are the mobilities of the cation and the 
anion, respectively, in the membrane phase (bars refer 
the parameters in the membrane phase): x is the effec-
tive fixed charge on the membrane expressed in equi-
valents 1 of imbibed solution. In order to evaluate this 
parameter for the simple case of a 1:1 electrolyte and 
a membrane carrying a net charge density of unity 
iv = 1). theoretical concentration potentials A</> exist-
ine across the membrane were calculated as a func-
Fig. 2. Evaluation of membrane charge density ,x and the 
mobility ratio u/i- in the membrane phase. The different 
curves for different mobility ratio; the observed value A</> 
for membranes (A) Manganese chromate; (D) Silver iodide 
for K.C1 are plotted against log ( I /O) . 
tion of C2, the ratio v being kept at a constant value 
of 10, for different mobility ratios (u/i'), and plotted 
as shown in Fig. 2. The observed membrane potential 
values for various membranes and KOI electrolyte 
were plotted in the same graph as a function of 
log(l O ) . The experimental curves for each given 
membrane was shifted horizontally and ran parallel 
to one of the theoretical curves. The extent of this 
shift gave log v. and the parallel theoretical curves 
gave the value for (U/v). In Table 1 are given the 
values of x and (0;i). derived in this way, for the 
membranes and electrolytes. 
In a modification of this type of plotting, Altug 
and Hai r [31] evaluated .v for glass membranes choos-
ing the solution values of cationic and anionic mobili-
ties for i/ and r and calculating the total membrane 
potential A<j> for different values of .v from the rela-
t ion[19] 
u — v RT , fliC'i1' + iV A0 = In 
II + l F fl2(r2u + v / r 
R T , r, 
+
 ~ T l n ^ (2) 
where r ^ r2 and a^, a2 are the Donnan distribution 
ratios and solution concentrat ions respectively. R, T 
and F have their usual significance. The results are 
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Fig. 3. Plots of membrane potential across (A) Manganese 
chromate; (B) Manganese ferrocyanide and (C) Cobalt fer-
rocyanide membrane for KC1 of varying concentrations 
for fixed charge density against log(l/C2), observed values 




Fig. 4. \A(j>r/2.303\ is C2 x 102 plots for various electro-
lytes with manganese chromate membrane at ratio y = 10. 
plotted in Fig. 3 as a function of the external solution 
concentration. The experimental values of membrane 
potential observed in the case of KC1 have also been 
plotted against solution concentration in the same 
Fig. 3. The theoretical curve which most nearly coin-
cides with the experimental one gives the value of 
the fixed charge density x. In Table 4 are given the 
values of x for KC1 with different membranes. 
Starting with the basic flow equation based on the 
thermodynamics of irreversible processes, Kobatake 
et a/[32-37] obtained the following expression for the 
membrane potential Acf> which arises between two 
solutions of a 1:1 electrolyte of different concen-






A l n ^ -
C2 + y.fSX 
c, + *px 
+ - - 2 » 
and 




where u" and u° are the molar mobilities of +ve 
and — ve ions; k is a constant which is considered 
to depend on the viscosity of the solution and the 
structural details of the polymer network of which 
the membrane is composed. X is the charge density 
and F the Faraday constant. These parameters have 
been assumed to be independent of salt concentration. 
Kobatake[32] has derived two limiting forms of 
131. These are (a) when C : becomes sufficiently small 
with v fixed. (3) may be expanded to give 
lA4>r | In v 
- '^H 1 C O) 
where A</>r is the absolute values of reduced mem-




From (5) the value of ft may be obtained by evaluat-
ing the intercept of a plot of \A<pr\ against C2. Figure 
4 illustrates plots for |A$,| against C2 in the region 
of low concentration for four electrolytes with manga-
nese chromate membrane. The value of the intercept 
is equal to 1//Jlnv, from which ji may be evaluated. 
Figure 5 illustrates plots for \A<\>r\ against C2 for other 
three membranes with KC1. The values of fi so 
obtained are given in Table 2. It is well known experi-
o Manganese chromate 
• Manganese ferrocyanide 
A Cobalt ferrocyanide 
A Silver iodide 
Fig. 5. A0r 2.303; t.s C2 x 10- plots for KCl electrolyte 
with various membranes at - = 10. 
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2(1 - a)2 In v 
mentally, that at fixed v, the inverse of an apparent 
transference number (t,pp-) for the co-ion species in 
a negatively charged membrane is proportional to the 
inverse of the concentration C2 in the region of high 
salt concentration, 
tion 
Here rapp- is defined by the rela-
| A t f , | - ( l - 2 f . p p - ) l n v (7) 
substituting for A</>, from (7) and expanding the 
resulting expression for l/f„pp- in powers of 1/C2 
gives 
1 1 , (1 + P ~ 2a/?)(v ~ D« ( * \
 (S. 
~=T)+ 2(l-«)Mnv [c~2] (8) 
Equation 8 indicates that the intercept of plot of 
V'app- against 1/C2 at fixed v allows the value of 
a to be determined. Plots of l/tapp- against 1/C2 for 
various 1:1 electrolytes are shown in Fig. 6 for 
manganese chromate membrane. The value of the in-
tercept is equal to 1/(1 - a), from which a may be 
evaluated. Figure 7 illustrates plots for l/r„pp - against 
1/C2 for the other three membranes with K.C1. The 
values of a so obtained are given in Table 2. 
Evaluation of fixed charge density X 
For the evaluation of X, there are also two limiting 
cases (i) in the dilute range (C = 1 x 10 
3 x 10"2 M) using (5) the slope is given by 
t o 
" - 1 ( 1 , \ l 
— — 1 +~n- 2a x ^ a/?v \ p X 
The graphical value of slope determined from Fig. 
4 is equated with the above expression, the values 
of a and /8 already determined are substituted and 
thus the value of fixed charge density X is obtained. 
(ii) In the concentration range (1.0-1.0 x 10" 2 M) 
using (8), the slope is given by 
(1 + 0 - 2aft)(v - l)a 
2(1 - a)2 In v X 
The graphical value of the slope determined from Fig. 
6 is equated with the above expression. The values 
of a and P determined earlier are substituted and thus 
the value of X is evaluated. Kobatake[32] has sug-
gested that, provided his equation for the membrane 
potential is correct, then the two values of X thus 
determined from the opposite limits should agree with 
each other. In the present investigation two values 
of X are approximately closer to each other. 
Comparison between theory and experiment 
Equation 3 may be rewritten in the following form 
as suggested by Kobatake[31]: 
= Z (9) 
6 -
oMongon«»« ehromot* 
• Mangontt* ftrrocyanidt 
* Cobalt ferrocyonid* 
& Silver iodide 
J 
20 40 80 100 
Fig. 6. 1 r,pp- is 1 C2 plots for various electrolyte with Fig. 7. 1 t^,,- is 1 C\ plots for KC1 electrolyte with 
manganese chromate membrane at ratio y = 10. various membranes at ratio y = 10. 
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Fig. 8. Plots of log {(y - e')/(e» - 1)1 for KC1 electrolyte 
with various membranes. 
where Ps is a measure of the permselectivity of the 
membrane-electrolyte system and can be calculated 
from the membrane potential data, while the left hand 
side of (14) is a function of the relative concentration 
C = C/X or ( d + C2)/2X. Thus, the value of right 
hand side of (14) must be independent of the mobili-
ties of the ion species involved. Equat ion 14 implies 
a straight line of slope unity when P s is plotted 
against (1 + 4c;2)~1 '2 . 
For the evaluation of the effective fixed charge den-
sity, the following procedure suggested by Koba-
take[37] was adopted for the membranes under inves-
tigation. The various values of P , were calculated by 
substituting the value of abulk and T J P P into (14), and 
then plotted against log C, the results are shown in 
Fig. 9. When the average concentration C becomes 
equal to the effective fixed charge density X, the value 
o f i becomes equal to unity ie when C/X = 1. Substi-
• Manganese chroma+e 
o Silver iodide 
A Manganese ferrocyanide 
A Cobalt ferrocyanide 
0.6 
0.4 
o S i l ve r i od ide 
• Manganese fe r rocyan ide 
0.4 0.6 
Fig. 10. Plots of Ps against l / v (1 + 4c1) defined by equa-
tion 17 for KC1 electrolyte with various systems. 
tuting this value of c, = 1 into the expression 
P s = l / [ (4£2 + l ) 1 ' 2 ] gives a value of Ps equal to 
0.448. The corresponding concentrat ion is obtained 
from the plots of Ps vs log C from Fig. 9. This value 
of concentrat ion is equal to the fixed charge density. 
For different membranes and KC1 electrolyte, the 
values of X are given in Table 4. Further, the plots 
of Ps vs (1 + 4 ^ 2 ) - ' '2 were drawn for different mem-
branes with KC1 electrolyte and shown in Fig. 10. 
It is evident that the lines pass through the origin 
with unit slope thereby confirming the applicability 
of Kobatake ' s equat ion to the present system of mem-
branes. 
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0.1 0.05 0.02 0.01 0.002 1.0 0.5 
Manganese chromate 
0.1 0.05 0.01 0.005 0.001 
0.35 0.39 0.49 0.54 0.71 0.77 0.26 0.31 0.34 0.41 0.45 0.70 0.73 
_ _ _ _ _ _ 0.34 0.35 0.37 0.43 0.64 0.70 0.72 
0.26 0.38 0.43 0.49 0.64 0.71 0.09 0.15 0.19 0.27 0.48 0.56 0.59 
0.14 0.17 0.21 0.33 0.43 0.53 _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 
0.39 0.45 0.48 0.58 0.65 0.74 _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 
0.27 0.30 0.39 0.48 0.58 0.65 _ _ _ _ _ _ — 
0.06 0.22 0.26 0.32 0.55 0.63 0.21 0.22 0.27 0.32 0.57 0.63 0.67 
Table 3(b). Values of permselectivity P, for various membrane-electrolyte systems at different concentrations 
Concentration 
(M) 
Membrane Cobalt ferrocyanide 
0.1 0.05 0.02 0.01 0.005 0.002 
Silver iodide 






N a N 0 3 
N H 4 N 0 3 
KC1 
0.55 0.57 0.64 0.76 0.79 0.97 0.20 0.34 0.46 0.79 0.89 
— — — — — — 0.49 0.50 0.58 0.82 0.89 
— — — — — — 0.018 0.29 0.38 0.74 0.77 
0.41 0.42 0.60 0.71 0.75 0.77 _ _ _ _ _ 
0.58 0.61 0.66 0.78 0.85 0.93 _ _ _ _ _ 
0.38 0.42 0.61 0.71 0.74 0.77 0.039 0.25 0.44 0.70 0.89 
with q and Z defined by 
[ltfrl + 0 
<7 = 
2a) In v] (10) 
(ID 
1/0 + (1 - 2a) 
Z - ^ 2 -
Thus if (3) is valid, the values of (v — e')/(e* — 1) calcu-
lated from the measured values of A<t>, with the prede-
termined a, jS and X and the given value of v must 
fall on a straight line, having a unit slope and should 
pass the coordinate origin, when plotted against Z. 
This behavior should be observed irrespective of the 
value of v, and the kind of membrane electrolyte (1:1) 
system. Figure 8 demonstrates that this theoretical 
prediction based on Kobatake's membrane potential 
equation is borne out quite satisfactorily by our ex-
perimental results. 
Recently Kobatake[37] has developed another 
method to evaluate the fixed charge density which 
is based on the permselectivity of membranes. The 
mass fixed transference number of anion T_ in the 
membrane is given by the following expression 
= 1 
(4<*a + 1)1 2 + (12) (4£2 + l)1 '2 + ( 2 a - 1) 
where £ and y._ stand for the relative concentration 
defined by C/X and u°/(w° -I- u°_), respectively. 
On the other hand the apparent transference 
number of the anions in the membrane ie rapp- is 
defined from the derived membrane potential in terms 
of the Nerst equation 
Atf> = - ~ ( 1 - 2 T a p p _ ) l n ^ (13) 
The difference between T_ and T«„„- was found to 
app 
be less than 2% in the wide range of salt concen-
trations[37]. If T_ is replaced tapp-, and C by 
(Ci + Cj)/2, (12) is applicable for the evaluation T -
even when the concentration on the two sides of the 
membrane are different. Rearrangement of (12) leads 
to the following expression: 1 1 - t . 
(4£2 + l)1 * - ( 2 a - 1)(1 - T . . . - ) s P. (14) 
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Studies with Parchment Supported Membranes. VII. Application of 
Fick's Diffusion Law and Nernst-Planck Formulae for Electrical 
Potential—Consideration of Membrane Field Strength 
and Energetics of Permeation of Cations 
Fasih A. SIDDIQI, M. Nasim BEG, Abdul HAQUE, and Surendra P. SINGH 
Division of Physical Chemistry, Department of Chemistry, Aligarh Muslim University, Aligarh, India 
(Received December 8, 1975) 
Electrolytic transport processes occurring across parchment supported membranes have been described by 
Nernst-Planck flux equation taking into account the membrane resistance Rm, membrane potential Em etc. E,n 
values for various electrolytes display very interesting phenomena. In the case of 1: 1 electrolyte the Em values 
arc all positive, while in the case of (2: 1) and (3:1) electrolytes surface charge reversal takes place. The diffusion 
rate sequence and selectivity of the membrane for different uni-, bi-, and tri-valent cations was found to be primarily 
dependent on the difference in the hydration energies of counter ions in the external solution. On the basis of 
Eisenman-Sherry theory the diffusion rate sequence of alkali metal cations point towards the weak field strength 
of the fixed charge groups. Various thermodynamic parameters, AH*, AF*, and AS* were evaluated by applying 
the theory of absolute reaction rates to the diffusion process through parchment supported membranes. The values 
oiAS* were found to be negative, indicating that diffusion takes place with partial immobilization in the membrane 
phase. The relative partial immobility was found to increase with increase in the valence of the ions constituting 
the electrolyte. A formal relation between ^//hydration) -'^ hydration) a n d ^hydration 01" cations with the corresponding 
values of AH*, AF*, and AS* for diffusion, was also found to exist for these membranes. 
Transpor t processes occuring across membranes are 
of great interest for biologists, who use them as simple 
models for physiological membranes in order to under-
stand the behavior of complex cell membranes in terms 
of established physico-chemical principles. I t was 
demonstrated by Teorell1 ' tha t the gastric mucosal 
membrane , in some formal aspects a t least, behaved 
exactly like pa rchment m e m b r a n e . His findings, tha t 
electrolytic transport processes in stomach could be 
handled by something similar to Fick's diffusion law and 
that Nernst-Planck formulae for electrical potential were 
applicable, has encouraged us to proceed further with the 
studies of (a) the pa rchmen t supported membranes 2 - 8 ' 
and (b) the asymmetr ic polymeric membranes 1 0 - 1 4 ' 
which mimic some of the properties of nerve cells15 '10 ' as 
models for biological system. 
This paper deals with the studies of diffusion rate of 
biologically impor tan t electrolytes through pa rchment 
supported membranes . T h e results are discussed in the 
light of Eisenman-Sherry field strength model 1 7 - 2 0 ' and 
the theory of absolute reaction rates . 2 1 - 2 3 ' 
Experimental 
The parchment supported membranes of (i) silver (ii) cad-
mium hcxacyanoferrate(II) and (iii) barium phosphate were 
prepared by the method of interaction described by Siddiqi el 
A/. 2 - 9 ' In order to precipitate these substances in the interstices 
of the parchment paper, 0.2 M solution of potassium hexacy-
anoferrate(II) was kept inside a glass tube to one end of which 
was tied the parchment paper. This was suspended for 72 h 
in a 0.2 M solution of silver nitrate or cadmium chloride (for 
he.xacyanoferrate: II i membranes]. The two solutions were 
interchanged later and kept for another 72 h. A similar proce-
dure was adopted for the preparation of barium phosphate 
membrane by taking 0.5 M solutions of barium chloride and 
potassium di-hydrogen orthophosphate. The membranes 
thus prepared were washed with deionized water for removal of 
free electrolytes. 
The apparatus and procedures used to measure membrane 
potential Em, membrane resistance Rm, and electrolyte concen-
trations were described by siddiqi et a/.2) The membrane was 
held between two half cells, each containing 125 ml of the elec-
trolyte solution. Initially the concentrations Cx and C2 were 
0.001 and 0.1 M, respectively. Each of the half cell was fitted 
with two platinized platinum electrodes firmly fixed to follow 
concentration changes and two anion reversible Ag-AgCl elec-
trodes-one a disc type to pass a small d. c. current and the other 
a J-shaped wire electrode placed 1.7 cm apart from the mem-
brane surface to measure membrane potential (Pye precision 
potentiometer No. 7568) and changes in membrane potential 
following current flow. The solutions in both the half cells 
were kept well stirred by magnetic stirrers. The whole cell 
assembly was immersed in a water thermostat maintained at 
10, 15, 20, 25, and 30 °C (±0.1 °C). 
Conductance changes on the dilute solution side was foflowed 
by means of the conductivity bridge (Cambridge Instrument 
Co. England No L-350140). The exact concentration of the 
solution at any given time was estimated from a calibration 
curve. The membrane resistance was determined by applying 
an external emf to the disc-type Ag-AgCl electrodes and meas-
uring the change in potential across the membrane using J-type 
wire electrodes. The current passed through the membrane 
system was determined by measuring IR drop across a precision 
kilo-ohm resistor. The current was kept very low in order to 
minimize the ion transfer during the period (2—3 min) re-
quired for each resistance measurement. The direction of 
current flow was reversed in each successive measurement. 
The resistance measurements gave a value for the system elec-
trolyte solution (.ft/)-Membrane (iim)-electrolyte solution (Re"). 
In order to measure Rm directly, the wire electrodes should be 
placed strictly on the membrane surfaces. When this was 
done, resistance values were not reproducible This procedure 
was therefore abondoned in favor of the former and corrections 
for the electrolyte resistances Re' and Re" were applied to derive 
a value for Rm. Since the geometry of the system (area=24.6 
cm- and the distance at which wire electrode was placed from 
the membrane face-- 1.7 cm) and the specific conductance of 
the electrolyte solutions were known accurately (better than 
0.5%), the sum (Re' + Re") can be computed easily. Thus 
Rm, the membrane resistance only, can be derived as the differ-
ence between the measured total resistance and the sum of the 
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calculated electrolyte resistances (Re'-\-R0"). Although the 
m e m b r a n e potential could be measured to a better accuracy 
than ± 1 % , the estimation of m e m b r a n e resistance was accu-
ra te to : L 3 n 0 . 
R e s u l t s a n d D i s c u s s i o n 
T h e transport phenomena are often described by 
some extended form of the Nernst-Planck flux equa-
tion.24) Evaluation of flows requires integration of these 
flux equations unde r suitable boundary conditions gov-
erning the behavior of the m e m b r a n e system. Some 
t ime ago, Kittelberger2 8) from the simple laws of elec-
trolysis, developed the equat ion 
dQ+ 1__ f RT 
At Z+FR„ { - & - -::-<•) 
[( z.z_ Z+ + Z.)\RT_ :K^] ( i ) 
where Q.+ is the milli-equivalents of cations diffusing in 
time t s, Z+, Z- are the valencies of cation and anion, 
respectively, Rm is the resistance in o h m of the mem-
brane, Em is the m e m b r a n e potential in millivolts, ax and 
a2 are the activities of the two electrolyte solutions on 
either side of the m e m b r a n e , R, T, and F have their 
usual meanings to describe the rate of flow of a charged 
species or electrolyte through a membrane . 
Z^Z_ E„ Z+ 
Z+ + Z_ RT_ 
F 
+ In Z+ + Z_ 
(2) 
is the cation transport n u m b e r expressed in terms of 
observed m e m b r a n e potential Em. T h e term 
RT 
Z^F In -E„ (3) 
is the effective potential act ing on the ion. 
The emf measured across the membrane using the J -
type Ag-AgCl electrodes is made up of two components, 
the electrode potential difference Ee due to the Ag-AgCl 
electrodes existing in the two chloride solutions of differ-
ent activity ax and a2, and the m e m b r a n e potential Em 
arising across the m e m b r a n e due to (low of electrolyte 
through it. Ee is given by the equation 
_RT 
Z-F 
In -±--- (4) 
where v's a re the activity coefficients of the electrolyte 
solutions. Since {Ee-\-Em) is measured directly, Em can 
be evaluated by substraction. 
Changes in Em a n d Rm with t ime are shown in Figs. 1 
and 2 for various electrolytes diffusing through a cadmi-
u m hexacyanoferrate(II) m e m b r a n e . At any given 
time, the m e m b r a n e resistance Rm increases in the order ; 
KC1, NaCl , LiCl, for electrolytes ( 1 : 1 ) , CaCl, , MgCl 2 , 
BaCl2 for electrolytes (2 : 1), and electrolyte (3 : 1) A1C13 
produces the highest value for Rm. 
Em values for the various electrolytes display a very 
interesting phenomenon . I n the case of ( 1 : 1) elec-
trolytes, the values a re all positive (dilute solution side 
Cj taken as positive) indicat ing thereby that the mem-
brane is cation selective. In the case of i;2: 1) and ( 3 : P 
electrolytes, Em changes sign. This indicates that the 
Fig. 1. Plots of membrane potential Em against time 






Fig. 2. Plots of Rm against t ime for various electrolytes 
with c a d m i u m hexacyanofcr ra te( I I ) . 
membrane has become anion selective. T h e change in 
the selectivity character of the m e m b r a n e is evidently 
due to adsorption of multivalent ions leading to a state 
where a net positive charge is left on the m e m b r a n e 
surface taking it anion selective. Adsorption of Al3+ 
makes the m e m b r a n e more anion selective than it is 
with the adsorption of other divalent cations. Such be-
havior seems to be observed with a n u m b e r of other 
systems.26~28> 
T h e surface charge reversal occurred in every one of 
the membranes and electrolytes ( 2 : 1 ) and ( 3 : 1 ) and 
can be seen in the results given in Tab le 1 (a, b ) . Em 
and Rm values are recorded. 
Wi th the help of Eq. 1, the rate a t which various elec-
trolytes diffuse through the membranes can be calculat-




-59.16 log Q v j 
For electrolyte (2 : 1), ( Z + = 2 and Z _ = l ) , i t becomes 
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- 1 9 . 6 
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a) Area of membrane = 24.6 cm2. 
TABLE 1(b). VALUES OF MEMBRANE POTENTIAL Em, 
MEMBRANE RESISTANCE Rm, AND DIFFUSION RATE Dr 
AT THE END OF 1/2 AND 3 h PERIODS AT 2 5 °C ! l ) 
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g. 3. Plots of diffusion rate i 
hexacyanoferrate(II). 
T h e electrolyte fluxes dQIdt i.e. Dr calculated from Eqs. 
5—7 for various electrolytes a t 25 °C are given in Table 
1 for all the three membranes . T h e reproducibili ty of 
the results were within ± 3 % at a certain tempera ture . 
T h e changes in Rm, Em, and Dr with time for cadmium 
hexacyanoferrate(II) m e m b r a n e are shown in Figs. 
1—3, while comparat ive values for various cations are 
given in Fig. 3a. 
T h e diffusion rate derived from the electrometrically 
or conductometrically de termined changes in the salt 
concentrat ion of the test solution Q is called "observed 
diffusion r a t e , " while the values computed from the 
measured concentrat ion potential and electrolytic re-
sistance of the m e m b r a n e i.e. from Eqs. 5—7 is designat-
ed the " c o m p u t e d " diffusion ra te . T h e " c o m p u t e d " 
and "observed" diffusion rates of KC1, NaCl , LiCl for 






g - 2 0 
- 4 0 
- 6 0 
- 8 0 
2 5 0 
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time through cadmium Fig. 3a. Plots of E^, R^, and DT against the various 
electrolytes for cadmium hexacyanoferrate(II). 
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Fig. 4a. Plots of observed and computed diffusion rate 
against time for 0 : KC1, Q : NaCl, and A : Li CI with 
barium phosphate membrane. 
100 200 
Ti me 
Fig. 4b. Plots of observed and computed diffusion rate 
against time for hydrochloric acid through polyvinyl 
butyral membrane. 
the sake of comparison the rates of diffusion of hydro-
chloric acid th rough poly (vinyl butyral) membranes 
obtained by Kit telberger 2 5 ' a re also given in Fig. 4b . 
Agreement is fair in bo th cases. 
T h e diffusion of the electrolyte through the membrane 
is slower t h a n in free solution. T h e order does not 
remain the same due to various reasons; (a) only a par t 
of the frame work is available for free diffusion, (b) the 
diffusion paths in the membrane phase are more tortu-
ous a n d therefore longer (i.e. the tortuousity factor), (c) 
the large hydra ted ions in the narrow mesh region of the 
m e m b r a n e might be impeded in their mobility by the 
frame work and (d) the interaction of the diffusing 
species wi th the fixed groups on the m e m b r a n e matr ix . 
Pa rchmen t paper , except for the presence of some stray 
and end carboxyl groups, contains very few fixed groups. 
Deposition of inorganic precipitate gives rise to a net 
negative charge on the membrane surface in the case of 
electrolyte (1 :1 ) leading to the type of ionic distribution 
associated with the electrical double layer. However, 
use of electrolyte (2 : 1) or (3 : 1) leaves a net positive 
charge on the m e m b r a n e and results in the formation of 
the electrical double layer. T h e system is considered a*. 
having charged capillary structures or gels which can In-
judged in the light of classical fixed charge theory of 
Teorell,29) Meyer and Sievcrs.3"* Sollncr,3 0 Gregor,3-) 
and Schmid.33 '34) Flow of elcctrolvte by diffusion 
because of the presence of a net charge ( — ve UL > <>n 
the membrane gives rise to the m e m b r a n e potential as 
opposed to the liquid junc t ion potential ordinarily ob-
served under similar conditions in the absence of the 
membrane , which regulates the flow of electrolyte by 
increasing the speed of slow moving ion and by decreas-
ing the speed of the faster moving ion. T h e regulated 
rate of flow (i.e. diffusion) measured for different elec-
trolytes through the investigated membranes follow the 
sequence: N H 4 + > K + > N a + > L i + and B a 2 0 - C a 2 + > 
Mg2+>A13+. 
Depending on the size and electrical charge pa t te rn of 
a pore , it m a y ei ther a d m i t or repel a solute part icle. 
This is the basis of ion selectivity. Mullins35) proposed 
tha t the hydrat ion of the materials of the pores them-
selves may provide a favorable water environment for 
par t icular ions or molecules, so that they slip into the 
pores away from their previous water molecules. This 
could result in selection of a par t icular size with discrimi-
nation against both smaller and larger hydra ted ions. 
In order to obtain a quant i ta t ive relation between the 
ease of penetra t ion and the ion size, it is necessary to 
know the electrostatic force which acts between the ions 
and the mater ia l of the membranes , since this force 
provides energy to displace water of hydrat ion. Eisen-
m a n et al.17~19) pointed out that the order of the ease of 
penetrat ion of cations depends on the energy available 
from the ion-fixed charge interaction. From a simpli-
fied model , in which field strength was taken as a con-
trolling variable, the Coulomb energies of interaction of 
alkali cations with the charged sites were compared wi th 
the free energy of hydrat ion of cations. A simplified 
theory of selectivity for four alkaline earths (Mg 2 4 , Ca2 + , 
Sr2+ , and Ba2 +) in a cation exchange m e m b r a n e has 
been worked out by Sherry.20) Specificity is determined 
by the difference between the free energy of hydrat ion of 
^ x io3 
Fig. 5. Plots of log Dr is. \jT for different electrolytes 
with barium phosphate membrane. 
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TABU 2(a\ EXPERIMENTAL ACTIVATION ENERGY E^ AND OTHER THERMODYNAMIC PARAMETERS CALCULATED 
FROM TRANSITION STATE T H E O R Y OF R A T E PROCESSES F O R VARIOUS E L E C T R O L Y T E S DIFFUSION, 
THROUGH MEMBRANE (Temperature = 25 CC 















4 . 2 4 
3 . 6 8 
3 .96 
3 .41 
Silver hexacyanofer ia le^ l l ; 
AH* 
1
 kcal m o l - 1 
4 . 9 4 
5 . 3 8 
5 .67 
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- 1 3 . 0 
- 1 1 . 6 
- 1 0 . 5 
— 
- 1 7 . 5 
- 1 9 . 8 
- 1 9 . 4 







4 . 6 1 
4 . 2 4 
4 . 6 1 
3 .32 
a d m i u m hexacyanoferra te(I I ) 
AH* AF' 
kcal m o l - 1 kcal m o l " 1 
5 .77 






2 . 7 3 
8 .79 
8 . 6 8 
8 .58 
8 .56 
8 . 9 5 
9 .11 
9 . 2 5 
9 . 8 6 
AS" 
e.u. 
- 1 0 . 1 
- 7 . 9 
- 5 . 8 
- 5 .1 
- 1 6 . 5 
- 1 8 . 3 
- 1 7 . 6 
- 2 3 . 9 
TABLE 2(b). EXPERIMENTAL ACTIVATION ENERGY /?a AND 
OTHER THERMODYNAMIC PARAMETERS CALCULATED 
FROM TRANSITION STATE T H E O R Y OF RATE 
PROCESSES FOR VARIOUS ELECTROLYTES 
DIFFUSION, TH ROUGH MEMBRANE 
(Temperature=25 °C) 
M e m b r a n e 
Electrolyte 
K C l 
N a C l 
LiCl 
E. 




Bar ium phosphate 
AH* AF* 
kcal m o l - 1 kcal m o l - 1 
4 . 8 4 7 .83 
3 .61 8 .08 
2 . 5 0 9 . 0 6 
AS* 
e.u. 
- 1 0 
- 1 5 
- 2 2 
alkaline earth cations and their Coulomb energies of 
interaction with the negatively charged sites. O n the 
basis of Eisenman-Sherry theory, 1 7 - 2 0 ' the diffusion rate 
sequence obtained with the investigated membranes 
point towards the weak field strength of charged groups. 
T h e theory of absolute reaction rates2 1 - 2 3) has been 
applied to diffusion processes in membranes by several 
investigators.36_39> According to Laidler et a/.22-23 ' the 
integral diffusion coefficient D is given by the expression 
D = Ac-E'/nT (8) 
where £ a is the observed activation energy for diffusion 
and A is the frequency factor. Thus , if log D is plotted 
against 1/7", the slope gives (Fig. 5) the value of energy 
of activation for the diffusion process. These values of 
Ea were determined for a n u m b e r of electrolytes and 
with all the three membranes , and are given in Tables 
2 (a, b) . 
According to Zwolinski et a/.,21) we have 
B = P ( ^ p ) exp (AS*/R) exp ( ^ P ) (9) 
where ?. is the distance between successive equilibrium 
positions of diffusing species, AS* the entropy of activa-
tion, AH* the enthalpy of activation, k, h, R, and T 
having their usual meanings. 
T h e Eyring enthalpy of activation AH* is calculated 
from the activation energy E& (previously determined) 
by means of the relation 
AH* = E^~ RT (10) 
Assuming X to be equal to 3 A for different electrolytes 
(values 1—5 A for / have been used by different investi-
gators) and substituting the value of diffusion coefficient 
D, the value of AS* has been calculated. T h e free energy 
of activation AF* is then calculated by the Gibbs-Helm-
holtz equat ion 
AF* = AH* - TAS* (11) 
T h e values so derived for the different thermodynamic 
parameters are given in Tables 2 (a, b ) . 
Ihycj ( K C a l mol" ' ) 
Fig. 6a. Plots of AH* for the diffusion of various elec-
trolytes (at 25 °C) against —AHhyi for the respective 
cations through cadmium hexacyanoferrate(II). 
° Q -
125 3 0 0 4 0 0 
- A F h y d ( KCal mol" 1 ) 
Fig. 6b. Plots of AF* for the diffusion of various electro-
lytes (at 25 CC) against — AFbji for the respective 
cations through cadmium hexacyanoferrate(II). 
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Fig. fie. Plots of AS* for the diffusion of various electro-
lytes (at 25 °C) against —ASbyi for the respective 
cations through cadmium hexacyanoferrate(II). 
T h e results indicate that electrolyte permeation gives 
rise to negative values of AS*. T h e values of AS* for all 
the three membranes show a similar behavior for dif-
ferent electrolytes. With increase in valence of the 
individual ion, the decrease in the values of AS* is en-
hanced. It is believed that the membrane and not the 
solut ion-membrane interface controls the electrolyte 
diffusion process. T h e negative values of AS* as sug-
gested by Schular et a/.23) indicate electrolyte diffusion 
with partial immobil izat ion in the membrane , the 
relative part ial immobil i ty increasing with increase in 
the valence of ions constituting the electrolyte. In 
Fig. 6 (a, b , c) the individual ionic contribution to the 
properties of aqueous ions given by Noyes40> namely 
' ' ' • ^ h y d r a t i o n ; ^"-^hydrat ions an<^ ^ "^hydra t i on i o f Li-1", N a + , K T , 
as well as those of Ba2+, Ca 2 + , and Mg2+ are plotted 
against the corresponding AH*, AF^, and AS* values for 
diffusion through the m e m b r a n e . I t is found that at 
least some formal relationship exists between these 
thermodynamic parameters . 
T h e authors arc grateful to Prof. Wasiur R a h m a n , 
Head of Depar tmen t of Chemistry, for providing re-
search facilities and to C.S.I .R. (India) for financial 
assistance to A. H . and S. P. S. 
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The thermodynamic effective fixed charge density, the most important parameter governing transport 
phenomena in membranes, was estimated by methods of TMS, Altug and Hair and the most recent one of Kobatake 
based on the thermodynamics of irreversible processes. Kobatake's equation has also been utilized for the evalua-
tion of permselectivity of membranes. The two limiting forms of his equation for dilute and concentrated ranges 
gave identical values of 0 (charge density) for barium phosphate membrane. The theoretical predictions for 
membrane potential by the equation were borne out quite satisfactorily by experimental results obtained with the 
investigated membranes. 
The theories of t ransport of charged or uncharged 
particles through membranes have been treated on the 
basis of the following: (a) the idealized theory of T M S 1 ' 2 ' 
and its refinements,3) (b) the pseudo thermodynamic 
approach due to Scatchard4* arid t reatment based on 
the thermodynamics of irreversible processes,5"8 ' and 
(c) a kinetic approach based on the theory of absolute 
reaction rates.9"1 0 ' I n the preceeding paper1 1 ' we 
showed that the pa rchment supported membranes can 
generate potentials when they a re used to separate 
electrolyte solutions of different concentrations. This 
is at t r ibuted to the presence of a net charge (negative 
in the case of 1: 1 electrolyte and positive in the case 
of 2: 1 or 3 : 1 electrolyte) on the membrane probably 
due to the adsorption of anions or cations.1--19) This 
communication deals with the evaluation of membrane 
fixed charge density on the basis of various approaches 
of T M S , 1 - - ' Altug and Hair2"' and Kobatake et a/.21"2'1' 
based on the thermodynamics of irreversible processes. 
E x p e r i m e n t a l 
The barium phosphate parchment supported membrane was 
prepared as described in part VII of this series.11' The poten-
tial developed across the cell was measured by using a Pye 
Precision Vernier Potentiometer (No. 7568) at 25 °C (±0.1 
CC). 







R e s u l t s a n d D i s c u s s i o n 
T h e membrane potential data obtained with the 
bar ium phosphate pa rchment supported m e m b r a n e in 
various 1: 1 electrolyte solutions are plotted as a func-
tion of log ( C J — C J ) 2 with the ratio v of concentration 
c,'o Ci fixed at 10 and are shown in Fig. 1. 
T h e total m e m b r a n e potential according to the 
Teorell1 ' and Meyer-Sievers theories2 ' consists of two 
Donnan potential a t the rwo solution-membrane inter-
faces (.Tj and .T2) and a diffusion potential (^2—^1) 
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Pig. 1. Plots of observed potentials against log (C\ \- C,\ 2 
for various electrolytes with barium phosphate 
membrane. 
arising from the unequal concentrat ions of the mobile 
ions at the two membrane surfaces. T h e membrane 
potential Em or A6 in millivolts according to T M S 
theory applicable to a highly idealized system is given by 
C.^'4C^ + X- + X) 
\/4C1- + Xi + XU 
Em = 5 9 . 1 6 log 
+ UloS 
*/4C.S + X2 + XU n 
t'here 
u and v a re the mobilities of cation and anion, respec-
tively, in the m e m b r a n e phase (the bars refer to the 
parameters in the m e m b r a n e phase) , X is the effective 
charge on the m e m b r a n e expressed in equivalents/litre 
of the imbibed solution. In order to evaluate this 
pa ramete r for the simple case of 1: 1 electrolyte and 
m e m b r a n e carrying a net negative charge of unity 
[i.e. A '= 1) theoretical values for Em were calculated as a 
function of C.2. the rat io v of CJCj^ being kept at 10 
for the different values of the mobility rat io u't and 
plotted as shown in Fig. 2. 
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Fig. 2. Evaluation of membrane charge density x and 
the mobility ratio u/v in the membrane phase. The 
different curves for different mobility ratio; O. The 
observed value Em for barium phosphate membrane 
for KC1 are plotted against log (1/C2). 
T h e observed m e m b r a n e potential values for bar ium 
phosphate membrane and KC1 electrolyte are plotted 
in the same g raph as a function of log (1/C2). T h e 
experimental curve shifts horizontally and runs parallel 
to one of the theoretical curves. T h e extent of this 
shift gives log X and the parallel theoretical curve the 
value u/v. T h e values of X and u/v so derived for the 
bar ium phosphate m e m b r a n e and various 1: 1 electro-
lytes are given in Tab le 1. 
T A B L E 1. V A L U E S DERIVED FOR T H E MEMBRANE 
PARAMETERS X AND (ujv) 
Membrane Parameter KC1 NaCl LiCl NH4C1 
Barium (X) x 10:! eq/1 1.259 3.162 1.995 1.995 
phosphate (S/^ 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 
In a modification of this type of plotting, Altug and 
Hair20) evaluated X on the glass membrane chosing 
the aqueous electrolyte solution values for u and v 
and calculating the values for Em assigning different 
values for X. T h e total m e m b r a n e potential Eca\cA 
is given by 
-Scaled = (-T^-To) + ( & - « > i ) 
where 
RT In rx 
RT l n r . 






r1 and r2 a re the D o n n a n distribution ratios, which 




where a is the external solution concentration. T h e 
diffusion potential (c5, —6,) for 1 : 1 electrolyte is given 
by 




















/ / 1- iu«= - 0.« 
/ / 2 - ^ x = - 0 . 1 
/ 3-a )x = - 0.06 
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Fig. 3. Plots of membrane potential across barium 
phosphate membrane for KC1 electrolyte of varying 
concentrations at fixed charge density against log (1/C2) 
(observed value are shown by brokenline). 
where u and v are the cationic and anionic mobilities 
respectively, subscripts 1 and 2 referring to the solution 
on each side of m e m b r a n e . Substitution in Eq. 2 gives 
Em = 
u-v RT 
u + v F In 
a., r.,u + 
, RT . r, 
+ - -— In ---F rx (6) 
Thus the membrane potentials are calculated by Eq. 6 
for different values of fixed charge density X. T h e y 
are plotted in Fig. 3 as a function of the external solution 
concentration. T h e exper imental values of m e m b r a n e 
potential observed in the case of KC1 for ba r ium 
phosphate m e m b r a n e are plotted against solution 
concentration. T h e theoretical curve which most 
nearly coincides with the experimental one gives the 
value of fixed charge density X. T h e value of X thus 
calculated for KC1 is given in Table 4. 
Start ing with the basic flow equations provided by 
the thermodynamics of irreversible processes Kobatake 
et a/.21' derived the following expression for the mem-
brane potential , l p : 
Jo = RT 
F > 
C3 1 + 
/' 
X In 





and 0 = 1 + (KFB/1+). 
1+ and / - are the molar mobilities of -f-t>e and — ve 
ions, respectively, defined in terms of the mass fixed 
frame of reference, A" is a constant which is considered 
to depend on the viscosity of the solution and the 
structural details of the polymer net work of which the 
m e m b r a n e is composed, 6 is the charge density (in 
mol/cm8) and F is the Fa raday constant. These 
parameters have been assumed to be independent of 
salt concentration C2 and Cv 
For the analysis of da ta , Eq. 7 can be used under two 
sets of conditions, two limiting forms thus being 
2i)GC> Fasih A. Smniqi . M . Nasim B F O , Surendra I'. S INOII , and Abdul FI,\ni:r. [Vol. 49, No. 
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Fig. 4. ]A$r/2.303\ vs. C2X 102 plots for various electro-
lytes with barium phosphate membrane. 
ob ta ined: (a) when concentrat ion C2 becomes sufficiently 
small, (extreme dilute range) Eq. 7 can be expanded to 
give 
W j-i'-'-^-K-'.)-^" (9) 
where \A$r\ is the absolute value of reduced potential 
defined by 
\m = 4f, (10) 
Equat ion 9 indicates that the value of/S and a relation 
between a and 6 can be obtained by evaluating the 
intercept and initial slope of a plot for \A$r\ against C2. 
Figure 4 shows plots for \A<j>v\ versus C2 in the region of 
very low concentration de termined for four electrolytes 
with bar ium phosphate m e m b r a n e . T h e values of the 
intercepts for all electrolytes were equal to (1//3) In v 
from which the values of /? were evaluated (Table 2). 
TABLE 2. VALUES OF PARAMETERS a, /?, AND 0 FOR 
VARIOUS ELECTROLYTE WITH BARIUM PHOSPHATE 





















(b) I t is well-known experimental ly that a t fixed v the 
inverse of an a p p a r e n t transference number , i.e. fapp, 
for the co-ion species in a negatively charged membrane 
is proport ional to the inverse of concentration C2 in the 
region of high salt concentrat ion. Here *ipp is defined 
by the relation 
W r ! = ( l -2^pp) ln i - (11) 
Substituting for A<t>T from Eq. 7 and expanding the 
resulting expression for l/£apP in powers of 1/C2 gives 
1
 = 1 (l + 0 - 2 « / ? ) O - l ) 
' » ( 1 - * ) 2(1 - a ) 2 In v •a,)-
io 3 
Fig. 5. l/t~VP vs. 1/C2 plots for various electrolytes with 
barium phosphate membrane. 
This indicates tha t intercept for a plot of 1 /tipp against 
1 /C2 a t fixed v allows the value of a to be determined. 
Plots of 1/^ app against 1/C2 for various 1: 1 electrolytes 
a re shown in Fig. 5. T h e values of a a re given in 
Tab le 2. T h e r e are two limiting cases for the evalua-
tion of 6; (i) In the dilute range ( I x l 0 - 3 M ) using 
Eq. 9, the slope is given by 
v-l 
xfiv ( 1 + 7-* ) 2a X 
T h e graphical value of the slope determined from Fig. 4 
is equa ted to the above equat ion, and the values of 
a and (1 a re substituted. 6 is thus evaluated, the value 
being designated as 6d. (ii) In the concentrat ion range 
(1.0 M) using Eq. 12, the slope is given by 
( l + / ? - 2 a / ? ) f r - l ) 
2(1 - a ) 2 In v xO. 
(12) 
T h e graphical value of slope determined from Fig. 5 
is equated with the above expression and the values of 
a and /? are substituted. 6 is thus evaluated, the value 
being designated as dc. 
In the present investigation with ba r ium phosphate 
m e m b r a n e , the two values of 0, viz. 0C and 0d , obtained 
from the opposite limits agree well with each other 
(Table 2) confirming the applicabili ty of Kobatake ' s 
equat ion to this system. Also the value of a in Kobatake ' s 
t r ea tment is defined by «+°/(a+°+tt-°) where u+°and a-0 
stand for the mobilities of cation and anion respectively 
in free solution. Thus , the value of a should be 0.5 • 
KC1. T h e value of a obta ined for KC1 with ba r ium 
phosphate m e m b r a n e (Table 2) is 0.5. This implies 
tha t the assumption in the equat ion of Koba take holds 
good for the ba r ium phosphate m e m b r a n e . I t is evident 
tha t the constancy of the stoichiometric fixed charge 
density of the ba r ium phosphate m e m b r a n e is mainta in-
ed, which is the basic assumption of the T M S theory 1 - 2 ) 
and its revised form given by Schlogl3) a n d Koba take 
et a/.21-2«> 
Comparison can be m a d e between theoretical a n d 
experimental da ta and the applicabili ty of Koba take 
et al. equat ion to ba r ium phosphate m e m b r a n e can be 
tested by the following analytical technique suggested 
by Kobatake . 
Equat ion 7 can be rewrit ten as 
October, 197f)] Studies with Parchment Supported Membranes. VIII 2867 
e ' - l 
with q and A' defined by 
Q ^ r | + ( l - 2 a ) l n v ] 
H
 l / j 8 + ( l - 2 a ) 





(The A' is not the same as the one used in T M S or 
Altug and H a i r me thod for the evaluation of charge 
density). Thus if Eq . 7 is valid, the values of log {v—eq)l 
(eq—\) calculated from measured A$ and the given 
value of v must fall on a straight line, which has a unit 
slope and passes the coordinate origin when plotted 
against log X as shown in Fig. 6, the theoretical predic-
tions from the Koba take et al. m e m b r a n e potential 
equat ion are borne out qui te satisfactorily by our 
experimental results with ba r ium phosphate membrane . 
vs. log X for KC1 with 
barium phosphate membrane. 
A method of character izat ion of the m e m b r a n e 
electrolyte system has been developed by Siddiqi and 
Pratap12> for pa rchmen t supported membranes . Recent-
ly a general method of characterizat ion applicable to 
any system irrespective of ion species has been developed 
by Kobatake.2 6) Consider the present system of 
negatively charged m e m b r a n e immersed in a n electro-
lyte solution of average concentrat ion C {i.e. (C 1 +C 2 ) /2) 
for which D o n n a n equi l ibr ium for small ions holds. 
T h e mass transference n u m b e r T - of anions in the 
membrane is given by 
= 1 
(4£»+l)V« + j _ 
• ( 4 £ * + l ) V * + ( 2 a - l ) (15) 
where £ a n d a s tand for the relative concentration 
denned by Cj<f>X and « + ° / ( « + ° + M - ° ) respectively. 
O n the o ther h a n d the appa ren t transference n u m b e r 
of anions in the m e m b r a n e , i.e. txpp, is defined from the 
derived m e m b r a n e potential by the Nernst equation 
A<*> = -
RT { \ - 2 t - ) \ n C2 (16) 
was less than 2 % within a wide range of salt concentra-
tion.26* If T - is replaced by fapP, and C by (C x +C 2 ) / 2 , 
F.q. 15 is applicable even when the concentrat ion of the 
two sides of the membrane differs. Rea r rangemen t of 
Eq. 15 leads to the following expression 
= Pn (17) (4£*+ 1)1/2 a _ ( 2 a _ l ) ( I _ ( __ 
where Ps is a measure of permselectivity of the m e m b r a n e 
electrolyte system. T h e value of Ps takes a value 
between zero and unity depending on the external 
salt concentrat ion for a given system of a m e m b r a n e 
and an electrolyte pair. Ps can be calculated from the 
da ta of the m e m b r a n e potential , while the left h a n d side 
of Eq. 17 is a function of the relative concentrat ion 
$ = CI#Xor (C1+C2)}2(f>X. T h u s the values of the r ight 
hand side should be independent of the mobilities of 
ion species involved. Equat ion 1 7 implies tha t the plot 
of Ps against ( 1 + 4 £ 2 ) ~ I / 2 should give a straight line 
of unit slope. 
For the evaluation of the effective fixed charge 
density, ano ther procedure suggested by Kobatake2 6) 
was also adopted for ba r ium phosphate m e m b r a n e . T h e 
various values of Ps were calculated by substituting the 
value of a (bulk) and tipp in Eq. 17 (vide Tab le 3) and 
then plotted against by log (Cx-f C2)/2. A curve was 
obtained as shown in Fig. 7 when the average concen-
trat ion C, i.e. (Cx-f C2)/2, becomes equal to the effective 
fixed charge density &X, the value of £ becomes equal 
TABLE 3. VALUES OF PERMSELECTIVITY Pe FOR VARIOUS 
ELECTROLYTES OF BARIUM PHOSPHATE MEMBRANE 






































T h e difference between T - (in Eq. 15) and /app (in Eq. 16) 
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Fig. 7. Plots of Ps defined by Eq. 17 against 
log (Q- f -Q)^ for various electrolyte with barium 
phosphate membrane. 
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Fig. 8. Plots of Ps against 1 / ^ / 1 ^_ 4^2 for KC1 electro-
lyte with ba r ium phospha te m e m b r a n e . 
to u n i t y , i.e. CI&X=l. S u b s t i t u t i n g th i s v a l u e of £ = 
1 i n t o Ps = 11(4$2 + 1 ) V*, t h e v a l u e of Ps 0 .448 is o b t a i n e d . 
A t th is p a r t i c u l a r v a l u e of 0 . 4 4 8 , t h e c o r r e s p o n d i n g 
c o n c e n t r a t i o n is o b t a i n e d f r o m t h e c u r v e Ps versus log 
C (F ig . 7) . T h i s v a l u e of c o n c e n t r a t i o n is e q u a l to 
t h e fixed c h a r g e d e n s i t y ( T a b l e 4 ) . T h e p l o t of Ps 
versus ( l + 4 £ 2 ) - 1 / 2 is d r a w n for b a r i u m p h o s p h a t e 
m e m b r a n e w i t h K C 1 e l e c t r o l y t e is (F ig . 8 ) . I t is 
e v i d e n t t h a t t h e l i ne passes t h r o u g h t h e o r i g i n w i t h 
u n i t s lope c o n f i r m i n g t h e a p p l i c a b i l i t y of K o b a t a k e ' s 
e q u a t i o n . 
A l l t h e t h e o r i e s d e r i v e d for t h e fixed c h a r g e m e m b r a n e 
a n d used in t he se i n v e s t i g a t i o n s g ive t h e effect ive fixed 
c h a r g e d e n s i t y Q o r <f>X i n s t e a d o f X itself, w h e n t h e 
c h a r g e d e n s i t y is e v a l u a t e d f r o m t h e d a t a of m e m b r a n e 
p h e n o m e n a s u c h as t h e m e m b r a n e p o t e n t i a l , i o n 
p e r m e a b i l i t y , e l e c t r i c r e s i s t a n c e etc. T h u s , t h e v a l u e s 
of X d o n o t differ f r o m 4>X ( 0 < ^ < 1 ) . F o r t h e e v a l u a -
t i o n of t r u e X t h e t i t r a t i o n a n d i s o t o p i c m e t h o d s w e r e 
t r i ed . T h e t i t r a t i o n m e t h o d p r o v e d v e r y i n c o n v e n i e n t 
a n d i n a c c u r a t e . T h e i s o t o p i c m e t h o d w a s d i s c a r d e d 
i n v i e w of s t r o n g i o n i c a d s o r p t i o n p h e n o m e n o n e x h i b i t e d 
b y these sy s t ems . C o n s e q u e n t l y t h e p o t e n t i o m e t r i c 
m e t h o d w a s u sed . 
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